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ABSTRACT

A WOMAN OF ACTION: ELMA LEWIS, THE ARTS, AND THE POLITICS OF
CULTURE IN BOSTON, 1950-1986
FEBRUARY
DANIEL N. McCLURE,
M.A.,
Ph.D.,

B.A.,

2009

WESLEYAN UNIVERSITY

NORTHEASTERN UNIVERSITY

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Prof. John H. Bracey

This project examines the politics of education, culture and black community
formation in Roxbury,

MA during the postwar era.

Elma Lewis was

active in Boston's

black community for more than half a century and through her work as educator,

cultural

worker and

institution builder

helped shape the spatial and ideological contours

of Boston's black community throughout the postwar period. Her early commitment to
institution building supported the

large-scale organization

and 1970s

development of cultural networks

and mobilization of Boston's black residents during the 1960s

in the struggle for educational equality.

organization and a

museum, each of which

community culminating

that facilitated the

in calls for

She founded a school, a national

arts

fostered the emergent sense of black

community

control, black

during the later period. She was a bridge activist

who

vi

cultural pride

established and developed

cultural institutions that helped transcend social, ideological

within Boston's black community.

power and

and generational divisions

6
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CHAPTER

1

INTRODUCTION

Our understanding of postwar black freedom movements has been
enhanced by an increased
diversification of the

interest in the topic

body of literature

that

greatly

and the subsequent expansion and

examines the scope of local, national and

international struggles. Recent scholarship has offered

new approaches

to the

periodization of postwar black freedom movements, studies of leadership, comparison

between

local

and national struggles, interpretations of competing ideologies and

examinations of gender and class dynamics within the struggle. Scholars have greatly

expanded the scope of their inquiries

power movements

in the

to include local, grassroots civil rights

and black

urban north and west and have documented the stories of

previously neglected individuals and organizations. These contributions have explored
continuities across generations, geographic regions

and disparate ideological positions

while remaining attentive to the specificities of local communities, organizations and
conditions.

Each of these developments has yielded a

better understanding of the

complexities and nuances of the topic. Yet, despite these
additions, scholars have yet to

welcome and needed

engage comprehensively the importance and significance

of cultural organizations and institutions to the development of postwar black freedom

movements. Subsequently, black freedom movement studies have continued

to

undervalue, or ignore, the salience of cultural work and cultural workers to the social

1

and

political organization

local

of black communities.

This

is

particularly evident in both

and national studies covering freedom movements prior

civil rights

movement from 1954

to

"golden age" of the

to 1965.

In most northern urban communities, racial discrimination in housing,

employment, education and

politics reinforced structural inequalities

circumscribed black social mobility throughout the

These causes of these
scholarly discourses

structural inequalities

by

first

half of the twentieth century.

were often obscured

paternalistic assumptions

and severely

in popular

of black inferiority rooted

and
in

antebellum notions of black pathology and cultural depravity. These ideas were

propagated by early social scientists

I

many of whom

portrayed black people as childlike,

use the phrase "cultural work" broadly to refer to efforts aimed

at the cultural

empowerment of communities. This includes activities ranging from
programming to advocacy for the arts. Unlike political
organization, economic development, or other conventional measures of community
empowerment, or development, cultural work is not easily quantifiable. It is, however,

organization and

arts instruction to cultural

and worthy of examination.
is too voluminous to cite in full. For representative
works, see, Mark Schneider, "The Boston NAACP and the Decline of the Abolitionist
Impulse," The Massachusetts Historical Review, Vol. 1 (1999): 95-113; Jeanne
Theoharis, "'We Saved the City': Black Struggles for Educational Equality, 19601976," Radical History Review, 81 (Fall 2001): 61-94; Jeanne Theoharis, "I'd Rather
Go to School in the South": How Boston's School Desegregation Complicates the Civil
Rights Paradigm," in Theoharis and Woodard (ed.), Freedom North: Black Freedom
Struggles Outside the South, 1940-1980; Jeanne Theoharis, "They Told Us Our Kids
as important
2

The

Were

list

of recent scholarship

Stupid':

Ruth Batson and the Educational Movement in Boston," in Jeanne
(ed.), Groundwork: Local Black Freedom Movements

Theoharis and Komozi Woodard,

in America (New York: New York University Press, 2005), pp. 17-44; Robert Self,
American Babylon: Race and the Struggle for Postwar Oakland (Princeton University
Press, 2003); Rhonda Y. Williams, The Politics of Public Housing: Black Women's _
Struggles Against Urban Inequality (Oxford University Press, 2004); Matthew* J.
Countryman, Up South: Civil Rights and Black Power in Philadelphia (Philadelphia:

University of Pennsylvania Press, 2006).

2

overly emotional and unsuited for the rigors of modern

life

and urban industry.

3

Like

ideas influenced public policy debates and buttressed engrained attitudes and customs

that characterized

de facto segregation

gained greater appeal between World

in the

urban north. The cultural deficit model

War and World War
I

adapted to the waves of black migrants and immigrants
northern black communities during the period.

black communities in

many

who

II

and was extended and

fed the rapid growth of

The response

to the rapid

growth of

northern cities was characterized by strained race relations,

the solidification of residential segregation and a gradual hardening of attitudes towards

blacks.

The

attitudes

patterns of paternalism and benign neglect that historically characterized

towards blacks

in cities like

entrenchment and an increased

stress

Boston were replaced by resentment,

upon the supposed moral and

political

cultural deficiencies

of black communities. The myriad of social problems that accompanied the formation
of racialized "ghettoes" were increasingly attributed to the supposed moral and cultural

Such arguments were often used

deficiencies of black communities.

communities accountable for

their

own

to hold black

marginalization and to rationalize the existence

of the enduring social inequalities that were emblematic of the impending "urban
that

developed

became

in

many

cities after

World War

II.

crisis'"

Black culture, therefore, increasingly

a politicized site of contestation.

3

In his Introduction to the Science of Sociology (1924), Robert Park, the founder of the
"Chicago School" or urban sociology, articulated representative ideas regarding the
faculties

of "the Negro.'"

sake. His metier

is

He

wrote,

"He

is

primarily an

expression rather than action.

He

is,

artist,

loving

own
among

life for its

so to speak, the lady

Quoted in "Introduction: Segregated Social Science and Its Legacy" in
Jonathan Holloway and Ben Keppel (eds.), Black Scholars on the Line: Race, Social
Science and American Thought in the Twentieth Century (Notre Dame, IN: University

races."

of Notre

Dame

Press, 2007), p. 15.

3

During the

last quarter century,

urban historians, social historians and scholars

of black freedom movements have challenged the cultural
deconstruct

its

deficit thesis

and sought

to

underlying assumptions by shifting the focus of debate away form

discussions of black pathology and towards systematic analyses of public policy,

institutionalized racism

and

Many of these works

structural inequalities.

science methods to analyses of black

apply social

community formation and organization

in the

urban north, while eschewing the paternalistic and largely qualitative interpretations of
black communities evident in earlier scholarship. Scholars such as Arnold Hirsch,

Thomas Sugrue and Michael Katz challenged
effectively refuted the arguments

upon which

the cultural deficit thesis and have

it

rested

by chronicling the

intractability

of de facto residential and job segregation and the role of local and national government
in tacitly

supporting institutionalized racism and the maintenance of structural
4

inequalities.

Others like Komozi Woodard, Matthew Countryman, Robert Self and

Rhonda Williams, have examined

the

and mobilized grassroots struggles

community

to

ways diverse

local black

communities organized

combat discrimination and

control. Jeanne Theoharis has

fight for greater

examined the degree of coordination and the

range of tactics employed by postwar activists in Boston during the lengthy struggle for
educational equality. Her

work has highlighted

the contributions of black

women

the perseverance of local activists and

to the struggle.

The growing number of local

studies

has provided a more nuanced view of the particularities of localized struggles, revealed

4

Thomas

J.

Sugrue, The Origins of the Urban Crisis: Race

and Inequality

in

Detroit (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2005); Arnold R. Hirsch,

Postwar
Making

Second Ghetto: Race and Housing in Chicago 1940-1960 (Chicago: University of
Chicago Press, 1998); Michael B. Katz (ed.), The "Underclass" Debate: Views from
the

History (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1993).

4

the diversity of local issues

and organizational agendas and provided valuable

information about heretofore neglected individuals and organizations whose struggles

formed a part of the broader black freedom movement
throughout the postwar

The

that

developed nationally

5

era.

proliferation of local studies has increased our understanding of postwar

black freedom

movements by focusing upon

housing and political power.

By

the

dynamics of local struggles for jobs,

providing closer analysis of the machinations of power

and the enduring legacies of institutionalized racism, these studies have refuted the
cultural deficit thesis

and contextualized contemporary discussions of education,

housing, poverty and crime. In shifting the terms of debate, scholars have often

undervalued the importance of cultural institutions to the social and

political

organization of black communities at both the local and the national level, particularly

in the

decades preceding large-scale organizing and mobilizing

initiatives

during the

1950s and 1960s. In response to institutionalized racism, persistent assertions of black
inferiority

and the growth and diversification of black communities,

activities that

affirmed community bonds assumed an important function. Such efforts took place in

5

Theoharis,

'"We Saved

the City': Black Struggles for Educational Equality, 1960-

1976," Radical History Review, 81 (Fall 2001): 61-94; Theoharis, "I'd Rather

School in the South":

How Boston's

Go

to

School Desegregation Complicates the Civil

Woodard

Freedom North: Black Freedom
Struggles Outside the South, 1940-1980; Jeanne Theoharis, '"They Told Us Our Kids
Were Stupid': Ruth Batson and the Educational Movement in Boston," in Theoharis
and Woodard, (eds.), Groundwork: Local Black Freedom Movements in America, pp.
17-44; Self, American Babylon: Race and the Struggle for Postwar Oakland; Williams,
The Politics of Public Housing: Black Women's Struggles Against Urban Inequality;
Countryman, Up South: Civil Rights and Black Power in Philadelphia.
Rights Paradigm," in Theoharis and

5

(ed.),

.

communities

in

New York,

Chicago, Detroit and elsewhere.

especially significant in communities such as Boston

relatively small, politically

weak and

residents

for

by providing

These

efforts

were

where the black population was

historically fractured

class distinctions. In such cases, cultural

6

by ideological, ethnic and

and educational programs empowered black
and

accessibility to social

cultural capital.

Where

opportunities

meaningful political participation were blocked, education and cultural development

potentially provided avenues for social mobility.

7

Scholars of postwar black freedom movements have documented the histories of

important individuals and organizations, yet there has not been a corollary interest in
the contributions of cultural workers and cultural organizations to the struggle at either

the local or the national level. Scholars of the Black Arts

movement

are beginning to

give more attention to the intersection of political and cultural organizations around

shared goals, tactics and members. Lisa Collins and
(Larry) Neal

saw

the arts as ripe terrain on

would enable black people

6

Bill

to envision

which

Margo Crawford

to graft lofty ideals

assert, ".

-

.

ideals that

and force change. While he did not see the

arts

V. Mullen, Popular Fronts: Chicago and African-American Cultural Politics,

1935-1946 (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1999); Melba Boyd, Wrestling With
Muse: Dudley Randall and the Broadside Press (New York: Columbia University
Press, 2003); Anne M. Knupfer, The Chicago Black Renaissance and Women 's
Activism (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 2006); lima Watkins-Owens, Blood
Relations: Caribbean Immigrants and the Harlem Community, 1900-1930
the

(Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1996).
7

Attorney

Thomas

Atkins,

who worked

closely with the Boston

NAACP throughout

real

950s and 1 960s in the struggle for educational equality, commented, "One of the
problems that the black community faced was that relatively speaking it was small.

We

did not have a large enough

the

1

Quote

in

"Busing

in

community

to control

any

political event, per se."

Hampton and Steve Fayer (eds.),
Civil Rights Movement from the 1950s

Boston, 1974-1976" in Henry

Voices of Freedom: An Oral History of the
Through the 1980s (New York: Bantam Books, 1990),

6

p.

591.

as capable of liberating black people

provide vision and cohesion

on

mad them

their

own, he did believe

a necessary

that their ability to

component of a successful

social

o

revolution."

As

recent scholarship on the civil rights

movement has

stressed the

importance of earlier community-based activist efforts that enabled local organizing
efforts during the

will

need

to

commitment

1950s and 1960s, subsequent discussions of the Black Arts movement

examine the ways Neal and others
to self-definition,

community and

built

upon an

earlier generation's

institution building.

The

continuities

and ruptures between pre- and postwar cultural workers and organizations are
particularly evident at the local level. Until recently,

were focused upon national issues and largely limited

most analyses of the movement
to discussion

of a few prominent

ideologues and organizations. In comparison to the plethora of local studies of civil

rights

and black power struggles, the

relative paucity

of local studies that examine the

postwar cultural organization of black communities and the subsequent development of
localized manifestations of the Black Arts

movement

signifies an important

gap

in the

9

literature.

Local studies that examine the activities of cultural workers, organizations and
institutions after

World War

II

and

their significance to the

mobilization of black communities are needed.

8

From

"Introduction:

Power

and Margo N. Crawford,

to the People!:

New

James Smethurst has

movement

They have generally received

The Art of Black Power"

Thoughts on the Black Arts Movement

Rutgers University Press, 2006),
9

subsequent organization and

G. Collins

(New Brunswick:

p. 7.

utilized a regional

approach to the study of the Black Arts

that suggests multiple trajectories.

engage the movement's development

Movement: Literary Nationalism
North Carolina Press, 2005).

in Lisa

little

in

in the

His work

is

also one the

few

studies to

Boston. See James Smethurst, The Black Arts

1960s and 1970s (Chapel

7

Hill: University

of

serious attention

from scholars of postwar black freedom movements despite the

work of cultural organizations was

that the

often intimately linked to the political and

economic empowerment of black communities
10

activists.

work

to

The implication has been

fact

in the

that scholars

minds of local residents and

have generally perceived cultural

be tangential to the organization and mobilization of black communities and

that cultural organizations

political organizations.

organizations

belonged

to

was

and

institutions are perceived to

The work of primarily

be less important than

cultural, political

and economic

inevitably linked closely at the local level and individuals routinely

more than one organization and worked on more than one

front.

Analyses

of cultural organizations and institutions will likely reveal additional information about
the

dynamics of community empowerment

in various local struggles

and further

contribute to our understanding of the range of issues, perspectives and tactics local

activists utilized

throughout the postwar period. Most importantly, closer attention to

the intersections

between

cultural

inevitably highlight networks

and

political organizations

amongst

activists,

and

institutions will

foreground the particularities of local

struggles and contextualize discussions of community development and

community

control.

Cultural organizations and cultural institutions played an important role in

cities

by promoting community consciousness,

articulating constructive notions

many

of

black identity and establishing a "cultural base" that fostered the development of social

This point was repeatedly emphasized in my interviews with local activists
Mel King, interview by author, audio recording, Boston, MA., 8 June 2007.

8

in Boston.

1

and

cultural

networks upon which subsequent postwar organizing efforts

1

built.

In

Boston, where the black population remained small until the 1950s, cultural

empowerment was

a

means of strengthening community bonds and transcending

ethnic and class divisions to find

common

cause in the face of increased residential

segregation, job discrimination and political marginalization.

that

were developed

social,

in churches, social organizations

The

programs

cultural

and settlement houses bonded

black residents together and constructively embraced race as a unifying factor. The

networks that developed around these programs and the institutions that sponsored them
provided a platform for the reconfigured sense of black community that evolved
throughout the postwar period as Boston's black population grew rapidly and
diversified

from an influx of migrants, immigrants, students and transplanted black

professionals. In a city

where meaningful black

political participation

blocked and urban renewal concentrated black residents
neighborhoods, cultural programs and institutions and,
educational equality, provided a forum for

During a career

Lewis was contributed

that

began

in the

to the elaboration

1

was

effectively

in several adjacent

later,

the struggle for

community formation and development.

940s and continued into the

of the black community ideal

1

990s,

in

Elma

Boston

through activities as cultural worker, educator and institution-builder. Between 1950

and 1969, she founded a school, a national

which provided forums
artists

and

activists.

for learning

Her

arts organization

and a museum, each of

and cultural exchange amongst

institutional vision

was rooted

11

in traditional notions

Diana Korzenik, "A Blend of Marcus Garvey and the 92
with Elma Lewis," Art Education, Vol. 35, No. 2, p. 26.

9

local residents,

nd

Street Y:

An

of racial

Interview

:

uplift

and combined education, cultural programs and race pride as a means of

empowering black
in

1

residents.

1950 and continued

to

She began by founding a small, community-based school

develop her institutional vision throughout the 1960s and

970s to encompass a broader notion of community empowerment that included her

establishment of a community development organization, a prison training program and

her advocacy for public school reform. Her approach to community

empowerment

supported and complimented the organizing efforts of community activists and
institutions focused directly

upon

political

and economic empowerment. Ultimately,

her project of institution building was a part of broader community building efforts that
facilitated the coordination

Elma Lewis was
fostered race pride,

that facilitated

of the local freedom movement during the 1950s and 1960s.

a bridge activist

whose

early institution-building efforts

community consciousness and

the development of local networks

postwar organizing and activism amongst black residents that culminated

in the mobilization

of Boston's black community for the prolonged struggle for

educational equality throughout the 1960s and 1970s.

building

was

integral to the evolution

"

Her commitment

of notions of black

identity,

to institution-

community and

consciousness that evolved in Boston and constituted an important and enduring
contribution to the process of black

12
"

I

community formation. This

use the term "bridge activist" broadly to connote a person

project examines the

who

consciously seeks to

dialogue and to groom future generations of leadership.
Such individuals seek to ensure continuity in struggle while being receptive to strategic,
tactical and ideological shifts. Jo Freeman, The Politics of Women's Liberation: A Case
Study of an Emerging Social Movement and its Relation to the Policy Process (NY
David McKay, 1975), pp. 48-9 as quoted in Charles Payne, I've Got the Light of
Freedom, p. 63.
facilitate intergenerational

10

evolution of her institutional vision and the significance of the institutions she founded

to the larger project

of black community empowerment that unfolded throughout the

postwar period.

"A Woman of Action: Elma

Lewis, the Arts and the Politics of Culture in

Boston, 1950-1990" examines the politics of education, culture and institution-building

during the postwar era of urban renewal and black community formation in Boston

.

It

analyzes the intersection of race, ethnicity and social class in Boston's black

community by examining

homegrown

the

complex

social

and cultural interplay between

West Indian immigrants

aristocracy,

professional class attracted by

particular interest are the

its

,

its

older

Southern migrants and the

educational, financial and political institutions.

dynamics between Boston's

first

Of

and second-generation West

Indian immigrants, the "Black Brahmin" class and the socially and politically active

group of transplants

who

communities through

often formed important links between various black and white

their personal

project seeks to identify the

American, spoke

13

1

to the

ways Elma Lewis,

13

affiliations.

Ultimately, the

a second-generation Barbadian-

range of attitudes towards racial identity inherent to twentieth

use the term "transplants" to refer to individuals born and reared elsewhere,

whom became active
individuals
that

and professional

it

is

in

Boston's black freedom movement. The presence of these

interesting for several reasons. First, their presence in

retained

its

many of

attraction for a

Boston indicates

group of black people throughout the postwar period

despite competition for jobs and resources, increased residential segregation and a

general deterioration in race relations. Second, their presence illustrates the

heterogeneity of Boston's black community and the

ways

it

coalesced around ongoing

struggles for greater institutional access, social mobility and political power. Last, this

convergence of a diverse group of black residents underscored the intersection of local

and national issues and

interests.

The

city

was an

attractive destination for black people

throughout the antebellum period, but the sustained engagement in local struggles was a
defining characteristic of Boston's black

community

11

that

developed

after

World War

II.

century African American cultural history and highlighted important,

if

often

overlooked, factors of ethnicity, regional identity, social class and cultural orientation.

This project situates Elma Lewis's work as an educator, cultural worker and
institution-builder within discussions of cultural identity, black

and the ongoing struggle for social and

As

century.

illustration

I

suggest,

political equality in

Elma Lewis's commitment

of her commitment to praxis and

in

Boston's black community has been concerned with

and antebellum periods.
to

document the

role

14

More

Boston during the twentieth

to institution-building

illustrates

of black community formation and empowerment

community formation

a tangible

her significance to the processes

Boston.

its

was

Much

of the

early history during the colonial

body of literature has taken shape

recently, a

on

literature

that seeks

of Boston's black community during the protracted struggle for

educational equality that culminated during the between

1

972 and

1

974 with the

administration of court-ordered school desegregation. These works have sought to

acknowledge the preliminary work

that took place in the 1950s, to center discussion

upon educational access and away from "busing" and

to

document the agency of

Boston's black community and individual members. In concert with the
scholarship, this project seeks to

latter

body of

examine the accomplishments of local people and

local

networks whose concerns and approaches often differed noticeably from those of

14

Examples of these works include James O. and Lois E. Horton, Black Bostonians:
Family Life and Community Struggle in the Antebellum North (Teaneck, NJ: Holmes &
Meier Publishers, Inc., 1979); Elizabeth Pleck, Black Migration and Poverty, Boston,
1865-1900: Boston 1865-1900 (New York Academic Press, 1979); George A.
:

Levesque, Black Boston: African American Life and Culture

in

Urban America, 1750-

1860 (New York: Routledge, 1994); Stephen and Paul Kendrick, Sarah 's Long Walk:
The Free Blacks of Boston and How Their Struggle for Equality Changed America
(Boston Beacon Press, 2004).
:

12

work

nationally prominent organizations. Lewis's

local history

and the intersection of race,

shaped the construction of her legacy
contribution to the growing

is

interpreted within the context of

class, ethnicity

in public

and gender as they have

memory. Ultimately,

body of scholarship documenting

this project is a

the significance of

women,

grassroots organizers and local and regional networks to broader social,

cultural

and

political

movements throughout

the African diaspora.

Another important consideration of this project
institutional vision

is

the evolution of

Elma Lewis's

throughout the postwar period and the ways this process coincided

with the evolution of a reconfigures sense of black community in Boston.
focus of this

work

lies in its

A central

examination of the significance of her early institution-

building efforts to the subsequent processes of community organization and

community

mobilization that took place during the protracted and acrimonious struggle for

As

educational equality in the Boston Public Schools.

community organizing

stage of local black freedom

Charles Payne has asserted, the

movements was enabled by

the

presence of social and cultural networks developed amongst local residents and activists
over a prolonged period. This work was often driven by the efforts of diverse groups of

people including young people,

women

national civil rights organizations.

and those

unaffiliated, or loosely affiliated, with

The work of these

individuals and the organizations

they founded enabled the community mobilizing stage that was characterized by the
large-scale demonstrations,

mass

protests

and

direct action

generally received the most attention. This project

is

campaigns

that

have

an attempt to examine the

significance of cultural workers and cultural institutions to the development of the local

13

networks that contributed

community mobilizing

Chapter

1,

to the coordination

movements.

stages of black freedom

15

"The Historiography of Black Boston," examines the

Black Bostonians and identifies the gaps
potential reasons

of both the community organizing and the

why

in the literature.

studies of Boston's black

literature

on

The chapter discusses

community

are generally focused either

on the colonial and antebellum periods, or upon the mobilization of the community

in

the struggle for educational equality during the 1960s and 1970s. Chapter 2,

"Contending with Tradition: Black Bostonians
distinctive history

and

cultural orientation

discusses the relatively small size of the

in the 'City

Upon

a Hill,'" examines the

of Boston's black community. The chapter

community throughout most of its

history,

belated process of community formation and the significance of these events to

postwar organization and development. Chapter

education.

The chapter discusses

NCAAA,

in 1950.

Chapter

life,

early socialization and formal

the significance of her parents, mentors and her

training in the arts to her decision to

(ELSFA)

its

"Elma Lewis: The Lioness of

3,

Boston, 1921-1950," examines the Lewis's family

its

open the Elma Lewis School for the Fine Arts

4, "Institutional Vision:

The ELSFA,

the

MNCAAA and the

1950-1986," examines the development of Lewis's institutional vision from

the founding of the

Elma Lewis School (ELSFA)

to the subsequent founding

National Center of Afro- American Artists

(NCAAA)

National Center of Afro- American Artists

(MNCAAA) in

in

1968 and the
1969.

of the

Museum

of the

The chapter discusses

Lewis's acquisition of the buildings that housed the institutions from a local Jewish

15

See Charles Payne, I've Got the Light of Freedom: The Organizing Tradition and the
Mississippi Freedom Struggle (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1995).

14

philanthropic organization, the partial realization of her vision of an integrated arts

complex and the expansion of her

programming

to other aspects

institutional vision to link educational

in

worker and institution-builder

Boston

Elma Lewis's

to the project

that facilitated the coordination

movement during
and help them

to

cultural

of black community development.

Ultimately, this project examines

cultural

and

the 1960s and 1970s.

contributions as educator,

of black community development

and organization of the

Her primary focus was

local black

to inspire

freedom

human beings

develop their latent capabilities to strengthen the bonds of community

amongst Boston's black

residents.

Her work was cumulative and was an ongoing

process that did not yield immediate results and did not always produce tangible

dividends for easy analysis of her legacy.

As

such, her

work cannot be judged by

conventional measures and must be examined within the broader context of black

community development

in

Boston. Her contributions to the coordinated organization

and mobilization of Boston's black community

in the struggle for educational equality

during the 1960s and 1970s have gone largely unrecognized. Similarly, her role as an
important generational "bridge" between several generations of Black Bostonians has
yet to be fully appreciated.

lies in the

lessons

it

may

The importance of documenting her

and work therefore

provide for subsequent scholars, activists and community

members. As she intended, her
entire

life

life's

work

effectively

community.

15

became

the inheritance of an

CHAPTER 2
THE HISTORIOGRAPHY OF BLACK BOSTON
Boston holds a high, though precarious, place in the American mind. The
first true city of the new world, built on a narrow peninsula, between ocean's
edge and the wilderness, Boston has long stood as the embodiment of the
American dream of freedom from Europe's dark past and the promise of
American life, both to generations of newcomers from the old world and to
pilgrims from every part of the new land... The city has also embodied a darker
side of the American character - a puritan streak which has punished dissenters,
expelled rebels from the community's narrowly defined, ideological covenant,

and systematically excluded

its

racial

and ethnic minorities. From

its

founding

Boston has been variously seen as the stern moral conscience of the
nation, as an arena of American political conflicts, and as a norm - not always
celebrated - of propriety in manners, morality, and literature. Above all, Boston
in 1630,

has never ceased to mean, to
spirit

embody symbolic

resonance, to contain a special

of place.

Boston's black residents have historically embraced the traditions of activism,
education and civic engagement upon which the city prides

it's self.

From

the colonial

period through the twentieth century Black Bostonians have identified, in part or in

full,

with these progressive ideals and joined in the sense of shared history and culture that
characterizes the city's civic culture.

Whereas

the majority of citizens accept their

claims to the city's shared traditions and cultural heritage as an entitlement, Black

Bostonians have historically had to assert their claims forcefully, repeatedly and often
in spite

of substantial resistance. For more than three centuries, Black Bostonians have

done so and maintained a commitment
cultural

and

political life

of the

city.

to the

fundamental ideals that define the

social,

Black Bostonians have proven themselves to be

16

8

amongst the most steadfast and enthusiastic supporters of the "Boston Idea" and have
been integral to the

city's

development.

17

Nevertheless, the contributions of Black

Bostonians have often been undervalued and been interpreted as ancillary, or
apocryphal, to the city's master narrative by scholars, journalists and the general

citizenry alike.

The most recognized

contributions of Black Bostonians are generally those that

celebrate individual accomplishments, interracial collaborations and pluralist notions of
1

black identity.

8

As

such, the history of Boston's black

interpreted in one of three ways. First,

community has generally been

when Boston's black

residents are included in

the historical record the predominant focus

is

upon individuals and

achievements. At

is

primarily concerned with documenting

16

its

most

basic, this focus

their respective

Shaun O'Connell, Imaging Boston: A Literary Landscape (Boston: Beacon

Press,

1990), pp. 1-2.
17

Shaun O'Connell defines the "Boston Idea" as "work, community,
Imaging Boston: A Literary Landscape, p. xii. In
his book The Problem o/Boston, Martin Green claims, "Boston was one of the most
American of cities. It was a community that tried to embody and institutionalize an
idea
What Boston attempted on such a large scale - to be a responsible society - is
Literary historian

service, spiritual quest." O'Connell,

.

.

.

some measure if it is to keep the active
Quoted in Thomas H. O'Connor, Bibles,

something every community must attempt
participation of its thoughtful citizens."

Brahmins, and Bosses:

A

in

Short History o/Boston, 3

Boston Public Library, 1991), p. 97.
These general observations are evident

rd

ed. (Boston: Trustees

1

in the aspects

of the

of Black Boston's history that

Freedom Trail. The Black Heritage Trail and the Museum of
Afro- American History, both of which document the city's black history, supplement
the narrative of the city's past articulated by the Boston Freedom Trail and other public
history venues. The counter-narratives offered by the Black Heritage Trail and the
Museum of Afro- American History underscore the ways in which Boston's black
are included in the Boston

residents have historically been at once both a part of, and apart from, the social,

and political life of the city. See the report prepared for the National Parks
Service by Kathryn Grover and Janine da Silva, "Historic Resource Study: Boston
African American National Historic Site," www.cr.nps.gov/history/onlinebooks/

cultural

17

1

the achievements of black "firsts" and tends to privilege notions of black
19

Works

Hall and William

Monroe

exceptionalism.

At

its

more nuanced,

activists

and examines

activities

is

this

that rightly celebrate figures

•

Trotter, while informative, tend to reinforce these notions.

2

their respective contributions to the social, political

and religious

of black citizens and to the city's development. In each instance, the
for the nineteenth century than

A recent body of literature, much of

documents the work of black
latter

20

approach contextualizes the contributions of black leaders and

more abundant and varied

period."

such as Crispus Attucks, Prince

activists, leaders

it

it

is

for the

literature

modern

written by participants themselves,

and community members during the

half of the twentieth century. These works have helped increase knowledge of the

individual and collective efforts of Boston's black

jobs, education

and resources during the modern

community

to secure equal access to

22

era.

bost/hrs.pdf (accessed July 9, 2007). Also see Martin Blatt, "Boston's Public History,"

The Public Historian, Vol. 25, No.2 (Spring 2003): 11-16.
19
For discussion of notions of black exceptionalism see Albert Murray, The OmniAmericans: Some Alternatives to the Folklore of White Supremacy (New York: Da
Capo, 1990) and Jerry Watts, Heroism and the Black Intellectual: Ralph Ellison,
Politics, and Afro-American Intellectual Life (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina
Press, 1994).
20

For a discussion of the thematic concerns of successive generations of black
Hope Franklin, "The History of African- American History,"

historians see John

in

Thomas C. Holt and Elsa B. Brown, Major Problems in African-American History:
Documents and Essays, 3-15. Franklin asserts that the documenting black achievement
was the primary concern of the first generation of black historians during the late
nineteenth and early twentieth century.

He

argues that the documentation of black

achievement was an essential task and that subsequent generations of black historians
proceeded from to study other aspects of black history and

more

life

and

to focus their

on the interpretation these subjects.
21
See, for instance, Stephen Fox, The Guardian of Boston: William Monroe Trotter
(New York: Athenaeum, 1970).
For examples of this body of literature see Lance Carden (ed.), Witness: An Oral
History of Black Politics in Boston, 1920-1960 (Boston: Boston College, 1989); Ronald
attentions

solidly

18

Another general characteristic of interpretations of Boston's black history

is

the

ambivalence some observers exhibit towards articulations of a racially defined,
culturally distinct black

community. There are several plausible reasons

for this

ambivalence including the relatively small size of Boston's black community prior

to

the mid-twentieth century, the pluralist identity of Boston's older elites and the

pervasive influence that progressive ideologies have had amongst black and white

citizens.

Throughout most of its

history,

Boston was perceived

to

have maintained a

generally progressive state of race relations. This perception has exerted a significant

As

influence upon popular and scholarly examinations of Boston's black community.

Adelaide Cromwell asserts

in

her book, The Other Brahmins: Boston

's

Black Upper

Class, 1750-1950:

Not the least of Boston's many paradoxes is the structure of its Negro
community. In view of certain expressed values and ideals characteristic
of the city, the very existence of a separate Negro community is a paradox.

As

a consequence of

its

age and

import, the development of this

from

its

relation to

Boston as a

Negro community has

city

of historical

differed significantly

of other Negro communities. Circumstances have combined here
by 1950, a unique state of race relations not yet achieved elsewhere

that

create,

to
in

Lower Roxbury: A Community of Treasures in the City of Boston
(Roxbury: The Lower Roxbury Community Corporation and The Afro Scholar Press,
1993); Jeanne Theoharis, "'We Saved the City': Black Struggles for Educational
Bailey, (ed.),

Equality, 1960-197'6," Radical History Review, 81 (Fall 2001): 61-94; Jeanne

Theoharis, "I'd Rather

Go to

School

in the South":

How Boston's

School

Desegregation Complicates the Civil Rights Paradigm," in Theoharis and Woodard

Freedom North: Black Freedom Struggles Outside the South, 1940-1980; Stephen
and Paul Kendrick, Sarah 's Long Walk: The Free Blacks of Boston and How Their
Struggle for Equality Changed America (Boston Beacon Press, 2004); Jeanne
Theoharis, '"They Told Us Our Kids Were Stupid': Ruth Batson and the Educational
Movement in Boston," in Theoharis and Woodard, (ed.), Groundwork: Local Black
Freedom Movements in America, pp. 17-44; Ruth Batson, The Black Educational
Movement in Boston: A Sequence of Historical Events, A Chronology (Boston:
(ed.),

:

Northeastern University, School of Education, 2001).

19

this country.

These sentiments demonstrate a tension between the

ideal

of social equality that

characterized the progressive, interracial coalitions that agitated for the abolition of

slavery,

women's

suffrage and equal access to education and the material realities that

increasingly confronted Black Bostonians by the early twentieth century.

between the

ideal

of social equality and the

political

and economic

24

The tension

realities that

circumscribed black aspirations remained a persistent theme throughout the twentieth
century.

The increased

during the

latter

size,

organization and militancy of Boston's black

half of the twentieth century

was an attempt

community

to directly address these

realities.

In the period leading

internal

up

to

and directly following World

War

II,

a

number of

and external developments redefined Boston's black community. White

flight,

urban renewal and discriminatory housing covenants and lending practices hastened the
geographic concentration of the community. At the same time, the arrival of Southern migrants,

West Indian immigrants and smaller groups of black students and professionals

facilitated to the

Adelaide M. Cromwell, The Other Brahmins: Boston 's Black Upper Class, 1 7501950 (Fayetteville: University of Arkansas Press, 1994), p. 19.
24
Between 1870 and 1900 Boston's black population grew from 3,496 to 1 1,591.
Despite the rise in the city's black population, Black Bostonians never exceeded 2% of
the city's population during this period. See Elizabeth Pleck, Black Migration and
Poverty, Boston, 1865-1900: Boston 1865-1900 (New York: Academic Press, 1979);
George Levesque, Black Boston: African American Life and Culture in Urban America,
1750-1860 (New York: Garland Pub., 1994); Robert Hayden, African-Americans in
Boston: More Than 350 Years (Boston: Trustees of the Public Library of the City of
Boston, 1991 ); "Boston: The City and the Sample" in Joe Feagin, Ghetto Social
Structure: A Survey of Black Bostonians (San Francisco: R & R Research Associates,
1974). Boston's black population experienced its greatest rate of population growth
between 940 and 960 when it nearly tripled in size.
~

1

1

20

growth and diversification of the community. Each of these factors contributed

to the gradual

development of a reconfigured sense of black community during the postwar period
contrasted with earlier configurations in size, organization and outlook.

Few works

that

provide

adequate examination of the social and political organization of Boston's black

community, or of the heightened sense of collective
the latter part of the twentieth century.

community during

The works

racial identity that

that

this period often interpret issues

emerged during

do examine Boston's black

and events

in relation to their

relevance to various groupings of white Bostonians, rather than in comparison to the
25

•

priorities

of earlier generations of Black Bostonians."

As

a result,

most studies

fail to

account for the complexity of internal debates within Boston's black community and
the variety of approaches undertaken

practice

is

by residents during the postwar period. This

especially pronounced in the literature dealing with the so-called school

desegregation era, roughly spanning the period from 1960- 1976, but

prominent

in

is

somewhat

less

works dealing with the nineteenth century."

See Stephen Thernstrom, Poverty, Planning, and Politics

D (New York:

Origins of ABC

in the

New Boston:

The

Basic Books, 1969); Hillel Levine and Lawrence

Harmon, The Death of an American Jewish Community: A Tragedy of Good Intentions
(New York: Maxwell Macmillan International, 1992); Thomas O'Connor, Building a
New Boston: Politics and Urban Renewal, 1950-1970 (Boston: Northeastern University
Press, 1993); Gerald Gamm, Urban Exodus: Why the Jews Left Boston and the
Catholics Stayed (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2001).
26

•

See, for instance, Alan Lupo, Liberty

's

Chosen

Home (Boston:

Little,

Brown, Co.,

1977); Michael Ross and William Berg, "I Respectfully Disagree with the Judge's
Order": The Boston School Desegregation Controversy (Washington, D.C.: University

George Metcalf, From Little Rock to Boston (Westport:
J. Anthony Lukas, Common Ground: A Turbulent Decade in
the Lives of Three American Families (New York: Random House, 1985); lone Malloy,
Southie Won't Go: A Teacher's Diary of the Desegregation of South Boston High
School (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1986); Ronald Formisano, Boston Against
Busing Race, Class, and Ethnicity in the 1960s and 1970s (Chapel Hill: University of
North Carolina Press, 1991).
Press of America, 1981

Greenwood

);

Press, 1983);
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Finally, until recently

activities

most attempts

to

examine the individual and collective

of Boston's black community have not adequately documented the

contributions of the

many

black

women who

actively participated in

Several works have examined the

organizing efforts throughout the postwar period.

activities

community

of Boston's black clubwomen during the

late nineteenth

and early twentieth

century in the context of national issues and with a focus on specific personalities. The

primary focus of these works has been Mrs. Josephine

Women's Era Club of Boston, who convened the

Women

in 1895,

Women

a year later."

which led
27

In

that

27

Many

First National

is

particularly evident in the case of those

not active in black

women's

clubs,

of the works that discuss the

activities

of black

the activities of those

women

Conference of Colored

examine Boston's black community during the

twentieth century the gap in the literature

women who were

Pierre Ruffin, founder of the

of the National Association of Colored

to the founding

works

St.

mainstream

women

in

civil rights

Boston focus upon

involved in the National Association of Colored

Women,

League of Women for Community Service and/or the National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People (NAACP). See, for instance, Gerda Lerner, "Early
Community Work of Black Club Women," The Journal of Negro History, Vol. 59, No.
2 (April, 1974): 158-167; Ena Farley, "Caring and Sharing Since World War I: The
League of Women for Community Service - A Black Volunteer Organization in
Boston," Umoja: A Scholarly Journal of Black Studies, Vol. I, No. 2 (Summer, 1977):
1-12; "Black Bourgeois Feminism Versus Peasant Values: Origins and Purposes of the
National Federation of Afro- American Women" in Wilson Moses, The Golden Age of
the

Black Nationalism: 1850-1925 (New York: Oxford University Press, 1988); Paula
Giddings, When and Where I Enter: The Impact of Black Women on Race and Sex in
America (New York: William Morrow, 1984). A number of works build upon earlier
scholarship and seek to engage the dynamics of class, color and ideology with various

women's organizations. See Darlene C. Hine, We Specialize in the Wholly
Impossible: A Reader in Black Women's History (Brooklyn, NY: Carlson Publishing,
1995) Stephanie J. Shaw, What a Woman Ought to Be and to Do: Black Professional
Women Workers during the Jim Crow Era (Chicago: University of Chicago Press,
1996) Darlene C. Hine, Hine Sight: Black Women and the Re-construction of American
History (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1997); Deborah G. White, Too Heavy
black

;

;

22

A

organizations or electoral politics."

situation

recent

body of work has emerged

by documenting the work of influential black

community organizers and parents
postwar period, but

at the

A Load: Black Women

in

women

active in Boston's black

to rectify this

activists, leaders,

community throughout

the

29

grassroots level."

Defense of Themselves, 1894-1994 (New York: W. W. Norton

& Co., 2000).
"

The most comprehensive general resource remains Ruth

E. Hill, (ed.),

The Black

Women Oral History Project: from the Arthur and Elizabeth Schlesinger Library on the
History of Women in America, Radcliffe College (Westport, CT: Meckler, 1990). For
works that examine the activities of black women in Boston during the postwar period
see James Jennings and Mel King (eds.), From Access to Power: Black Politics in
Boston (Cambridge: Schenkman Books, 1986); Carden (ed.), Witness: An Oral History
of Black Politics in Boston, 1920-1960 (Boston: Boston College, 1989); Bailey, (ed.),
Lower Roxbury: A Community of Treasures in the City of Boston; Theoharis, '"We
Saved the City': Black Struggles for Educational Equality, 1960-1976," Radical History
Review, 81 (Fall 2001): 61-94; Kendrick and Kendrick, Sarah 's Long Walk: The Free
Blacks of Boston and How Their Struggle for Equality Changed America (Boston
Beacon Press, 2004); Theoharis, "'They Told Us Our Kids Were Stupid': Ruth Batson
and the Educational Movement in Boston," p. 1 7-44; Ruth Batson, The Black
Educational Movement in Boston: A Sequence of Historical Events, A Chronology
:

(Boston: Northeastern University, School of Education, 2001).
29

Some of the women whose

*

*

contributions deserve further attention include

Cass, Ellen Jackson, Ruth Batson and Muriel Snowden. Each of these

Melnea

women were

involved in multiple aspects of the civic, political, and social organization of the
community. Melnea Cass joined the board of directors of Freedom House in 1949, was
appointed a charter member of the Action for Boston Community Development
(ABCD) in 1950 and served as the president of the Boston branch of the NAACP from
1962-1964. Ellen Jackson was active in the local chapter of the NAACP, was a founder
of the Operation Exodus program (1965) and was integral to the success of the
Metropolitan Council for Educational Opportunity (1966). Ruth Batson was active in
the local chapter of the NAACP, was the chair of its Education Committee (1964), and
served as the

first

director of the

METCO program.

Muriel Snowden was co-founder,

along with her husband Otto, of Freedom House (1949) and played an important role in

amongst progressive

See Carden (ed.),
1920-1960 (Boston: Boston
College, 1989); Theoharis, '"We Saved the City': Black Struggles for Educational
Equality, 1960-1976," Radical History Review, 81 (Fall 2001): 61-94. Also see the
Melnea A. Cass Papers (1954-1979), the Muriel S. and Otto P. Snowden Papers (19111990) and the Freedom House, Inc. Records (1941-2004) in the Archives and Special
facilitating dialogue

Witness:

activists across the city.

An Oral History of Black Politics

in Boston,

Collections, Northeastern University.
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The

existing scholarship on blacks in Boston

The

three areas.

community and

first

its

body of literature examines

development prior

is

divided chronologically into

the origins of Boston's black

These works examine the community

to 1865.

during the colonial and antebellum periods and are organized around discussions of

work, family

and

i

*

life,

religion, education,

•

political agitation.

30

Works

community,

citizenship, the

work of abolitionists

that cover the colonial period are generally

concerned

with the growth and development of Boston's black community within the context of
the founding of the Republic

urban north.

31

of antislavery

Works

and broader discussions of free black communities

that cover the antebellum period include discussion

activities initiated

community's contributions

in the

of the range

by members of Boston's black community and the

to national dialogues within the abolitionist

See Lorenzo Greene, The Negro

in

Colonial

movement.

32

New England (New York: Athenaeum,

1968 [cl942] (1969 printing); William Pierson, Black Yankees: The Development of an
Afro-American Subculture in Eighteenth-Century New England (Amherst: University of
Massachusetts Press, 1988); James and Lois Horton, Black Bostonians: Family Life and

Antebellum North (New York: Holmes & Meier, 1979);
and Poverty, Boston, 1865-1900: Boston 1865-1900; Sidney
Kaplan, The Black Presence in the Era of the American Revolution

Community Struggle

in the

Pleck, Black Migration

and

Emma

(Amherst: University of Massachusetts Press, 1989); Levesque, Black Boston: African
American Life and Culture in Urban America, 1 750-1860; Hayden, African-Americans

More Than 350 Years; James and Lois Horton, In Hope of Liberty: Culture,
Community, and Protest Among Northern Free Blacks, 1 700-1860 (New York: Oxford
University Press, 1997); Stephen and Paul Kendrick, Sarah 's Long Walk: The Free
Blacks of Boston and How Their Struggle for Equality Changed America.
in

Boston:

1

During the colonial period the state of Massachusetts outlawed slavery (1783) and the
city of Boston was at its most influential in national affairs due in large part to the
activities of local abolitionists. See Greene, The Negro in Colonial New England;
Pierson, Black Yankees: The Development of an Afro-American Subculture in

New England; Horton and Horton, In Hope of Liberty: Culture,
Community, and Protest Among Northern Free Blacks, 1 700-1860
32
See Horton and Horton, Black Bostonians: Family Life and Community Struggle in
the Antebellum North; Levesque, Black Boston: African American Life and Culture in

Eighteenth-Century

Urban America, 1750-1860; Hayden, African-Americans
Years; Horton and Horton, In

Hope of Liberty:

24

in

Boston:

More Than 350
and Protest

Culture, Community,

The second body of literature examines

the social and political organization of black

residents during the "nadir" as ethnic rivalries and racial segregation intensified.

These works generally cover the period from the end of Reconstruction
conclusion of World

War

I

in 1918.

They

33

1877 to the

in

are primarily concerned with the general

deterioration of race relations, the increased competition for jobs posed

by

first

and

second-generation European, internal ideological debates and the work of local protest
organizations such as the Equal Rights League and the National Association for the

Advancement of Colored People.

34

The

third

body of literature

is

focused upon the

mobilization of Boston's black community for the struggle for educational equality

during the 1960s and 1970s. These works document the period from the mid-1950s

through the mid-1970s and are focused upon the organization and mobilization of

Boston's black community in the buildup to and during the so-called school
desegregation era. Most of these works challenge the chronology of the period, the

predominant focus upon conflicts between opposing segments of the

city's

white

population and the usage of the terms "busing" and "school desegregation" in reference

Among Northern Free Blacks,

1700-1860; Kendrick and Kendrick, Sarah

's

Long Walk:

The Free Blacks of Boston and How Their Struggle for Equality Changed America.
33
See Rayford Logan, The Negro in American Life and Thought: The Nadir, 1877-1901
(New York: Dial Press, 1954); August Meier, Negro Thought in America, 1880-1915:

Age of Booker T. Washington (Ann Arbor: University of
Michigan Press, 1963); C. Vann Woodward, The Strange Career ofJim Crow, 3rd Ed.
(New York: Oxford University Press, 1974); Kevin Gaines, Uplifting the Race: Black
Leadership, Politics, and Culture in the Twentieth Century (Chapel Hill: University of
North Carolina Press, 1996).
34
See Fox, The Guardian of Boston: William Monroe Trotter (New York: Athenaeum,
1970); Richard Ballou, "Even in 'Freedom's Birthplace'!: The Development of Boston's
Black Ghetto, 1900-1940 (Ph. D. diss, University of Michigan, 1984); Carden (ed.),
Witness: An Oral History of Black Politics in Boston, 1920-1960; Mark Schneider,
Boston Confronts Jim Crow, 1890-1920 (Boston: Northeastern University Press, 1997);
Racial Ideologies in the
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to the period in local history.

Several of these works also engage broader

considerations of the social and political organization of the

community

after

1950

in

response to urban renewal and early efforts to address inequalities in the public
educational system.

The antebellum period remains
Black Boston.
the

most well documented

in the history

of

A number of works reconstruct the social, political and economic life of

community during

state

the

the nineteenth century and highlight the relatively progressive

of race relations and the important degree of interracial cooperation amongst

progressive black and white citizens. After the abolition of slavery in Massachusetts,
the struggle to dismantle the peculiar institution remained a central concern of Boston's

black residents. Scholars situate the activities of Black Bostonians within the context of
the local antislavery

agitation

movement and emphasize

the city's position as a center of political

and a place of refuge for freed persons of color and escaped bondspersons.

This broad body of scholarship examines the responses of Boston's black community to
the entrenchment of slavery during the early nineteenth century, the arrival of waves of

Irish

immigrants during the mid-nineteenth century and situates the

Mark

Schneider, "The Boston

activities

of Black

NAACP and the Decline of the Abolitionist Impulse,"

The Massachusetts Historical Review, Vol. 1 (1999): 95-113.
The struggle for educational equality began in 1871 when black residents petitioned
the legislature for their own school. During the mid-nineteenth century internal debates
within the black community ensued about the desirability of a separate school. After
members of the black community mounted a legal challenge, the state legislature passed
a bill outlawing racial and religious segregation in public schools in 1855. See Emmett
Buell and Richard Brisbin, School Desegregation and Defended Neighborhoods: The
Boston Controversy (Lexington, MA: Lexington Books, 1982); Theoharis, '"We Saved
the City': Black Struggles for Educational Equality, 1960-197'6," Radical History
Review, 81 (Fall 2001 ): 61-94; Kendrick and Kendrick, Sarah 's Long Walk: The Free
Blacks of Boston and How Their Struggle for Equality Changed America.
35
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Bostonians

in relation to the

broader struggle for social and political equality taking

Many

place throughout the urban North.

cultural

and

political activities

Black Bostonians engaged

black communities in Philadelphia and
the black North as a

pluralistic identity

of these works explore the range of social,

whole during

in

and make comparisons to

New York, thus expanding our understanding of

this period.

36

Many

of these works emphasize the

of Black Bostonians and the advanced state of race relations that

•11

"i*i

1

i

continued to characterize the city through the end of the nineteenth century.

37

Another body of literature examines Boston's black community during the
nineteenth and early twentieth century.

in

The period between

1877 and the beginning of the twentieth century

American race

relations.

political organization

An

is

the

late

end of Reconstruction

often described as the nadir of

extensive literature exists that examines the social and

of black Americans

at the national level

and the various responses
•

to white supremacist ideology

and violence

that took place during this period.

38

A

See for instance Horton and Horton, Black Bostonians: Family Life and Community
Struggle in the Antebellum North; Levesque, Black Boston: African American Life and
Culture in Urban America, 1750-1860; Horton and Horton, In

Hope of Liberty:

Community, and Protest Among Northern Free Blacks, 1700-1S60; Sidney and

Culture,

Emma

Kaplan, The Black Presence in the Era of the American Revolution.
37
T
See Horton and Horton, Black Bostonians: Family Life and Community Struggle in

and Poverty, Boston, 1865-1900: Boston
1865-1900; Levesque, Black Boston: African American Life and Culture in Urban
America, 1750-1860; Hayden, African-Americans in Boston: More Than 350 Years;
Horton and Horton, In Hope of Liberty: Culture,
Community, and Protest Among Northern Free Blacks, 1700-1860; Kendrick and
Kendrick, Sarah 's Long Walk: The Free Blacks of Boston and How Their Struggle for
Equality Changed America.
38
See Rayford Logan, The Negro in American Life and Thought: The Nadir, 18771901; Meier, Negro Thought in America, 1880-1915: Racial Ideologies In The Age Of
Booker T. Washington; C. Vann Woodward, The Strange Career ofJim Crow, 3rd rev.
the Antebellum North; Pleck, Black Migration

ed.

(New York: Oxford

Black Leadership,

University Press, 1974); Kevin Gaines, Uplifting the Race:

Politics,

and Culture

in the

27

Twentieth Century.

'

number of local

studies have been published that

examine other black communities of

importance, but most of those focused upon Black Boston conclude by World

War I and
•

black community.

fail to

consider the impact of the Great Migration on the city and

Some

possible explanations for the lack of attention given Boston's black

following World

War

I

include the fact that

maintained a national orientation, the city
cultural

and

political influence

it

remained small,

itself

was

its

its

community

black elites

terms of its

in general decline in

and other black communities eclipsed Boston

population growth, size and economic and political organization.

39

40

in

While Boston's

black community did not encounter the degree of racially motivated violence that
erupted in other communities during and after World

worsening

social,

economic and

See, for instance,

W.E.B.

War

I, it

experienced the

political conditions felt across the nation

Du Bois,

and the

The Philadelphia Negro: A Social Study

(Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press,

[c.

1899]

1

996); Gilbert Osofsky,

Harlem: The Making of a Ghetto, 1890-1930 (New York: Harper Collins Publishers,
1966); St. Clair Drake and Horace Cayton, Black Metropolis: A Study of Negro Life in a
Northern City (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, [c.1945] 1993); Allan Spear,
Black Chicago: The Making of a Negro Ghetto, 1890-1920 (Chicago: University of
Chicago Press, 1998); Peter Gottlieb, Making Their Own Way: Southern Blacks
Migration to Pittsburgh, 1916-30 (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1987);

Kimberley Phillips, Alabama North: African-American Migrants, Community, and
Working-Class Activism in Cleveland, 1915-45 (Urbana: University of Illinois Press,
1999); Joe Trotter, Black Milwaukee: The Making of an Industrial Proletariat, 19151945 (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1988); Richard Thomas, Life for Us is What
We Make It: Building Black Community in Detroit, 1915-1945 (Bloomington: Indiana
University Press, 1992).
40

For discussion of the national orientation of Boston's older black

elite

see Jennings

Power: Black Politics in Boston (Cambridge, MA:
Schenkman Books, 1986); Carden (ed.), Witness: An Oral Histoiy of Black Politics in
Boston, 1920-1960; Cromwell, The Other Brahmins: Boston 's Black Upper Class,
1750-1950; Dorothy West, The Living is Easy: A Novel (New York: The Feminist
Press, [c.1948] 1996); Mark Schneider, Boston Confronts Jim Crow, 1890-1920
and King,

(eds.),

From Access

to

(Boston: Northeastern University Press, 1997).
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enveloping influence of white supremacist ideologies and hardening racial
segregation.

By

41

the early twentieth century, the social and material circumstances of Black

Bostonians declined.

By

1900, the city

was

in a general state

Bostonians continued to suffer disproportionately as

its

of decline and Black

economy

stagnated, bitter

ethnic rivalries dominated local politics, the "abolitionist impulse" gradually receded

and standing

interracial alliances disintegrated as older generations

progressives passed from public

following World

War

I,

life. "

of black and white

During the periods preceding and immediately

de facto segregation hardened and limited the access of Black

Bostonians to jobs, housing and other

vital resources.

Race

relations in the city

continued to worsen throughout the period as Boston's black residents faced increased
competition for jobs, housing and resources from working class whites, particularly

and second-generation

Irish

first

immigrants. The election of Mayor James Michael Curley

in 1913, a populist, Irish-Catholic politician

whose

battles with the

Yankee

elites

who

controlled the city's business sector exacerbated the city's declining fortunes,

systematized the patronage system, and effectively curtailed the political power of the

See Fox, The Guardian of Boston: William Monroe Trotter, Jennings and King,
(eds.), From Access to Power: Black Politics in Boston; Carden (ed.), Witness: An Oral
History of Black Politics in Boston, 1920-1960; Schneider, Boston Confronts Jim Crow,
1890-1920; Schneider, "The Boston NAACP and the Decline of the Abolitionist
Impulse," The Massachusetts Historical Review, Vol.
42

1

(1999): 95-1 13.

See Jack Beatty, The Rascal King: The Life and Times ofJames Michael Curley,

1874-1958; Thomas O'Connor, The Boston

Irish:

A

Political History; Schneider,

Boston Confronts Jim Crow, 1890-1920; Schneider, "The Boston NAACP and the
Decline of the Abolitionist Impulse," The Massachusetts Historical Review, Vol. 1
(1999): 95-113.
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majority of Black Bostonians.

the 1920s to the 1960s,

is

The

literature

covering the middle of the century, from

sparse in comparison to the

the social and political organization of Boston's black

century. This gap in the literature

is

body of literature focused upon

community during

the nineteenth

accentuated by the number of works that examine

the so-called school desegregation era.

These works generally cover the period

beginning with the publication of the "Report on Racial Imbalance in the Boston Public

Schools" in 1965 and culminating with the racial violence that followed the
administration of court-ordered school desegregation in 1974.

Most of them ignore

the

organized activities of Boston's black community during the period, present these
activities as reactive

and often offer

little

more than cursory

individual black residents and organizations.

also fail to

examine the community organizing

analysis of the

Most of the works
efforts

that

work of

cover the period

of the preceding decades that

enabled the sustained organization, coordination, and development of local leaders in

Boston's black community from the mid-1960s through the mid-1970s.

For discussions of the effects of Mayor Curley's policies upon Boston's black

community

see the following: Fox, The Guardian of Boston: William

Beatty, The Rascal King: The Life

Thomas O'Connor, The Boston

Monroe

Trotter;

and Times ofJames Michael Curley, 1874-1958;
A Political History; Schneider, Boston Confronts

Irish:

Jim Crow, 1890-1920. For discussion of the role played by brothers Silas ("Shag") and
Balcolm Taylor, Mayor Curley's emissaries within Boston's black community during
the 1920s and 1930s, see Carden (ed.), Witness: An Oral History of Black Politics in
Boston, 1920-1960.
44

Chosen; Ross and Berg, "I Respectfully Disagree
with the Judge's Order": The Boston School Desegregation Controversy; Metcalf,
See, for instance, Lupo, Liberty

's

Rock to Boston; Lukas, Common Ground: A Turbulent Decade in the Lives
of Three American Families; Formisano, Boston Against Busing Race, Class, and
Ethnicity in the 1960s and 1970s.
45
For a discussion of the relationship between "bridge activists" and "community

From

Little

organizing" and the development of organizing traditions, see John Ditmer, Local

People: The Struggle for Civil Rights in Mississippi (Urbana: University of Illinois

30

A

more recent body of scholarship seeks

organization of Boston's black

activities

community

after

to

examine the

World War

of important individuals and organizations.

number of oral

II

social

and

to

and

political

document the

Among these works

are a

growing

history projects that promise to enhance understanding of the period and

provide valuable context for subsequent discussions of the struggle for educational
equality and the broader

panorama of the

social, cultural

Boston's black community during the postwar period.

46

and

political organization

More works

are

needed

of

that

analyze the broader social, political and cultural contexts that facilitated the
mobilization and coordination of Boston's black community during the court-ordered

desegregation of the Boston Public Schools. Most of the works that cover the period

between 1954 and 1976

are,

understandably, focused upon the ramifications of the

acrimonious struggle for educational equality, the central thematic concern of the
period. Scholars, activists

and community members who participated

struggle have contributed to, or written,

Press, 1995); Charles Payne, I've

and the

Mississippi

many of these works.

directly in the

47

Got the Light of Freedom: The Organizing Tradition

Freedom Struggle (Berkeley: University of California

Barbara Ransby, Ella Baker and the Black Freedom Movement (Chapel

Press, 1995);

Hill:

University

of North Carolina Press, 1995); Theoharis,"They Told Us Our Kids Were Stupid': Ruth
Batson and the Educational Movement in Boston," in Theoharis and Woodard, (ed.),

Groundwork: Local Black Freedom Movements in America, p. 17-44; Countryman, Up
and Black Power in Philadelphia. For a discussion of the "three
stages of black community development" in Boston see Mel King, Chain of Change:
Struggles for Black Community Development (Boston: South End Press, 1981).
46
See Carden (ed.), Witness: An Oral History of Black Politics in Boston, J 920-1960;
Ruth E. Hill (ed.), The Black Women Oral History Project: from the Arthur and
Elizabeth Schlesinger Library on the History of Women in America, Radcliffe College
(Westport, CT: Meckler, 1990); Bailey, (ed.), Lower Roxbury: A Community of

South: Civil Rights

Treasures in the City of Boston.
See for instance Bailey, (ed.), Lower Roxbury:

47

of Boston; Theoharis, "'We Saved the

City':

A Community of Treasures

in the City

Black Struggles for Educational Equality,
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Taken

as a whole, the recent

body of work

that

examines the organizing

efforts

of Boston's black community prior to and during the protracted struggle for educational
equality has sought to do several things. First, most of the works seek to restructure the

chronology of the period, grounding the climactic events of the mid- 1 970s in earlier
organizing, policy and legal initiatives begun in the 1950s. This approach

contextualizes the individual and collective activities of Boston's black citizens and

presents the

men and women

actors reacting to events

these works

is

in

beyond

their control.

the changing notions of black

postwar period
changes

involved as subjects of study, rather than as secondary

in response to internal

Second, an important theme in

community

that

many of

evolved during the

and external developments.

Many

highlight the

Boston's black community facilitated by urban renewal, the growth and

diversification of Boston's black

community and

the concentration of most of the city's

black residents in the abutting neighborhoods of Roxbury, Dorchester and Mattapan

during the 1950s and 1960s. The geographic concentration of Boston's black

1960-1976," Radical History Review, 81 (Fall 2001): 61-94; Kendrick and Kendrick,
's Long Walk: The Free Blacks of Boston and How Their Struggle for Equality
Changed America; Theoharis, "'They Told Us Our Kids Were Stupid': Ruth Batson and
the Educational Movement in Boston," p. 1 7-44; Ruth Batson, The Black Educational
Movement in Boston: A Sequence of Historical Events, A Chronology; Susan Eaton, The
Other Boston Busing Story: What's Won and Lost Across the Boundary Line (New

Sarah

Haven: Yale University Press, 2001).
See for instance Bailey (ed.), Lower Roxbury: A Community of Treasures in the City
of Boston; Theoharis, '"We Saved the City': Black Struggles for Educational Equality,
1960-1976," Radical History Review, 81 (Fall 2001): 61-94; Kendrick and Kendrick,
s Long Walk: The Free Blacks of Boston and How Their Struggle for Equality
Changed America; Theoharis, "'They Told Us Our Kids Were Stupid': Ruth Batson and
the Educational Movement in Boston" in Theoharis and Woodard, (ed.), Groundwork:
Local Black Freedom Movements in America, p. 17-44; Ruth Batson, The Black
Educational Movement in Boston: A Sequence of Historical Events, A Chronology;
Susan Eaton, The Other Boston Busing Story: What's Won and Lost Across the

Sarah

Boundary Line.
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community during
restrictive

this period

was

largely the result of the confluence of public policy,

housing covenants and discriminatory lending practices.

for educational equality

many of the

is

frequently

social, political

during the postwar period.

employed as an

49

Last, the struggle

interpretive lens that elucidates

and ideological concerns of Boston's black community

By

focusing analyses of the period upon the broader issue of

educational equality, rather than upon the narrower issues of busing or desegregation,

these

-'

works contextualize discussions of the

reframe discussions of this period

city's race relations

in local history.

and substantively

These works challenge

narratives of the period and identify the limitations of the terms "busing"

traditional

and "school

desegregation," which continue to be widely used by scholars, journalists and policy

makers.

50

As

this

body of literature

asserts, the

coordinated efforts of black community
school education for their children

is

usage of these terms to describe the

members

to secure equal access to public

reductive and inaccurate and positions white

For discussion of the effects of urban renewal, ethnic succession and redlining and
discriminatory lending practices upon the social, political and geographic contours of

Boston's black community see Stephen Thernstrom, Poverty, Planning, and Politics in
the New Boston: The Origins of ABCD; Hillel Levine and Lawrence Harmon, The
Death of an American Jewish Community: A Tragedy of Good Intentions; Bailey, (ed.),
Lower Roxbury: A Community of Treasures in the City of Boston; Thomas O'Connor,
Building a New Boston: Politics and Urban Renewal, 1950-1970; Gamm, Urban
Exodus: Why the Jews Left Boston and the Catholics Stayed.
50
Over the past three decades, a body of what I refer to as "revisionist" scholarship has
emerged. These works engage issues social class, white ethnic identity and conflicting
notions of community. This body of scholarship is useful in its analysis of the class
dimensions of white opposition to school desegregation and in its focus upon local,
rather than national, issues. Too often, however, these works exhibit a narrow focus
upon the legal and political battles, ignore the activities of black citizens and rationalize
overt and convert racism. See Alan Lupo, Liberty 's Chosen Home; Michael Ross and
William Berg, "I Respectfully Disagree with the Judge 's Order ": The Boston School
Desegregation Controversy; George Metcalf, From Little Rock to Boston; J. Anthony
Lukas, Common Ground: A Turbulent Decade in the Lives of Three American Families;
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communities, schools and officials as protagonists and black students, parents and

communities as

interlopers. This narrative

of events not only

fails to

consider the

organized efforts of Boston's black community during the 1960s and 1970s, but also
obscures the existence of the recurring struggle for educational equality that

commenced

in the 1840s.

51

Speaking to the range of tactics employed by black residents and leaders
struggle, Jeanne Theoharis identifies several pertinent issues that

She

in this

need be considered.

asserts,

Boston challenges many prevailing popular assumptions about postwar
it did not take place in the South

black freedom struggles: namely that

during the 1950s and 1960s... The struggles for educational justice in
Boston complicate the prevalent dichotomy made between integrationist
and Black Power strategies. Activists in Boston strategically used both
integrationist and nationalist tactics in their struggles with the city,
52
finding a common enemy in Boston's School Committee.
•

In keeping with recent scholarship, Theoharis notes the importance of regional variation

in the participation

of local communities in the ongoing black freedom struggle

throughout the postwar period.

community during

As

she articulates, examination of Boston's black

the postwar period reveals both

Ronald Formisano, Boston Against Busing Race,

its

distinctive attributes as well as

Class,

and Ethnicity

in the

1960s and

1970s.
51

Both bodies of scholarship, the revisionist histories and those focused upon black
community organizing, have called for a reinterpretation of the pertinent issues of their
period and a reperiodization of the era. In this regard, they have both been valuable and

thought provoking.
Theoharis,

"'We Saved

the City': Black Struggles for Educational Equality, 1960-

1976," Radical History Review, 81 (Fall 2001): 61-94.
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the

ways

in

movement

which the analysis of local

activities

and

how

they spoke to broader

issues.

Jeanne Theoharis's work addresses three salient points of particular interest for
the study of postwar Black Boston. First, she identifies the necessity of taking into

consideration local issues and conditions.

segregation during the nadir

was

The

solidification

of de facto residential

a central factor in the social and political organization

of Boston's black community and was

illustrative

of changing tenor of race relations

the city at the start of the twentieth century. Residential segregation

effect

upon

had an enormous

community and upon

the geographic concentration of the black

in

the

reconfigured sense of community that developed amongst of its residents throughout the

period.

As

in other cities, the concentration

of black residents

the access city services, reinforced territorial divisions

in particular areas limited

and by extension

facilitated

varying degrees of racial cohesion throughout the period. The phenomenon of racial
discrimination to

some

extent

muted important

ethnic, class

and encouraged an emergent sense of community

that

and ideological distinctions

was evident throughout

the

1

and 1970s. Second, Theoharis notes the importance of interrogating the dichotomy

960s
at

the heart of traditional narratives of postwar black history, mainly the juxtaposition of

the nonviolent, integrationist Civil Rights

Black Power movement. The growing
that

which took place

upon national

in

movement with

the militant, nationalistic

interest in local black

freedom struggles, such as

Boston, has facilitated a rethinking of the traditional focus

leaders, organizations

and Southern-based campaigns. Last, because of

the distinctive history of race relations in Boston black activists and leaders

"strategically used both integrationist

and nationalist

35

tactics" as

had been the case

during the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. The city's lengthy history of
progressive race relations, the absence of a concentrated racial "ghetto" and the fact that

many

black residents continued to maintain a plural cultural identity through the

postwar period each contributed

community members employed

to the fluidity with

a range of ideological positions

important contribution of Theoharis's work
black

women

of her work
the

is

is

and

tactics.

Another

her documentation of the roles of several

during the protracted struggle for educational equality. The implication

to direct the attention

work of individuals,

history of Roxbury

The

which individual leaders and

of scholars towards more comprehensive study of

or local organizations and of the broader social and cultural

from which they emerged.

struggle for educational equality and equal access to public and private

institutions has

been an ongoing struggle for Black Bostonians. While

gained increased

visibility

during the

last

this struggle

quarter of the twentieth century, Black

Bostonians also undertook related struggles for adequate jobs, housing and political
representation.

The

tactics

and approaches taken by Black Bostonians

problems were often determined by the
as

by ideology. The lengthy struggle

World War

and organized

after

and separatist

tactics throughout.

II

size

in tackling these

and organization of the community as much

for equality in

Boston was notably more assertive

and Black Bostonians employed both integrationist

The

efficacy of either approach in securing equality

of opportunity for Black Bostonians was the prime determinant
rather than rigid, or definitive, ideological allegiances.

in the

choice of tactics,

The dynamism and

flexibility

of

black community organizing in Boston was a result of the presence of potent external,

as well as internal, factors.

The organization of the community throughout

36

the postwar

period

was shaped by both endemic

identity

and purpose

While

that

structural racism

and the collective sense of black

developed during the period.

racial prejudice

and exclusion were constant obstacles

to black

advancement throughout the twentieth century, they also had a constructive influence

upon black community formation.
residents focused

In response to systemic racism, Boston's black

more purposefully upon building community and community

institutions during the

1920s and 1930s, while continuing to address the structural

inequalities that limited the full participation

economic

life

of the

city.

These

efforts

of black residents

were limited

in the political

in scale, but

and

were invaluable

in

maintaining resistance to oppression, reinforcing a sense of continuity with earlier

activist traditions

and articulating an affirmative sense of black community. During the

early twentieth century, organizations such as the local chapter of the National

Association for the Advancement of Colored People

League and the League of Women
53

efforts.

Black churches such as

Church and

St.

for

St.

Community

(NAACP),

Service

all

the Equal Rights

participated in these

Marks Congregational Church, Twelfth Baptist

Cyprian's Episcopal Church each catered to a particular constituency

within Boston's black community and provided an institutional base for social,
educational and cultural activities in addition to worship. Likewise, local settlement

houses such as the Robert Gould

53

Eben Miller argues

Shaw House,

the Harriett

that civil rights activism in

Tubman House and the

Boston took place as early as the

1930s and "transformed Black Bostonians' ongoing freedom struggles."

He

also

Communist
Here': The

discusses the activities of "radical, regional groups affiliated with the

Party" in Boston during the 1930s. Eben S. Miller, "'A

New Day Is

Shooting of George Borden and 1930s Civil Rights Activism in Boston." The

England Quarterly, Vol.

73,

No.

1

(March, 2000), pp. 3-31.
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New

Cooper Community Center fostered community through
cultural programs.

social services, educational

and

54

Cultural Identity and Cultural Institutions

The importance of cultural

institutions to the process

formation in Boston during has not received the attention
institutions within Boston's black

community offered

was

deserves.

resident a

and transmitting valuable lessons, experiences and values
Cultural identity

it

of black community

to

The

cultural

means of preserving

subsequent generations.

a tangible and important facet of the process of black

community

formation in Boston throughout the twentieth century. During the 1920s and 1930s, this

was

especially the case the ubiquity of Irish-Catholic political

to quality education, jobs

upon

their

limited access

and housing and Black Bostonians were increasingly

own networks and

where various

hegemony

reliant

resources to survive. Cultural institutions provided spaces

articulations of black identity

were shaped through programs, the sense

of community that was reinforced by institutional membership and the ensuing cultural

networks that were developed and maintained around these

War

II,

institutions. After

World

Boston's black community expanded and diversified amidst competing notions

of cultural

identity.

Boston's black community was shaped by the complex interplay

between southern migrants, West Indian immigrants, black professionals and students
born elsewhere and the older, "black Brahmin" aristocracy. Each group brought
different ideas, experiences

and expectations that intersected

in the

common

experience

See "Collection Overview," United South End Settlements Records, 1892-2006 -

M

1

26, Northeastern University Special Collections.
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of "race"

in

postwar Boston. The ensuing negotiation of black identity that took place

did so within the context of the solidification of the spatial and political contours of

black community apparent in the mobilization of black residents for the struggle for
educational equality during the 1960s and 1970s.

Elma

Ina Lewis

was an educator,

founded a school, a national

Born

in 1921,

raised.

W. Jones whom

woman

institution builder

in the

institutions she

at

founded were integral

teach dance and developed cultural programming for various

in size, diversity

II.

for the Fine Arts

whose school she
Lewis continued

and ambition. What began as

a

to

community organizations

(ELSFA)

in 1950.

the postwar period, Lewis's institutional vision evolved as Boston's black

grew

World War

during the 1930s, she was mentored by Doris

to teach while in college. After graduating college in 1943,

Elma Lewis School

after

to

her church, local community center

she studied dance with for nearly ten years and at

before opening the

who

community of

Boston

that took place in

Lewis regularly attended programs

and settlement house. As a young

began

The

community formation

worker and

and a museum

arts organization

Roxbury where she was born and
the process of black

cultural

community

Throughout

community

institution

evolved to

enable the founding of the National Center of Afro- American Artists (1968) and the

Museum

of the National Center of Afro-American Artists

( 1

969).

By

the late- 1 960s,

these institutions sponsored a range of activities that included artistic instruction and

training, performances,

project.

The

cultural

the process of black

community development

initiatives

and

a prison outreach

networks that developed around these institutions were integral to

community formation

in

39

Boston and helped

to facilitate the

effective mobilization of Boston's black

community

for educational equality during the

1960s and 1970s.

The

cultural institutions

founded

my Elma

Lewis helped

to galvanize the

evolving sense of black community that developed in Boston after World

War II by

providing spaces for the articulation and negotiation of black identity. Lewis was in a

unique position

in that she

formed important personal and professional links with a

range of black community figures over the course of nearly a half century of work in

As an

Boston.

institution-builder, she created physical

and ideological spaces for

dialogue, debate and cultural development that provided opportunities for bonding and

building amongst various

members of the

local

and national black communities. As a

second-generation West Indian immigrant profoundly shaped by the ideologies of racial

"uplift",

Lewis's lifelong commitment to education and to cultural development was

integral to the project

of black community development. She articulated an expansive

definition of black identity that evolved throughout the period

a broad, diasporic vision of black community.

dynamics between Boston's

first

I

am

and sought

to incorporate

particularly interested in the

and second-generation West Indian immigrants, the

"black Brahmin" class and the socially and politically active group of transplants

who

often formed important links between various constituencies in black and white

communities.

Elma Lewis's

project of institution building cannot be conveniently placed

within either the "community organizing" or the "community mobilizing" traditions

that

have served as useful points of reference

40

in recent scholarship

on postwar black

freedom movements.

55

Lewis was a teacher by vocation and her primary areas of

endeavor were education and cultural development. Just as the community formation

and organization of Boston's black community challenges many traditional assumptions
regarding postwar black freedom struggles, Lewis's use of artistic training and cultural

development challenges conventional definitions of community development. She
believed cultural development to be an important facet of community development and
consistently claimed that training in the arts

pride, character

was

a

means of developing

and self-determination, rather than an end

in itself.

in

young people

While her goal

appeared modest, she believed the development of affirmative individual and collective
racial identity to

be the fundamental prerequisites for effective and meaningful

engagement of any

sort,

whether

political agitation or educational attainment.

In keeping with recent scholarship on postwar black freedom struggles,

research seeks to document the

activities

work of local people and

local networks.

56

my

The

of local people have often been overshadowed by the work of national

organizations from which local organizations often diverged in priorities and in

In his discussion of black

the

freedom struggles

"community organizing"

in Mississippi,

tradition consisted

Charles Payne argues that

of the cultivation of relationships and

networks that supported and enabled more visible and orchestrated "community
mobilizing" efforts. While Lewis was not expressly focused upon political organizing,
the cultural networks that developed

amongst her students, colleagues and community

members over the course of more than
indirect, role in the organization

four decades did play a significant, if often

and mobilization of Boston's black community. She

served on Mel King's campaign for the Boston School Committee in 1963, organized

community members to clean up Franklin Park in 1966 and was a board member of the
Urban League and the Roxbury Multi-Service Center. See Payne, I've Got the Light of
Freedom: The Organizing Tradition and the Mississippi Freedom Struggle.
56
John Ditmer was among the first scholars to make this argument and his work
initiated a significant shift in the focus of subsequent scholarship on postwar black
freedom struggles. See Ditmer, Local People: The Struggle for Civil Rights
Mississippi.
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in

57

tactics.

Because of its

historically small population, late

power, Boston presented a distinctive situation.

It

growth and lack of political

did not have the numbers to begin to

develop an independent black business community, voting bloc or geographically
distinct residential district until after

Boston challenges many

World War

EL

As Jeanne Theoharis

traditional assumptions about

postwar black community

formation and the dichotomy between separatist and integrationist
seeks to examine the

interpret the notions

and

ways

that cultural

tactics.

cultural institutions

may

My work
help to

of black identity and black community often integral to the social

political organization

of communities, regardless of ideology.

The Boston chapter of the
1920s and 1930s, the Boston
office.

work and

points out,

NAACP was illustrative of this trend. Throughout the
NAACP consistently found itself at odds with the national

This situation was attributable to a variety of factors including Boston's specific

and the particular intractability of IrishCatholic political hegemony. See Mark Schneider, "The Boston NAACP and the
Decline of the Abolitionist Impulse," The Massachusetts Historical Review, Vol. 1
history, the decline

of its "abolitionist

spirit"

(1999): 95-113.
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CHAPTER 3
CONTENDING WITH TRADITION: BLACK BOSTONIANS IN THE CITY
UPON A HILL

The black experience

in

Boston has been marked by irony, drama, and, despite

oppression, extraordinary achievement

...

Many

of Boston's black citizens have

believed in Boston's promises - freedom, justice, culture, economic opportunity

more

seriously than have most white Bostonians.

We're big enough

to

be a

city,

Boston's black community

itself,

the

but small enough to handle our problems.

is

one of the oldest

has played an important role in the defining

War of Independence

moments of American

arrived from the

Bahamas,

less than

of Boston

two decades

is in

O'Connell, Imaging Boston:
59

A

The

60

of Jamestown,

Slavery existed for nearly a

Literary Landscape, p. 146-147.

Caryl Rivers, "Black America's Barnum, Hurok and Guthrie," The

November

earliest record

1638 when the slave ship Desire

after the settling

Virginia and eight years after the founding of Boston.

history from

of slavery to the struggles for

educational equality during the latter part of the twentieth century.

in the city

59

in the nation and, like the city

to the struggle for the abolition

of people of African descent

-

58

New

York Times,

17, 1968, p. Dll.

60

John C. Daniels writes, ". .it appears from the old records that the Negroes brought
Boston by the Desire had been purchased with the proceeds from the sale of fifteen
.

to

whom the vessel had carried away on her outward voyage
from her home port, near-by Salem; that is, Indians were practically exchanged for
Negroes. .." John Daniels, In Freedom 's Birthplace: A Study of the Boston Negroes
(Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1914), p. 3. Also see Hayden, African-Americans in
Boston: More than 350 Years, p. 15.
Indian boys and two squaws
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century and a half thereafter within the
port of entry for large

Bay

61

State.

While Boston was not a primary

numbers of slave ships or enslaved Africans,

profited directly and indirectly from the nefarious traffic in

Lorenzo Greene
It

asserts,

'The

effects

of the

human

merchants

local

beings. Historian

New England slave trade were momentous.

was one of the foundations of New England's economic

class of slave-trading merchants, while the profits derived

stimulated cultural development and philanthropy."

"

created a wealthy

structure;

it

from

commerce

this

As Greene

notes, the profits

accumulated from the importation and sale of enslaved Africans "stimulated," the civic
culture of the city

wealth,

by enabling prominent

some of whom became

triangular trade

were invested

cultural landmarks.

63

citizens to

philanthropists. In

in the city's civic

Slavery in

amass considerable amounts of

some

instances, proceeds

and educational

New England was primarily domestic,

relatively benign in relation to the Southern agrarian system, yet

social, cultural

institutions

and economic development of the

city

was

its

from the

and

small-scale and

impact upon the

significant

by any measure.

1

After several legal challenges by black bondsmen highlighted the inconsistencies
between the rhetoric of liberty and the institution of slavery, the Massachusetts
Supreme Court outlawed slavery in 1783. Horton and Horton, In Hope of Liberty:
Culture, Community, and Protest Among Northern Free Blacks, 1700- 1860, pp. 70-71.
"
Greene, The Negro in Colonial New England, 1620-1776, p. 319.
63
Douglas Harper claims, "Cornelius Waldo, maternal great-grandfather of Ralph
Waldo Emerson, was a slave merchant on a large scale, a proud importer of 'Choice
Irish Duck, fine Florence wine, negro slaves and Irish butter.' Peter Faneuil,
meanwhile, inherited one of the largest fortunes of his day, which was built in large part
on his uncle's slave trade. His philanthropy with this money gave Boston its famed
Faneuil Hall." Ironically, Boston's Faneuil Hall played a historic role in the American
War of Independence and often served as a staging point for colonists seeking to rid
themselves of British tyranny and oppression. See Douglas Harper, "Slavery in the

North," http://www. slavenorth.com/massachusetts.htm (accessed July
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9,

2007).

On

the eve of the Revolutionary

War

Boston's black residents were acutely

aware of the building resentment of the colonists towards Great Britain and were swept

up

While many of them remained

in the revolutionary fervor themselves.

bondage and had
liberty

their

own freedoms

circumscribed by law and by practice, the idea of

and the rhetoric of revolution remained

regardless of legal standing.

was Prince

64

One of the most prominent Black Bostonians of the

many of his

era

and founder of the Prince

generation, he chose to "realize commonalities instead

of racial differences" and participated fully
the development of the early republic.

that

attractive, if not accessible, to all

Hall, an outspoken anti-slavery activist, patriot

Hall Masons. Like

in physical

65

in the

movement towards independence and

Acutely aware of the continuing contradictions

plagued Black Bostonians following American independence, Hall

filed a series

of

public petitions registering the grievances of the black population. In 1787 he declared,

"We must

fear for our rising offspring to see

where there

is

provision

because they are black."
success

when he

made
66

for

them

them

in ignorance in a land

as well as others,

Hall's efforts

light,

and yet they can't enjoy them

met with limited success. He met with greater

turned his efforts towards the internal organization of the black

community, founding the Masonic African Lodge No. 50 and a school

64

of gospel

for black

Emma Kaplan,

The Black Presence in the Era of the American
Revolution (Amherst: University of Massachusetts Press, 1989); Greene, The Negro in
Colonial New England; Pierson, Black Yankees: The Development of an Afro-American
See Sidney and

Subculture in Eighteenth-Century

New England;

Levesque, Black Boston: African

and Culture in Urban America, 1750-1860; Horton and Horton, Black
and Community Struggle in the Antebellum North; Hayden,
African-Americans in Boston: More than 350 Years; Daniels, In Freedom's Birthplace:
American

Life

Bostonians: Family Life

A
65

Study of the Boston Negroes.
Kendrick and Kendrick, Sarah

Their Struggle for Equality

's Long Walk: The Free Blacks of Boston and How
Changed America, pp. 28-29.
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on

children. This dual focus

social

and

political activism

as black residents adapted

restriction

internal social

and

continued well into the nineteenth and twentieth centuries

and blended

tactics

and opportunities they encountered

The most

salient

cultural organization as well as external

and
at

strategies in

accordance with the

given times.

example of this willingness

to

employ multiple approaches

occurred during the 1840s as debates occurred within Boston's black community over
the continuance of racially segregated public schools.

Between

1

834 and 1855,

latent

tensions between the city's expressed civic ideals and their application to black

residents

were brought

children. In

1

to the fore

by debates surrounding

846, a group of Boston's black citizens submitted a petition to the Boston

School Committee advocating for the closing of the
educated

the education of black

many of the

city's black children.

The

all

black, Abiel Smith School that

petitioners

and

their allies questioned

the customary assignment of black students to the school, a custom with

and raised several issues

community well

that

would continue

into the next century.

On

to

the one hand, the petition articulated a

frustration with the practical limitations that such exclusion

The

'

it

conveyed a sense of

imposed upon black

petition asserted that the de facto segregation of the city's schools

constituted "a great inconvenience

and "secures

legal basis,

be of vital concern to Boston's black

powerful moral objection to racial exclusion and on the other,

residents.

no

to the child

on account of the scattered

of a foreigner a privilege that

is

status

of our residences"

denied to the native Bostonian

Prince Hall as quoted in Luix Overbea, Black Bostonia: Boston 200 Neighborhood

History Series (Boston: The Boston 200 Corporation, 1976), p.5.
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...

solely

on account of color."

Benjamin Roberts

In

1

849, after another petition

filed a lawsuit against the City

Sarah. These efforts led to the passage of a

bill in

was submitted,

of Boston on behalf of his daughter
the state legislature in 1855 that

allowed black students equal access to the Boston Public Schools and eventually
precipitated the closing of the Smith School.

While the petitioners and

celebrated the moral victory, others in Boston's black

the Abiel Smith School as the loss of an important

their supporters

community viewed

community

the closing of
68

institution.

The

contrasting approaches of idealist and pragmatic forces within Boston's black

community displayed throughout

the public debate and legal battle that attended the

closing of the school were emblematic of the duality that has characterized the black

experience in Boston throughout

Boston remained home
antebellum period. Despite

its

history.

to a small, yet active black population throughout the

its size,

Boston's black community figured prominently in

national dialogues and has often exerted a disproportionate influence that belies
69

size.

The black population forged an

its

activist tradition in the struggles for national

Hayden, "School Desegregation in Boston: Where We've Been, Long Distance
Runners." National Center of Afro-American Artists Records (1924-1998), Archives
and Special Collections Department, Northeastern University, Box 13, Folder 34.
68
This legislative victory was a result of the collective efforts of the petitioners, the
legal team of Charles Sumner and Robert Morris. What remains particularly interesting
about the initial petition is its portrayal of Boston's black community as "scattered," its
direct appeal to the Yankee establishment and the questions it raises concerning black
and white attitudes towards institutions serving the black community. Each of these
issues has proved to be of particular relevance to successive generations of Boston's
black residents. See Kendrick and Kendrick, Sarah 's Long Walk: The Free Blacks of
Boston and How Their Struggle for Equality Changed America.
69
Elma Lewis observed," We have had very profound experiences, we who live in
Boston, of people going through here or living here permanently
that shaped the
lives of black people in this world ..." Elma Lewis, interview by Larry Crow, video
,

.
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.

.

independence and continued to
level.

The

city

was

fight against injustice at both the local

and national

a center of interracial antislavery activity during the mid-nineteenth

century and enjoyed relatively progressive race relations throughout the latter half of
the nineteenth century. This combination of factors

made

the city an attractive

destination for free blacks and offered the hope of refuge for escaped bondspersons

throughout the antebellum period.

In 1870, the city's black population stood at 3,496 and increased to

1

1,591

by

1900. Despite the rapid rate of population growth, Black Bostonians never exceeded

2% of the

city's population during this period.

relocated to Boston during this period

Tidewater

cities

70

came from

The majority of black migrants who
the

along the Eastern seaboard. The southern migrants

significant proportion of the populace, constituting

in

Upper South, primarily from

1890 and 53 percent

in 1900.

46 percent the

These migrants were

total

a

black population

"more urban,

in general,

mulatto and Upper South in origin than most southern blacks."

made up

By

the

literate,

the turn of the

The History Makers, Boston, MA., 10 April 2003, Roll 3. Also see Fox, The
Guardian of Boston: William Monroe Trotter (New York: Athenaeum, 1970); Horton
and Horton, Black Bostonians: Family Life and Community Struggle in the Antebellum
North (New York: Holmes & Meier, 1979); George Levesque, Black Boston: African
American Life and Culture in Urban America, 1750-1860 (New York: Garland Pub.,
1994); Hayden, African-Americans in Boston: More Than 350 Years (Boston: Trustees
of the Public Library of the City of Boston, 1991); Schneider, Boston Confronts Jim
Crow, 1890-1920 (Boston: Northeastern University Press, 1997); Schneider, "The
Boston NAACP and the Decline of the Abolitionist Impulse," The Massachusetts
recording,

Historical Review, Vol.
70

During

this

1

(1999): 95-1 13.

same period

approximately

60%

was an important

the city's Irish population continued to

grow and

constituted

city's population. The growth of Boston's Irish population
and conflicts between the two groups were a central theme in

of the

factor

community during the post-Civil War period. See
and Poverty, Boston, 1865-1900 (New York: Academic Press,

the development of Boston's black

Pleck, Black Migration

1979), pp. 12-13.
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number of West Indian immigrants,

century, the city also attracted a small

whom came
2,877 in

1

They numbered 566

from Jamaica, Barbados and Montserrat.

920.

Many

of these

men and women

held

the bulk of

these were working-class people with middle-class aspirations."

who

relocated to Boston were

71

and cultural

"Most of

The black

drawn by

of family or friends, the promise of better wages, the perceived favorable
relations, the proximity to local educational

1910 and

some degree of education and

desired increased social mobility. Like their southern migrant counterparts,

southerners and black immigrants

in

institutions, or

the presence

state

of race

some

77

•

combination of these factors.

The prospects

for

upward mobility, or mere

survival, in

speaking Caribbean societies were not promising for
families at the end of the nineteenth century.

practices, colonial excess, racism, the

two

Crop

many

many of the

English-

individuals and their

failures, antiquated agricultural

tiered colonial educational

system and labor

unrest contributed to the bleak economic situation and the attendant social realities that

characterized the daily lives of the masses.

By

By

was

historian, Violet

Johnson writes:

the beginning of the twentieth century, emigration as a prerequisite

for success

71

As

and

social mobility

had become an

integral part

of the West

1920, West Indians constituted 19 percent of the total black population, which

Jim Crow, 1890-1920, p. 4, 9-10. In 1952,
the West Indian population was estimated to be 5,000 and made up twelve percent of
the total black population. See Violet S. Johnson, The Other Black Bostonians: West
Indians in Boston, 1900-1950 (Bloomington: University of Indiana Press, 2006), p. 8.
Many of the southerners participated in "chain migration" and were drawn to Boston
by extended kinship networks. See Pleck, Black Migration and Poverty, Boston, 18651900: Boston 1865-1900, pp. 64-67; Schneider, Boston Confronts Jim Crow, 18901920, p. 9-10; Theodore Howe, interview by author, audio recording, Boston, MA., 17
June 2007. Many of the West Indians participated in "step migration." See Johnson,
The Other Black Bostonians: West Indians in Boston, 1900-1950, p. 7.
16,350. Schneider, Boston Confronts
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Indian psyche.

The

island, both within

momentum
deemed

wages beyond one's
West Indies, began to gain

practice of searching for higher

and outside the British

as far back as the 1830s, right after emancipation. This search,

a temporary venture,

assumed the

return of the migrant with

enough

resources to vastly improve his or her standard of living and ultimately attain

which Bonham Richardson calls "livelihood
migration," continued for generations, becoming a tradition fully embedded
73
the economic and social tapestry of British West Indian societies.
social mobility. This process,

Like the contemporaneous waves of southern migrants, West Indians

who

in

chose to

immigrate to the United States were influenced by a variety of "push and pull"
74

If

factors.

for Central

West Indian migrants were compelled

75

drawn

to their destinations

The southern migrants who came

to set out

to

by the promise of earning

Boston during the

early twentieth century also sought to increase their earning

quality of

homes and

America, Great Britain and the United States because of economic

hardships, they were also

living.

to leave their

life.

racial violence

For many of them, the

strictures

nineteenth and

power and

their overall

of de jure segregation, the specter of

and the circumscribed personal autonomy

Crow system were powerful and compelling

late

a decent

that characterized the

factors for migrating North.

Jim

Both groups

Johnson, The Other Black Bostonians: West Indians in Boston, 1900-1950,

p. 20.

74

For works on West Indian immigration see Robert A. Pastor, ed., Migration and
Development in the Caribbean: The Unexplored Connection (Boulder, CO: Westview
Press, 1985); Michael Omi and Howard Winant, Racial Formation in the United States:
From the 1960s to the 1990s (New York: Routledge, 1994); Winston James, Holding
Aloft the Banner of Ethiopia: Caribbean Radicalism in Early Twentieth-Century
America (London: Verso, 1998); Mary C. Waters, Black Identities: West Indian
Immigrant Dreams and American Realities (Cambridge: Harvard University Press,
2001 ); Nancy Foner, ed., Islands in the City: West Indian Migration to New York
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 2001); Reuel Rogers, Afro-Caribbean

Immigrants and the Politics of Incorporation: Ethnicity, Exception, Or Exit (London:

Cambridge University
75

See Chapter

2,

Press, 2006).

"Work and Housing

Other Black Bostonians: West Indians

in

'Freedom's Birthplace',"

in Boston,

50

in

Johnson, The

1900-1950, pp. 24-48.

underwent processes of social adjustment and the leveling effects of de facto
segregation and racial prejudice that at times superseded distinctions of social class,

ethnicity

and place of origin.

The most

76

salient factor that tied together

migrants and Boston's older,

West Indian immigrants, Southern

homegrown "black Yankees" was

race.

Each of these

groups conceptualized race and racial identity differently and, in turn, were

at

times

perceived differently by the larger population. Throughout the city's history
"blackness," however modified, generally placed one outside of the spheres of

economic and

political

power.

77

The

racial identity

undoubtedly shaped by area of origin, social

of Black Bostonians was

class, education, religion, family

and a

variety of other factors. Considered as a group, however, Boston's black residents

shared in the collective experiences of, widespread job and housing discrimination,

political marginalization

and substandard public education.

migrants and Caribbean immigrants

who moved

educated, urban and tended to hold in

respectability

and

social

common

advancement with the

See Rayford Logan, The Negro

in

American

to

Many of the

Boston before World

southern

War

II

were

similar middle-class notions of

city's older, "black

Life

Yankee"

residents.

and Thought: The Nadir, 1877-

1901; August Meier, Negro Thought in America, 1880-1915: Racial Ideologies In The

Age Of Booker T Washington;

Ballou, "Even in 'Freedom's Birthplace'!: The
Development of Boston's Black Ghetto, 1900-1940 (Ph. D. diss, University of
Michigan, 1984); Carden, ed., Witness: An Oral History of Black Politics in Boston,
1920-1960; Schneider, "We Return Fighting": The Civil Rights Movement in the Jazz

Age
77

(Boston: Northeastern University Press, 2002)
*

*

r

i

For further discussion see King, Chain of Change: Struggles for Black Community
Development (Boston: South End Press, 1981 ); Jennings and King (eds.), From Access

Power: Black Politics in Boston; Thomas H. O'Connor, Building a New Boston:
Politics and Urban Renewal 1950-1970 (Boston: Northeastern University Press, 1993).
to
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While these

similarities in

entirely eradicate distinctions based in

worldview did not

education, social class and ethnicity, they did mute the sharpness of these distinctions.

For many West Indians adjusting

to the logic

identity in the early twentieth century United States

and vocabulary of race and

was

a challenge.

racial

The experience of

being a racial minority, and being defined primarily as such, was foreign to most of the

West Indian immigrants from
states,

the English-speaking Caribbean.

As Winston James

most of these immigrants brought a "majority consciousness" with them

to the

United States and were used to operating in a world where others, not themselves, were
in the racial minority.

It

was

precisely the experience of being a racial minority, in

most instances for the

first

of many West Indians

in

certainly the case with

Marcus Garvey and

*

with

many of his

time,

which contributed

Boston and other

followers.

79

As

circumscribed opportunities, but

cities

within the United States. This was

this certainly

in other cities,

its

to the increased race consciousness

seems

to

have been the case

Boston's black population faced

small size, heterogeneity and ideological diversity

stunted the development of a cohesive collective consciousness prior to

In reference to

West Indian immigrants, Violet Johnson

prospective West Indian emigrants

who

writes: ".

.

World War

II.

.many of the

expressly chose Boston were impelled by

its

from reports which filtered into the West Indies
about Boston's genteel character, conferred by long Yankee traditions, many concluded
that that New England city was in fact the next best thing to England." Johnson, The
Other Black Bostonians: West Indians in Boston, 1900-1950, pp. 24-25.
79
This is not to imply that West Indian immigrants had no race consciousness at all
educational and cultural climate

*

.

.

.

•

prior to arriving in the United States.
British colonies
that, as

The

salience of race and color in the former

of the Caribbean had a long and indelible history. The point

many have

argued, most

West Indian immigrants had

class-consciousness than race consciousness

when

a

much

is

simply

higher level of

arriving in the United States. For a

thoughtful discussion of the evolution of this discussion see "Race Consciousness,

Class Consciousness, and the Political Strategies of William
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Monroe

Trotter and

The common experience of racial discrimination created
community

in

a de facto black

Boston, yet significant internal differences were evident throughout the

interwar period. Throughout the nineteenth century, Boston's black

community

remained a small, close-knit community typified by the social elitism of its homegrown
aristocracy.

As Willard Gatewood has

asserted,

Boston's aristocrats of color had a reputation for exclusiveness that went even beyond
that

of those in Washington or Philadelphia. Black society in the city regularly inspired

epithets such as 'cold'

and

The old upper-class Bostonians thought of

'chilly'.

themselves as special, as far superior to other blacks, especially those
the city from the South in increasing

century

...

By

numbers

after the

who

emigrated to

beginning of the twentieth

the turn of the century, the 'happy few,' as one authority described the

elite families, constituted

an exclusive circle that was

difficult for outsiders to

penetrate.

For the reasons outlined by Gatewood, Boston's "black Brahmin"
social class unto their

own and

Bostonians outside of their

often had

circle.

little if

elites constituted a

any contact with other Black

This group of black

elites

was defined primarily by

family lineage, length of residence in the city and social activities, including the places

where they worshipped, vacationed and entertained themselves. Each of these factors
inevitably limited

residents

membership

who were

in the

group and distanced

it

from the majority of black

increasingly confronted by the absence of political power, economic

hardships and growing residential segregation throughout the 1920s and 1930s.

The changes

in the

composition of Boston's black community during the early

twentieth century were interpreted in various ways. While

lower- and middle-

James, Holding Aloft the Banner of Ethiopia: Caribbean Radicalism
Early Twentieth-Century America (London: Verso, 1998), pp. 185-194.

Marcus Garvey"
in

many

in

80

Willard B. Gatewood, Aristocrats of Color: The Black
(Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1990), p. 111.
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Elite,

1880-1920

1

1

class

Black Bostonians resented the influence of black

elites,

.

some lamented

the

changes that accompanied the community's growth. Artist and longtime Boston
resident Allan

Rohan

During the

Crite offers anecdotal evidence of these changes:

thirties, there

society, that

is.

.

.a

was

in the

group of those

There was, however,

Boston community of blacks a black

in the professions,

in this social class... a

educated and.

very real interest

in

.

.elite.

.

equal rights...

which was a foundation of later development. After World War ... a change
in the black community started, namely a ... slow migration from the South.
This accelerated considerably during World War II, so that the close-knit black
community of the early thirties [and] forties disappeared. The influence of social
8
class of the earlier period diminished and finally vanished.
I

While Crite's comments indicate the existence of class divisions within Boston's black
community, they also convey the

was

loss of a sense

of "close-knit black community" that

the inevitable result of growth. Boston's black

small for nearly a century prior to

World War

II, its

community had remained

relatively

rapid growth and diversification

during the postwar period redefined the social, cultural and spatial dimensions of

community

Crite,

and

others,

had known. While the divisions within Boston's black

community were undoubtedly rooted

in social class, place

of birth, educational

attainment and other factors, they were also articulated in competing definitions of

community.

82

8

Quoted from Edmund Barry Gaither, "Seeing Ourselves" in Kim Sichel, ed., Black
and the African American Experience (Boston: The
Trustees of Boston University, 1994), p. 21.
82
Longtime resident Theodore Howe said, "those people who were the 'class' of
Boston were either born in Boston, moved up from Philadelphia, Virginia, or North
Carolina. Many of the people, if you name some of the old people, who were in the
leadership say between 1910 and 1940, they were people who came to Boston after
Boston: Documentary Photography

finishing college in the South.

Many

people might say 'oh, their Boston people'
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...

The

divisions within Boston's black

community were

particularly evident in the

organization of its leadership. During the early twentieth century, the traditional

leadership of Boston's black

community by

its elites

was untenable

as they

were

increasingly out of step with the economic and political realities facing the majority of

the city's black residents.

As

Willard Gatewood argues, "Despite their lack of

association with the black masses, the aristocrats of color appeared before the public as

intimately acquainted with the needs of their race. Lower- and middle-class blacks,

while cognizant of the 'superior achievements' of the aristocrats, were nonetheless
resentful of their aloofness

color" tended to be

and often opposed

more involved with

their leadership."

These "aristocrats of

national, rather than local, issues

and

to

maintain an unwavering commitment to an integrationist vision of the abolitionist past
that precluded the

development of inclusive, black community

1920s and 1930s, the traditional leadership of Boston's black
repeatedly as the social and political organization of the black

institutions.

elites

During the

was challenged

community underwent

subtle, but lasting changes.

These changes were evident

in the inability

of the local chapter of the National

Association for the Advancement of Colored People

(NAACP)

to secure

from the majority of Boston's black community throughout the period.

'elite,

snooty and so on,' and that

may be

true, but these

84

broad support

The chapter

were the talented tenth

that

They went to Howard, they went to Hampton, they went to
Fisk, they went to Bennett. They went to the historically black colleges." Theodore
Howe, interview by author, audio recording, Boston, MA., 17 June 2007.

came from

the colleges.

83

Gatewood, Aristocrats of Color: The Black Elite, 1880-1920, p. 1 10.
Local activist and resident Victor Bynoe remarked, "The NAACP was a parlor
The NAACP never became effective
discussion group in the early days - too long
little
people."
Quoted
in
Carden, ed., Witness: An Oral History
until it got down to the
of Black Politics in Boston, 1920-1960, p. 30. Also see Schneider, "The Boston
84

.
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.

.

was plagued by

internal disputes

Mark Schneider

writes,

and by a tension between

NAACP's

In 1911, Boston hosted the

first

local

and national

priorities.

national gathering outside of New

York. In the decade that followed, the Boston branch was the association's
largest

and strongest.

It

also remained the

most integrated - almost every other

branch had become, by 1920, almost entirely African American. The racial mix
in the

Boston branch

ironically, the legacy

the

groundwork

set

it

up

for

its

most fundamental

for this trouble. Unlike other

leaders quickly took the reins and black

rank and

file,

difficulties.

Almost

of strong abolitionist work among white Bostonians laid

NAACP branches,

members comprised

the Boston branch persisted throughout

its first

in

which black

the majority of the

decades to look

- well intentioned and
paradigm suggested by the white

like a mid-nineteenth century abolitionist conventional

predominantly white. The paternalist
leadership

was not bound

Of

to last in the era

of the 'New Negro'.

Schneider's comments are illustrative of both the changing state of race relations in the
city and, as importantly, the internal transformations taking place within the black

community. The lack of participation

in the

Boston branch of the

NAACP was as much

an indication of the ineffectiveness of traditional progressive alliances in an era of Irish-

American
tactics

political

hegemony

and leadership

styles

as

it

was

a gradual disinvestment from the traditional

of Boston's black

elites.

The example of the Boston branch of the

NAACP and the attempts made by

William Monroe Trotter and the National Equal Rights League (NERL) to reduce

its

sphere of influence, highlight the divisions that developed within Boston's black

NAACP and the Decline of the Abolitionist Impulse,"
Review, Vol.
85

1

The Massachusetts Historical

(1999): 95-113.

Schneider, "The Boston

NAACP and the Decline of the Abolitionist Impulse,"

Massachusetts Historical Review, Vol.

1

(1999): 96-97.
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The

community during

the interwar period.

In his analysis

of black political activity

during this period, James Jennings identified three distinct constituencies within

Boston's black community. Distinguishing between the political activity of southern
migrants,

West Indians and indigenes, he observes,

"Black Bostonian" element sought

If the

Usually

at the

political

involvement,

it

was
They

national level, rather than at the local and state levels.

tended to be concerned with broad black and white social and civic relations

and national race issues. This led them to the NAACP and the Urban League
and to the kinds of activities sponsored by these organizations... West Indian
Blacks were involved in protest activities, associated with the NAACP and the
Urban League, but they were also part of efforts to institutionalize black politics
in the local electoral arena. Blacks from the South may have been more attracted
to local electoral politics than to the national protest organizations.

It

was

probably easier for Southern black citizens to find a welcome in this type of
politics than in those arenas controlled

including West Indians.

by established "Black Bostonians,"

87

Jennings hypotheses are useful for understanding the context that attended the
mobilization of the black community.

activities

and

local politics

affiliations of black

and who were

He also

discusses the traditional political

business owners,

whose

interests

were often linked

rarely inclined to agitate stridently for the complete

dismantling of racial segregation. This group also included a cross-section of

members

community development

of the black

community and figured

unfolded as

many black businesspersons and women were beneficiaries of the

community's push

for

to

into the project of

that

expanded opportunities.

Several local residents downplayed the degree of Trotter's political influence within

who arrived in Boston
from Virginia in 1928, referred to Trotter as "a voice in the wilderness." Quoted in
Carden (ed.), Witness: An Oral History of Black Politics in Boston, 1920-1960, p. 12.

Boston's black community during the 1920s. Edward L. Cooper,
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Cultural Identity

The very existence of a "black community,"

in the sense

of a distinct

geographic, cultural and ideological space defined by race seemed to contradict the

humanistic ideals championed by nineteenth century black and white activists and
belied the city's reputation for being upholding an enlightened, cosmopolitan and

progressive civic culture.

As mentioned,

view of certain expressed values and
of a separate Negro community

He

similar conclusion.

comparable to

that

is

Sociologist Adelaide

ideals characteristic

a paradox."

88

Cromwell claimed, "In

of the

city, the

very existence

Historian Oscar Handlin reached a

wrote, "Only the Negroes developed a group consciousness

of the

Irish

.

.

.

Negro awareness of race derived not from differences

they desired to cherish, but rather from a single difference - color - which they desired
to discard. Thus, as

schools, their

own

and declined as

soon as a change

in

law

in

closed. Their consciousness

that subsided."

89

1855 admitted Negroes to the

was

common

a factor of the prejudice of others,

Handlin concluded that the existence of group

consciousness, and by extension, a black community,

was

a reaction to external social

James Jennings, "Black Politics in Boston, 1900-1950," in Jennings and King (eds.)
eds., From Access to Power: Black Politics in Boston, p. 19-20.
Cromwell, The Other Brahmins: Boston 's Black Upper Class, 1750-1950, p. 19.
89
Oscar Handlin, Boston 's Immigrants: A Study in Acculturation, Rev. ed. (New York:
Athenaeum, 1972), pp. 175-176. Handlin conspicuously ignores West Indians
altogether in his discussion of immigration. Like Handlin, Ballou identifies the racial
attitudes

of whites as the most powerful determinant

in

black community formation.

He

argues that contrary to patterns elsewhere, de facto segregation in Boston increased

between

1

900 and

1

940 despite the

fact that

it

did not incorporate a large

volume of

southern migrants and the total black population remained small. See Ballou, '"Even in

Freedom's Birthplace'!: The Development of Boston's Black Ghetto, 1900-1940"
(Ph.D: University of Michigan, 1984).

f
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While

forces.

his observations ring true, they

do not allow

for analysis

of the agency of

black residents. His analysis interprets the actions of Black Bostonians as primarily

reactive

and does not allow

that existed within

for examination

of the range of attitudes and viewpoints

Boston's black community

at

any given time. Likewise, his analysis

does not account for the evolution of the social and cultural dimensions of black

community amongst

residents that

were by external events.

that profoundly

afflicted

shaped

internal debates as they

90

Writing in 1901, W.E.B.

Americans were

were shaped as much by

Du

Bois, a native of Massachusetts, argued that black

by a peculiar sense of "double consciousness," or "two-ness,"

their individual

and collective experiences. He wrote,

"It is a

peculiar sensation, this double-consciousness, this sense of always looking at one's self

through the eyes of others, of measuring one's soul by the tape of a world that looks on
in

amused contempt and

two

souls,

pity.

One

ever feels his two-ness,

two thoughts, two unreconciled

body, whose dogged strength alone keeps
writes,

strivings;

it

"The history of the American Negro

~

an American, a Negro;

two warring

ideals in

from being torn asunder."
is

If,

one dark
as

Du Bois

the history of this strife," than the history

Scholars have identified the origins of Boston's black "ghetto" in the racial
hostilities, ethnic rivalries

and competition for jobs and resources

that characterized the

and early twentieth century. See John Daniels, "Origins
John Bracey, August Meier and Elliott M. Rudwick, eds., The

city during the late-nineteenth

of the Boston Ghetto"

in

Rise of the Ghetto (Belmont, CA: Wadsworth Publishers, 1971), pp. 19-24; Pleck,
Black Migration and Poverty, Boston, 1865-1900: Boston 1865-1900 Ballou, "'Even
;

Freedom's Birthplace'!: The Development of Boston's Black Ghetto, 1900-1940"
(Ph.D: University of Michigan, 1984).
in
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of Boston's black community offers a striking example of individual and collective
attempts to reconcile this "strife."
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For much of its history Boston's black community was emblematic of the
contradictions articulated

distinctive "black

by

Yankee"

Du Bois.

Boston's earliest black residents cultivated a

identity that

embraced both the shared

the city as well as the specific racial and ethnic heritage that set

cultural heritage

them

of

92

apart.

Discussing the evolution of this identity during the colonial period historian Lorenzo

Greene claims, "The Afro-American subculture they created was not the product of
isolation but, instead, a

body of shared

traditions

and values

that black

New Englanders

purposefully maintained to give themselves a double identity, a positive sense of

themselves within the larger Yankee community."
African as

it

was known by

I

am

Du Bois

cultural orientation
it

ed.,

it

is

The Souls of Black Folk by

widely used to refer to a predominant

and identity with a lengthy

was known by

history. This

the mid-nineteenth century,

Puritan ethos that shaped the city's civic culture,
religious institutions. All of this

was

intensified

its

the predominant

formal educational system and

by the

absence of rigid residential segregation prior to World

was present throughout

Anglo-African cultural

was shaped by

its

relatively high rates of social

intercourse between blacks, the small size of Boston's black

orientation

was shaped by

(Boston: Bedford/St. Martin's, 1997), p. 38-39.

using the term "black Yankee" as

identity, as

This "black Yankee," or Anglo-

the mid-nineteenth century, cultural identity

David W. Blight and Robert Gooding- Williams,
W.E.B.

93

War

community and

II.

A

the

similar cultural

the colonial and antebellum periods in other

New York and Washington, D.C.
Whereas the term "black Yankee" is a broad and inclusive one, the term "black
Brahmin" identifies a distinct, elite, subgroup within Boston's black community.
Willard Gatewood writes, "By the late nineteenth century, a well-defined 'colored
aristocracy' existed in black communities throughout the Northeast." Both Willard and
Cromwell focus upon black elites, or "black Brahmins." See Willard B. Gatewood,
Aristocrats of Color: The Black Elite, 1880-1920; Cromwell, The Other Brahmins:
Boston 's Black Upper Class, 1750-1950.
93
Greene, The Negro in Colonial New England, 1620-1776 (New York: Athenaeum,
northern black communities such as Philadelphia,

1968), p. x.
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the predominant Puritan ethos that shaped the city's civic culture,

system and

its

religious institutions. All of this

rates of social intercourse

was

intensified

between blacks, the small

size

and the absence of rigid residential segregation prior

As
to the

to

formal educational

by the

relatively high

of Boston's black community

World War

94
I.

the term suggests, Boston's black residents stood firm in claiming ownership

common

ethos that has defined the city's identity, while displaying a begrudging

awareness of the qualified nature of their participation

life.

its

in the city's cultural

and civic

Boston's black residents have historically identified to varying degrees with the

expressed cultural and political ideals of the city's Yankee majority even
distinctions of race

and class have precluded

their full realization

when

of the privileges of

democratic citizenship. This plural, "black Yankee" identity clearly delineated between
one's racial and cultural identity and refuted the notion that the former precluded one's

claims to the

community
cultural

latter.

However, the rapid growth and

that took place during

and

hegemony of Boston's black

after

elites

diversification of Boston's black

World War
and

II

effectively challenged the

facilitated the

emergence of a

reconfigured sense of black community that gained ascendancy during the

latter

half of

the twentieth century.

The "black Yankee"

cultural identity

of Black Bostonians was rooted

in a strong

and political ideals of the city's
While race historically served as a formidable obstacle to the
full realization of these ideals, Black Bostonians nevertheless maintained their claims to
them. See O'Connell, Imaging Boston: A Literary Landscape; Cromwell, The Other
Brahmins: Boston 's Black Upper Class, 1750-1950; Carden, ed., Witness: An Oral
History of Black Politics in Boston, 1920-1960. For a valuable discussion of the
relationship between "shared public cultures" and the "specific cultures" sustained by
various racial and ethnic groups see, Lawrence Levine, Highbrow/Lowbrow: The
identification to the cultural, religious, educational

Anglo-Protestant

elite.
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Boston's traditional "black Yankee" culture was augmented by the infusion of
southern migrants, West Indian immigrants and transplanted black professionals and
students from a variety of locations.

Many

of the newer arrivals were not necessarily as

invested in the ideological, or cultural, bonds upon which the traditional alliances

between progressive white Bostonians and the

As

older, genteel

the cultural and political orientation of Boston's black

Black Bostonians rested.

community

shifted during the

mid-twentieth century, the advent of urban renewal and the subsequent solidification of
racially segregated residential

contours.

neighborhoods across the

The growth of residential segregation

contours of the black community, facilitated the

and

city refashioned its physical

solidified the political

territorial

and geographical

claims of white ethnic groups

facilitated a gradual shift in the traditional social, cultural

and

political orientation

of Boston's black community. The city's race relations were increasingly characterized

by expressions of resentment and provincialism
political arena

that often

were articulated

in the

throughout the period. The culmination of the changing attitudes of

black and white Bostonians throughout the mid-twentieth century were evident in the
well-publicized clashes between children, parents and officials surrounding the struggle

for the reform

of the

city's public school

system during the 1960s and 1970s. The ever

presence of racial tensions during the later period was as

much

the reflection of

changing attitudes and approaches within Boston's black community as they were a
reflection

of resurgent assertions of white ethnic identity as

Emergence of Cultural Hierarchy

in

is

commonly

interpreted.

95

America (Cambridge, MA.: Harvard University

Press, 1988).
95

See, for example, Lukas, Common Ground: A Turbulent Decade in the Lives of Three
American Families; Formisano, Boston Against Busing Race, Class, and Ethnicity in
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During the postwar period, black residents appealed

to various articulations

of

"black community" that increasingly emphasized racial solidarity over the pluralist
expressions of "black Yankee" cultural identity that were the

norm throughout

the

nineteenth and early twentieth century. These expressions of racial identity embodied a

range of social, cultural and political articulations of blackness that were

The growth and

active and at times defensive.

community
facilitated

after

World War

II

times pro-

diversification of Boston's black

encouraged ideological and

more aggressive forms of agitation and

of the community intensified economic and

at

activism.

tactical debates

The

political competition

size

and

and heterogeneity

with white ethnic

groups and augured the ascendancy of race as the central and divisive issue in the

Boston" throughout the

latter

half of the twentieth century.
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"New

The increasingly

racialized public discourse that enveloped the city culminated, as elsewhere, in

persistent calls for black self-determination

and community control throughout the

1960s, 1970s and 1980s. While both pragmatic and idealistic strands of thought were

always present

in

Boston's black community, there was a perceptible

towards a more assertively racialized discourse after World

War

II.

shift in

emphasis

The constancy of

both strains of thought has remained a defining characteristic of this community

throughout

the 1960s

its

entire history.

97

and 1970s; Thomas H. O'Connor, South Boston,

My Home

Town: The

History of an Ethnic Neighborhood (Boston: Northeastern University Press, 1994);
Gamm, Urban Exodus: Why the Jews Left Boston and the Catholics Stayed.
96

See King, Chain of Change: Struggles for Black Community Development and
From Access to Power: Black Politics in Boston; Schneider,

Jennings and King (eds.),

Confronting Jim Crow: Boston's Antislavery Tradition, 1890-1920.
97

"

For a discussion of the ways Boston's black community challenges the traditional
integrationist/separatist dichotomy in studies of the postwar period see Theoharis, "'We
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For most of its history, and especially during the twentieth century, Boston's
black residents built their
desire to maintain a

own

and religious

social

modicum of dignity

in the face

institutions, out

of necessity and of a

of racial prejudice, but always

maintained a sense of cultural and civic identity grounded in the city's shared cultural

Throughout the colonial and antebellum periods, therefore, Boston's black

history.

community was defined
choices.

as

By World War

I,

much by
this

external attitudes and customs as

began

to

it

change as the community grew,

was by

internal

traditional

progressive alliances were abandoned and the ascendancy of "ethnic politics" defined

the city's cultural

and

98

political terrain.

Following World

War II,

the contours of

Boston's black community were forever altered by the influx of Southern migrants, the
advent of urban renewal in 1950 and hardening of racial lines as competition for jobs,
housing, education and other resources stiffened.

Activist Traditions

Boston's black community sustained a rich tradition of resistance from the
colonial period to the present without

making

significant inroads in business or in

electoral politics, unlike in other historically important black communities. This

tradition evolved alongside the equally idealistic

tradition the city has prided itself upon

Saved the

City':

and fiercely independent

from the colonial period

Black Struggles for Educational Equality

in

libertarian

to the present.

As

in

Boston, 1960-1976,"

Radical History Review, 81 (Fall 2001): 61-93.
98

See Beatty, The Rascal King: The Life and Times ofJames Michael Curley, 1874Thomas O'Connor, The Boston Irish: A Political History; Schneider, Boston

1958;

Confronts Jim Crow, 1890-\920; Schneider, Confronting Jim Crow: Boston's
Antislavery Tradition,

1

890-1920; Thomas H. O'Connor, The Hub: Boston Past and

Present (Boston: Northeastern University Press, 2001
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).

the case of the colonists,

secure

it,

who upheld

the principle of liberty as fiercely as they fought to

Boston's black community has historically concentrated on assailing the

ideological and intellectual foundations of inequality, rather than the structures of

inequality. That

is,

financial leverage,

with

its

little

political influence, success in electoral politics or

residents have often had greater success attacking the symbols of

oppression than in effecting structural changes within the city's administration of jobs,

housing and education. Nevertheless, Boston's black residents have maintained a
tradition

of resistance that has been unwavering

in its

demand

that the ideals

of the

early republic be fully realized and the benefits of democratic citizenship be extended to

all.

Within

this tradition

of resistance both

idealistic

and a pragmatic

strains

have

developed. The former, idealistic strain has historically been characterized by an

unequivocal rejection of any differences, or distinctions, predicated on race.

Proponents of this philosophy have historically framed discussions of race and racial
equality in moral, rather than political, terms.

historically

The

latter,

pragmatic strain has

been characterized by articulations of race and

racial identity that

acknowledge and embrace the various notions of "black community"
developed

in

Boston over three and a half centuries."

that

have

Proponents of this philosophy

The perceptible shift in emphasis apparent within the discourses of resistance
articulated by members of Boston's black community is attributable to both internal and
external factors. Within the black community debates surrounding traditional notions
of middle class respectability, activism and racial and cultural identity were stimulated

by the influx of Southern migrants, West Indian immigrants and transplanted black
professionals. At the same time, the diverse members of Boston's black community
were brought together in common cause by the solidification of residential and
occupational segregation, competition with white ethnic groups for scant resources and

65

have often directed

their energies internally

community development and

and focused upon issues such as education,

institution building. Neither strain

of thought, or

approach, has ever been mutually exclusive; individuals and organizations have

traditionally

employed each of them

Both the

same

and the pragmatic

radically egalitarian "black

common
The

idealistic

Yankee"

strains

of thought have evolved within the

cultural milieu and, as such,

have shared the

claim of possession to the ideals of democratic citizenship that define the

distinction

Whereas

as tools rather than fixed rigid ideologies.

city.

between the two approaches has most often been one of expediency.

the idealist line of reasoning proceeded from the assumption that civic-minded

Bostonian would eventually commit, or return, to the city's founding ideals, the
pragmatists

deemed

the wait too lengthy.

100

This dual approach characterized the

amongst Boston's progressives. See
Courage and Conscience: Black and White Abolitionists in Boston
(Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1993); August Meier, Negro Thought in
America, 1880-1915 Racial Ideologies in the Age of Booker T. Washington (Ann Arbor:
University of Michigan Press, 1963); King, Chain of Change: Struggles for Black
Community Development; Jennings and King (eds.), From Access to Power: Black
Politics in Boston; Schneider, Confronting Jim Crow: Boston's Antislavery Tradition,
1890-1920; James Jennings, The Politics of Black Empowerment: The Transformation
of Black Activism in Urban America (Detroit: Wayne State University Press, 2001).
An interesting illustration of this theme occurred in 1986 when a group of Boston's
black residents proposed to secede from the city. The group, under the aegis of the
Greater Roxbury Incorporation Project, secured a ballot initiative that sought approval
to incorporate the predominantly black Roxbury and Mattapan neighborhoods as the
independent entity of "Mandela." Frustrated by the lack of economic and political
solvency within Boston's black community and accurately citing the city's virulent and
persistent residential segregation, they seemed to reject both the "pragmatic" and the
"idealistic" lines of reasoning. The non-binding referendum was ultimately defeated,
the declining interest in 'the negro problem'

Donald Jacobs,

ed.,

1

but illustrated the range of ideological and tactical approaches current within post-

"school desegregation" Boston. See "Boston Secession Referendum Defeated

Margin," The Boston Globe,

November

5,

1986.
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By

A 3-1

organization of Boston's black

through World

community throughout

the antebellum period and

101

War

1.

During the early twentieth century, there were disagreements within Boston's
black community, as elsewhere in the nation, as to what the priorities should be and

how they

should be addressed.

draw upon

Many

leaders within the black

the city's abolitionist legacy for inspiration

alliances with progressive whites. This

the

NAACP,

until the

which was amongst the

end of the

1

920s when

it

community continued

and worked within

was most evident within

largest,

most integrated and most well organized

underwent a number of internal conflicts and began a

along lines of blood or ideology, to the abolitionist

movement and

equality.

ties,

whether

the Boston chapter

of continuity and discontinuity between nineteenth and early

twentieth century notions of racial and ethnic identity.

Monroe

interracial

the city's chapter of

slow decline. Most of the leadership within the organization had direct

illustrated the points

to

Others, most notably William

Trotter, believed in the importance of black-led efforts to secure social

William Monroe Trotter, the most visible and outspoken leader

in

Boston's

black community during the period often disagreed with the general organizational

philosophy and strategies of the local chapter. Trotter was a strident defender of equal

101

By

the mid- 1840s, the orator, journalist and antislavery leader Frederick Douglass

was emblematic of the willingness of black Americans to employ a range of approaches
in assailing the American race problem. While Douglass was committed to an
interracial vision of America, by the late 1 840s he articulated his displeasure with the
seemingly paternalist stance of William Lloyd Garrison and other prominent white,
antislavery activists. In doing so, Douglass and others demonstrated a willingness to

use a range of tactics, including appealing directly to black Americans, to achieve the
ultimate goal of social equality and citizenship for

all.

See, for instance, Robert

Fanuzzi, "Frederick Douglass's 'Colored Newspaper': Identity Politics in Black and
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rights

and expressed misgivings about the predominance of white leadership, yet often

found himself at odds with large swaths of Boston's black community and was unable
to garner large

numbers of followers.

The activism of Black Bostonians following World War
growing race consciousness and an increased willingness
race.

While

this

I

was characterized by

a

around

to organize politically

heightened sense of race consciousness was neither new, nor exclusive

of continued interracial cooperation,

its

continued growth would prove to be both

popular and pragmatic during the 1960s and 1970s. During the late-nineteenth and

many Black

early twentieth century,

around

race.

When

Bostonians were reluctant to organize themselves

they did, they generally embraced, rather than rejected, the broad

civic ideals that defined the city.

The most common reason

for such reluctance

was

the

perception that organizing along racial lines implicitly validated de facto segregation

and was ultimately
equality.

Some

antithetical to the goal

developed business

White"

in

social,

economic and

political

objected for purely practical reasons, correctly observing that Boston's

small black population

ethnic groups.

of securing

As

was

beset by a

class, the lack

number of challenges including

of political power and strident opposition from white

racial segregation solidified in

Todd Vogel,

ed..

the absence of a

The Black Press:

(Rutgers University Press, 2001), pp. 55-70.
"
See Fox, The Guardian of Boston: William

Boston during the interwar period, the

New Literary and Historical Essays
Monroe

Trotter, Schneider,

Boston

Confronts Jim Crow, 1890-1920 (Boston: Northeastern University Press, 1997);
Schneider, "The Boston

NAACP and the Decline of the Abolitionist Impulse,"

Massachusetts Historical Review, Vol.

1

(1999): 95-1 13; Carden, ed., Witness:

History of Black Politics in Boston, 1920-1 960, pp. 10-13.
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The

An Oral

gradual development of an increased race consciousness

cultural

and

political organization

of Boston's black community.

Boston's Black

By

was evident

Community

the turn of the twentieth century, the

in the

in the social,

103

Twentieth Century

overwhelming majority of the nation's

black population continued to reside in the South and Boston's population was

statistically "insignificant"

when considered

in this

broader context.

When

considered

during this period in relation to other historically important northern black communities

such as Philadelphia,

New York,

community was always
in

Washington, D.C. and Chicago, Boston's black

relatively small.

comparison and subsequently

it

104

Boston's black population remained modest

did not experience the degree of social, political and

economic development of these other communities.

105

The

relative scarcity

of jobs, the

See Fox, The Guardian of Boston: William Monroe Trotter; Schneider, Boston
Confronts Jim Crow, 1 890- 1 920; Schneider, "The Boston NAACP and the Decline of
the Abolitionist Impulse," The Massachusetts Historical Review, Vol.

1

(1999): 95-1 13;

ed., Witness: An Oral History of Black Politics in Boston, 1920-1960.
During the peak of the Great Migrations between 1915 and 1930 the rate of growth
of Boston's black population was eclipsed by other northern cities. In 1910 Boston's
black population stood at 13,564 and by 1930 had increased to 20,574. During the
same period New York's black population went from 91,709 to 327,706 and Detroit's

Carden,
104

went from 5,741

to 120,066.

Schneider, "The Boston

NAACP and the Decline of the

Abolitionist Impulse," The Massachusetts Historical Review, Vol.
105

For analyses of Philadelphia's black community see Matthew

South: Civil Rights

and Black Power

in

J.

1

(1999): 95-1 13.

Countryman, Up

Philadelphia (Philadelphia: University of

For analyses of New York's black community see James
Weldon Johnson, Black Manhattan (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1930); Gilbert
Osofsky, Harlem, the Making of a Ghetto: Negro New York, 1890-1930 (New York:
Harper & Row, 1966); Martha Biondi, To Stand and Fight: The Struggle for Civil
Pennsylvania Press, 2006).

Rights in Postwar

New

York City (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2006). For
St. Clair Drake and Horace Cayton, Black

analyses of Chicago's black community see

A

Study of Negro Life

a Northern City (Chicago: University of Chicago
The Making of a Negro Ghetto, 1890-1920
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1969); Arnold Hirsch, Making the Second
Metropolis:

in

Press, 1993); Allan Spear, Black Chicago:
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persistence ofjob discrimination, competition from white ethnic groups for resources

and worsening race relations throughout the

late

nineteenth and early twentieth

centuries each played a role. While Boston's black

community benefited

regards from the available educational, social and civic opportunities,

an absence of any cohesive economic or

community

political

power.

106

it

The small

in

some

suffered from

size

of the

inhibited the growth of black businesses and the ability of black residents to

present any serious threat to the political

hegemony of the

city's Irish population

throughout the period. Boston's black community lacked the numbers required to

develop a viable, independent business community, or the degree of political leverage
that helped solidify

Ghetto: Race

communities

and Housing

in

in cities like

Chicago.

On the

other hand, the

Chicago 1940-1960 (Chicago: University of Chicago

For works that examine the impact of the Great Migrations upon the

Press, 1998).

formation of black communities in Northeastern and Midwestern cities see Arna
Bontemps and Jack Conroy, Anyplace But Here (New York: Hill and Wang, 1966); Joe
W. Trotter, Jr., Black Milwaukee: The Making of an Industrial Proletariat, 1915-45
(Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1988); Richard W. Thomas, Life for Us Is What
We Make It: Building Black Community in Detroit, 1915-1945 (Bloomington: Indiana
University Press, 1992); Peter Gottlieb, Making Their Own Way: Southern Blacks'

Migration

to Pittsburgh,

Activism in

1916-30 (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1996);

African-American Migrants, Community, and Working-CIass
Cleveland, 1915-45 (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1999); Jeanne

(Kimberly L.

Phillips,

Theoharis and Komozi Woodard, eds., Freedom North: Black Freedom Struggles
Outside the South, 1940-1980

in
106

America (New York:

Palgrave & McMillan, 2003); Jeanne
Groundwork: Local Black Freedom Movements

(New York:

Theoharis and Komozi Woodard,

eds.,

New York University Press,

See John Daniels, In Freedom

's

Birthplace:

2005).

A Study of the Boston Negroes;

Johnson,

The Other Black Bostonians: West Indians in Boston, 1900-1950.
107
In his discussion of the emergent New Negro consciousness in post- World War I
Chicago, Davarian Baldwin identifies the transition from a reliance on "white
philanthropy" to a worldview grounded in the latent potential of a black "metropolis"
ideology. Prior to 1950, Boston's black community lacked the size, demographic
concentration or organization to sustain an independent black business sector, political

base or public sphere of any kind. Baldwin grounds his analysis in a discussion of the
findings of

Metropolis:

St.

Clair Drake and Horace R. Cayton originally published in 1945 in Black

A Study of Negro Life

in

a Northern City (Chicago: University of Chicago
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community's

size

and lack of power may have contributed

proclivity for agitation

and

its

to

unfavorable position.

I,

109

Boston's black community found

its

tactical.

itself in a difficult

and

For much of the nineteenth century the community was united

in its support for the abolition

justness of this cause.

militant zeal,

pride in maintaining the "abolitionist flame" which,

during the early twentieth century, was more symbolic then

By World War

its

The

of chattel slavery and had been empowered by the

antislavery

movement was

together Black Bostonians and progressive whites in

a moral force that brought

common

cause. In the absence of

such a clear-cut moral issue capable of galvanizing citizens, the weak and politically
vulnerable position of Boston's black community

was

evident.

The most pressing

were job discrimination,

issues that faced Boston's black population

segregation and increased competition with white ethnic groups.

Press, 1993).

residential

As

elsewhere, the

Commenting on the post- World War I community, Baldwin writes,
was more than the simple description of space and place; it was an

"...the metropolis

ideology, instrumental in galvanizing Chicago's Black Belt into what Frazier termed a

community'." He adds, "The important shift from white philanthropy
to the black metropolis, and its dependence on a diversity of black consumer patrons,
also transformed the marketplace into a public sphere of dialogue and debate over
'race conscious

competing visions of the
discourse

was

New Negro world.

largely circulated

Baldwin, Chicago's

Importantly, the very notion of a race

and contested within the marketplace." Davarian
Modernity, the Great Migration, and Black Urban

New Negroes:

Life (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2007), pp. 8-9.
108

See Schneider, "The Boston NAACP and the Decline of the Abolitionist Impulse,"
The Massachusetts Historical Review, Vol. 1 (1999): 95-1 13.
109

Ballou asserts, "Boston did not experience any massive in-migration of blacks

during the early twentieth century but preliminary analysis indicated that there was a

dramatic increase in residential segregation from 1900 to 1940

...

the early twentieth

century deterioration in white attitudes had a significant effect on blacks living in

Boston where few blacks arrived during the period and where conditions were
genuinely 'good' during the preceding era." Ballou, '"Even in Freedom's Birthplace'!:

The Development of Boston's Black Ghetto, 1900-1940" (Ph.D: University of
Michigan, 1984),

p. 1.
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1

competition for jobs, housing and resources took on distinctly racial overtones and the

rival

groups were often

at

odds.

The

political

ascendency of the Boston

Irish

nineteenth and early twentieth century exacerbated tensions and further

late

the position of Boston's black

community.

1

10

One of the most

occurred was that the Irish dominance of politics

moved

during the

weakened

significant changes that

the issue of race relations from

the realm of moral, or ideological, debate to tangible contestations for material

resources articulated in the city's civic, economic and political arenas.

By

the early

twentieth century, race relations in the city were negotiated by political and economic

power, rather than moral suasion, and Boston's black community was lacking in both.
This lack of political power and economic leverage plagued Boston's black community

War

through World

II

and continued

to thwart individual

and collective struggles for

black advancement in varying degrees throughout the rest of the century.

The mayoral
that

marked

the

election of James Michael Curley in 1914

end of an era and shifted the balance of power

was

1

1

a watershed

in the city.

moment

While Mayor

Curley 's election dramatically reconfigured the city's cultural and political landscape
for

all,

Boston's black citizens

Mayor Curley

felt

the impact immediately and disproportionately.

cultivated the city's working classes and initiated a

number of policies

110

See Beatty, The Rascal King: The Life and Times ofJames Michael Curley, 18741958; Thomas O'Connor, The Boston Irish: A Political History; Schneider, Boston

Confronts Jim Crow, 1890-1920; Carden,
Politics in Boston,

ed., Witness:

An Oral History of Black

1920-1960; Steven Erie, Rainbow's End: Irish-Americans and the

Dilemmas of Urban Machine

Politics,

1840-1985 (Berkeley: University of California

Press, 1990).

See King, Chain of Change: Struggles for Black Community Development (Boston:
South End Press, 1981); Jennings and King (eds.), From Access to Power: Black
Politics in Boston; Carden, ed., Witness:

An Oral History of Black Politics

1920-1960 (Boston: Boston College, 1989).
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in Boston,

aimed

at his

predominantly Irish-Catholic constituents. Mayor Curley's election

solidified the political

ascendency of Boston's Irish-Catholic population and his

and personal magnanimity significantly altered the

policies, leadership style

identity

and

culture.

The

city's

Yankee establishment maintained

city's civic

control of the city's

financial sector, while Irish-Catholic politicians controlled local politics for the

remainder of the twentieth century. The Curley machine consolidated the patronage
system, initiated large expenditures on public works and regularly antagonized the

Yankee establishment.

Each of these actions had tangible ramifications

for Boston's

black community. The intense ethnic rivalries and competition for jobs, housing and
resources that characterized this period curtailed black advancement and contributed to
•

an inward, community focus and organization amongst black residents.

The patronage system meant
to obtain for black citizens.

The

and civic improvements meant

that already hard to

come by jobs were even harder

city's increased expenditures

that

more jobs were

112

on public works projects

created, but that

many of these jobs

were allocated via patronage, or white-dominated unions. One observer summed up the
situation

general,

by

asserting, ". .if you didn't
.

Mayor Curley's

have anything to give, you got nothing."

policies did not benefit black residents

social equality to private, rather than public, discourses.

He went on

to serve four terms as

mayor and was

As one

1

13

In

and relegated issues of
black resident put

it,

a force in city and state politics

until 1950. See Fox, The Guardian of Boston: William Monroe Trotter; Beatty, The
Rascal King: The Life and Times ofJames Michael Curley, 1874-1958; Thomas
O'Connor, The Boston Irish: A Political History (Boston: Northeastern University
Press, 1995); Schneider, Boston Confronts Jim Crow, 1890-1920; Carden, ed., Witness:

An Oral History of Black Politics

in Boston,

1920-1960.

11-5

Victor

Bynoe

as quoted in Carden, ed., Witness:

Boston, 1920-1 960, p. 16.
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An Oral History of Black Politics

in

"Here

in

Boston you open

to [the

him

cases out of ten you shut upon

means of a
local

1

14

ticket."

Negro] the door

grand Opera House, but

to a

the door to a factory

Whereas working

in nine

which would afford him the

class white ethnics increasingly

found

allies in

government, black residents increasingly had to rely upon the largesse of private

individuals and institutions and, most often,

upon

their

Boston's Postwar Black

own communities.

115

Community

During the postwar period, Boston's black community underwent a rapid
expansion and diversification that was the result of the intersection of a variety of
internal

and external

factors.

Boston did not undergo the emergence of a

defined "ghetto" during World
Detroit and Chicago

better

War I,

as

was

the case in cities such as

where black migrants arrived en masse

wages and escape

to

fill

large, racially

New York,

labor shortages, earn

the racial violence and humiliation of the Jim

Crow

South.

This process of black community formation in Northern and Midwestern urban centers
has been described as the emergence of the

114

Percy Julian as quoted in Gerald

Gill,

"first

ghetto" and has been chronicled by

"Struggling Yet in Freedom's Birthplace"

(unpublished manuscript) cited in Schneider, "The Boston

NAACP and the Decline of

the Abolitionist Impulse", Massachusetts Historical Review, Vol.

1

(1999), pp. 103.

115

For discussions of Mayor Curley's policies see Fox, The Guardian of Boston:
William Monroe Trotter, Beatty, The Rascal King: The Life and Times ofJames
Michael Curley, 1874-1958; Thomas O'Connor, The Boston Irish: A Political History
(Boston: Northeastern University Press, 1995); Schneider, Boston Confronts Jim Crow,

1890-1920; Carden,

ed., Witness:

An Oral History of Black Politics

1960.
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in

Boston, 1920-

community remained

scholars. Boston's black

It

relatively small throughout this period.

did not experience a large influx of southern migrants until after World

subsequently underwent

its

greatest population

transformation well after other

growth and social and

of factors related

to

II

and

political

Scholars of urban history have identified the

cities.

emergence of a "second ghetto" during postwar period
this to a variety

War

in other cities.

Scholars attribute

urban renewal programs including discriminatory

lending practices, highway construction, and the concentration of residents in large
public housing complexes and federal complicity with local authorities. Boston's black

community underwent
in its social

and

a different pattern of development that

political organization

its

greatest population

40,000

in

residents.

116

size.

1950
117

to

By

factor

throughout the interwar and postwar periods.

In the period following the end of World

almost tripled in

was an important

War II Boston's

116

black population

Between 1940 and 1960, Boston's black population experienced
growth as

63,000

it

tripled in size.

in 1960. It

It

grew from 20,000

in

1940 to

doubled again by 1970, reaching 127,000

the end of this, period close to

80%

of Boston's black residents were

For discussion of the emergence of racial "ghettoes"

in selected cities see, Gilbert

Osofsky, Harlem, the Making of a Ghetto: Negro New York, 1 890- 1930; Allan Spear,
Black Chicago: The Making of a Negro Ghetto, 1890-1920; Joe W. Trotter, Jr., Black

Milwaukee: The Making of an Industrial Proletariat, 1915-45; Ballou, '"Even in
Freedom's Birthplace'!: The Development of Boston's Black Ghetto, 1900-1940"
(Ph.D: University of Michigan, 1984). For discussions of the emergence of the "second
ghetto" in selected cities see, Horace Cayton, Black Metropolis: A Study of Negro Life
in a Northern City; Arnold Hirsch, Making the Second Ghetto: Race and Housing in
Chicago 1940-1960; Thomas Sugrue, ed., The Origins of the Urban Crisis: Race and
Inequality in Postwar Detroit (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press, 1996);
Jeanne Theoharis and Komozi Woodard, eds., Freedom North: Black Freedom
Struggles Outside the South, 1940-1980.
11

By

1970, Boston's black population

Education,

was 127,000. See Center

A Study of the Massachusetts

for

Law and

Racial Imbalance Act (Cambridge: Harvard
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8

concentrated in the abutting neighborhoods of Lower Roxbury, Roxbury and North

A

Dorchester.

corresponding increase in the social and economic mobility of white

ethnic groups enabled their relocation to various suburban communities and further

accentuated the growth of black Roxbury. This rapid growth, coupled with the
destruction of existing housing during urban renewal, increased the pressures

existing, affordable

restrictive

upon

housing stocks and effectively encouraged the proliferation of

covenants and the practice of "redlining" used by segments of the city's

white citizens, bankers and city planners to safeguard what remained from the

encroachment of black residents.

The

1

factors that contributed to the

community included both
the

1

internal

growth and reconfiguration of Boston's black

and external

factors.

The

internal factors included

community's population growth, changing demographics and evolving definitions

of black identity and black community. These included the influx of a wave of more
recent southern migrants,

professionals.

The

West Indian immigrants and transplanted black students and

external factors that contributed to the reconfiguration of Boston's

University, 1972), pp. 11-12; "Boston:

The City and

the

Sample"

in Joe Feagin,

Ghetto

A Survey of Black Bostonians (San Francisco: R & R Research
974). For my purposes, I am considering these abutting neighborhoods

Social Structure:
Associates,

1

a geographic, cultural and political unit.

as

Each of these neighborhoods became

predominantly black neighborhoods during

this

period of rapid growth. See Hillel

Levine and Lawrence Harmon, The Death of an American Jewish Community: A
Tragedy of Good Intentions; King, Chain of Change: Struggles for Black Community

Development; Joe Feagin, Ghetto Social Structure: A Survey of Black Bostonians.
118
For discussion of the effects of housing discrimination, discriminatory lending
•

practices and patterns of ethnic succession

upon the

•

social

and

political organization

of

Boston's black community after 1950 see, King, Chain of Change: Struggles for Black
Community Development;; Levine and Harmon, The Death of an American Jewish

Community: A Tragedy of Good Intentions; Gamm, Urban Exodus: Why the Jews Left
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.

black community included the

phenomenon of "white

flight," discriminatory lending

practices and the relocation of residents caused by the implementation of urban renewal

programs

Each of these external

after 1950.

factors contributed to the escalation of

ongoing competition with white ethnic groups for jobs, housing and

political

power.

All of the aforementioned internal factors contributed to the diversity of opinion within

Boston's black community. The most important factor that unified black residents and
facilitated the level

II

was

the

common

of dialogue and organization increasingly evident

after

World War

experiences of limited access to adequate jobs and housing,

municipal resources, meaningful political participation and to quality public education.

The increased rapid growth of Boston's black community

after

World War

II

and the continuation of residential segregation consolidated the community and
facilitated its political organization. After 1950, the

sense of black community

was

paralleled

by

development of a reconfigured

a gradual shift in the agenda of local

leaders. This shift, while not forestalling attention to national issues,

by a greater focus upon

local political

contention that by the

980s

1

"it is

and economic empowerment.

was characterized
Jennings's

not possible to distinguish these particular groups in

terms of their political orientations" seems to support the idea that Boston's black

community sought

to

the 1960s and 1970s.

work toward broad consensus and
119

leaders and organizations

Throughout

this period, the

were subjected

to

to solidify

its

interests during

methods and goals of traditional

growing scrutiny as new perspectives were

brought to local politics and the tenor of the dialogue necessarily became more

Boston and the Catholics Stayed; Yona Ginsberg, Jews
The Study of Mattapan (New York: Free Press, 1975)

77

in

a Changing Neighborhood:

contentious and introspective.

white,

The

authority of traditional leaders, both black and

was repeatedly challenged by community

facto leaders

whose

activists, grassroots organizers

and de

garner pockets of support helped to change the nature of

abilities to

dialogue and to gradually expand the community's vision of its possibilities.

The leadership of Boston's black community throughout
included those

who came

to

prominence because of their involvement

publicized struggle for educational equality as well as those

established in the black

the postwar period

community

who were

Many

prior to these events.

in the nationally

of the

the older grouping of "Black Bostonians" who, as Jennings suggests,

already

latter

belonged to

worked primarily

within an array of organizations and institutions whose traditional concerns were often

civic-minded and national in scope. Another important group, that included those

came

to

prominence as a

advantageous

of the struggle for educational equality, consisted of a

result

number of relative newcomers

to

Boston whose

status as "transplants"

in transcending divisions within the black

access to the predominantly white power structure.

emerged during
by the
1

The

latter

120

was

community and

A

at

times

in gaining

group of student leaders also

and an organized student movement, particularly influenced

rhetoric of Black Power,

960s.

119

this period

who

was

established in the Boston Public Schools in the late

group was significant

in

augmenting the dialogue surrounding

Ibid.

120

See Levine and Harmon, The Death of an American Jewish Community: A Tragedy
of Good Intentions for discussion of the influence of both black and Jewish "outsiders"
in local politics

during this period.
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community development and

at

times challenging the perspectives and strategies of an

older generation of leaders.

The impact of class,
traditional leadership

ethnic,

and intergenerational differences upon the

of Boston's black community

is

therefore significant in that

it

is

the presence of these creative tensions that provided the context for debate and, thus,

contributed to the evolution of the ideal of black

1970s. Despite

its

relative lack

community throughout

of size and the mythology surrounding

Boston's black community was by no means monolithic, or

at

the 1960s and

its

past,

any time operating under

complete consensus. While the diversity of ideological imperatives and organizational
strategies invariably

caused the replication

of,

and

at

times the diffusion

of, efforts,

it is

equally apparent that they strengthened the desire for cooperation and helped in forming

effective

working relationships within the community.

During the postwar period, black community leaders and residents increasingly
articulated an ideal of black

community

barriers in attempts to consolidate

this ideal

was

its

that sought to cut across a

power and

to define its future.

related to the evolutionary process of black

took place in Boston between the end of World
ordered school desegregation in Boston in

1

War

972.

II

191

districts

and enabled

The evolution of

community development

that

and the beginning of court-

The process of black community

formation was prompted by the rewriting of the city charter in

predominantly black

number of internal

city officials to

1

948

that

redrew

proceed with urban renewal

•

Both King, Chain of Change and Hillel and Levine, The Death of an American
Jewish Community discuss the relationship between the generally more conservative
"old" and "new" guard leadership after World War II. The latter consisted of those who

79

plans that drastically altered the physical and ideological contours of Boston's black
1

community.

99

" The

presence of these external pressures contributed directly to black

community formation both

terms of the displacement that ensued and by presenting

community members

the opportunity for

common

in

cause. Black

to

draw

community members

attention to the necessity of finding

therefore organized to protest against

urban renewal and increasingly sought to agitate for increased self-determination. The
concentration of the majority of Boston's black residents in the neighborhoods of

Roxbury, North Dorchester and

later

Mattapan, facilitated these

efforts.

These

efforts

culminated, as elsewhere, in challenges to Boston's power structure as well as

simultaneous efforts to develop organizations and institutions that directly served and

responded

to the

needs of black community members. The increased support for

institution-building

community during

and community control

that

the late- 1960s and 1970s highlights the

residents sought constructive

ways of moving

alternative, if not necessarily

new, directions.

came

to

culminated in Boston's black

prominence

in the context

ways

in

the dialogue and the

which black

community

in

of the conflict over the desegregation of the Boston

Public Schools.
1

22

Mel King observed,

"I was in school at the time. I just remember reverberations on it
were changing the form of government to keep Blacks from getting office.
They were gerrymandering; they were changing lines and everything else. Everything
was being done to keep Blacks out of office." Carden, ed., Witness: An Oral History of
Black Politics in Boston, 1920-1960, p. 49.

-

that they
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CHAPTER 4

ELMA LEWIS: THE LIONESS OF BOSTON,

Roxbury

is

not

to live in an

my

open

We're big enough

Elma Lewis was born

community. America

society.

to

be a

in 1921

city,

the

community.

I

have paid

but small enough to handle our problems.

and raised

who would

in the

activist

in the in the broadest sense

the development of individuals

my community.

123

where she lived and worked as an educator,
She was an educator

is

1921-1950

neighborhood of Roxbury,

and

cultural

worker her

of the term using the

entire

12

MA,
life.

arts as a tool in

contribute to the collective development of

Her primary vocation was teaching and while she was not

actively

involved in formal politics, her work was implicitly political. The unifying purpose of
her work was the

parents,

empowerment of Boston's black community and she worked with

community

activists, politicians, artists

and musicians

contributed to the education and cultural development of this

integral part

to realize this goal.

She

community and was an

of its growth and the evolution of its identity throughout her lifetime. The

legacy of her work led one friend and admirer to proclaim,
city without her contributions to

it.

"One cannot conceive of this

She put Boston on the map as

far as black culture is

Derrick Z. Jackson, "She Opened Doors of Boston's 'Inn'," Boston Globe, January
7,
1

4

2004, Sec. A.
Caryl Rivers, "Black America's Barnum, Hurok and Guthrie,"

November

17, 1968, p.

Dll.

81

New

York Times,

concerned."

*"

Along with other committed members of her generation, Lewis formed

an important personal and professional link between earlier forms of black community
organization and the

more

visible

and assertive articulations of black community and

black identity that emerged during the 1960s and 1970s.

126

Background

Lewis grew up

in depression-era

Boston during what was a particularly

difficult

period for Black Bostonians. During the 1920s and 1930s, the lack of jobs was the

predominant concern of most black residents. The small size of the community,
of significant

political

power and

its

inability to

make

its

lack

significant inroads in securing

jobs and reforming hiring practices shaped the contours of the community and
influenced most facets of daily

League and the
•

•

During

this period, the local chapters

of the Urban

NAACP focused more intensely upon the issue of jobs and their
*

respective activities

not have any

life.

became "much more

local

and specific."

more success securing equal access

to

127
"

employment

Black Bostonians did
in public

works than

they did in private industry. The ubiquitous political patronage system moderated the

1

25

Margaret Burnham quoted in Joseph Kahn, "The Lioness in Winter," Boston Globe,
September 12, 1996, p. El.
Her contemporaries include Mel King, Ruth Batson and Muriel and Otto Snowden,
all of whom were instrumental in organizing Boston's black community in the two
decades prior to the implementation of court-ordered school desegregation

in 1974.

See

King, Chain of Change: Straggles for Black Community Development; Batson, The
Black Educational Movement in Boston: A Sequence of Historical Events, A

Chronology; Theoharis, " 'We Saved the City': Black Struggles for Educational
Equality in Boston, 1960-1976," Radical History Review, 81 (Fall 2001): 61-93;

Us Our Kids Were Stupid': Ruth Batson and the Educational
Movement in Boston" in Theoharis and Woodard (eds.), Groundwork: Local Black
Freedom Movements in America, pp. 17-45.
Theoharis, "'They Told

82

benefits accrued

by most Black Bostonians from government sponsored

relief efforts

such as the Public Works and Works Progress Administration programs.

As Lance

Carden observed, "one reason the Depression was particularly devastating

was

the fact that they
1

sector."

^9

"

works, or

The

inability

in politics

education,

were not even considered

for

many jobs - even

of black residents to make inroads

for Blacks

in the public

in private industry, public

during this period contributed to an increased focus upon

community and

cultural development.

participation during this period

was not

Because meaningful

a viable option,

many

political

black residents turned

their focus inward.

Some of Boston's

black residents were drawn to Marcus Garvey and his

Universal Negro Improvement Association (UNIA).

in 1887,

Garvey participated

man developed

in

union organizing

130

Born

in St.

Ann's Bay, Jamaica

activities as a teenager

a racial consciousness through his experiences

and as a young

working and studying

in

Central America and Europe. In 1916, Garvey traveled to the United States with the

hope of meeting with Booker of T. Washington, whose notoriety and success the

Carden,

ed., Witness:

An Oral History of Black Politics

in Boston,

1920-1960, pp.

28-32.
128

Boston-based

artist

Allen Rohan Crite obtained was employed by the Works

Progress Administration

at

some point between 1934 and 1936. Allen Rohan

Crite,

interview by Robert Brown, transcript, Smithsonian Archives of American Art, 16

January 1979 - 22 October 1980,
129

Carden

(ed.), Witness:

p. 37.

An Oral History of Black Politics

in

Boston, 1920-1960, pp.

27.
130

"Garvey 's goals and ambitions for the UNIA changed as
opportunities and challenges arose, and the Universal Negro Improvement
Association's philosophy became known as 'Garveyism' for good reason, as he was its
primary creator and developer, and was worshipped by some then (and later) as more
than a man." "Introduction," in Bob Blaisdell (ed.), Selected Writings and Speeches of
Marcus Garvey (Mineola, NY: 2004), p. vii.

Bob

Blaisdell writes,

83

Jamaican admired.

131

Garvey gradually drew thousands of followers with

his charisma

and his message of black pride and African redemption. By 1919, he had established
the

UNIA's headquarters

Garvey arrived

in

Harlem,

in the

United States during the nadir of American race relations

and his personal assertiveness

many

evident in

was evident

New York and built a considerable following.

in well

fit

with the ascendant

black communities across the nation. The

in the social, political

New Negro consciousness
New Negro consciousness

and cultural orientation of black Americans during

the late-nineteenth and early twentieth century and took

on multiple forms.

It

was

the

manifestation of a broad, upsurge of racial assertiveness in black communities

by the processes of migration and urbanization, persistent

facilitated

mass

articulations of black cultural deficiency in

cultural

experienced by black soldiers and civilians overseas.
energies

upon

agitation for structural

such as the Urban League or the

economic and

political

Those who focused
such as teachers,
"cultural"

131
1

32
"

in

forms and the social mobility

Those who focused

change and participated

in protest organizations

reform are generally referred to as "political"

New Negroes.

upon community work and

cultural "uplift",

and settlement house workers, are generally referred

to as

New Negroes. The two positions were not mutually exclusive, but

Booker

T.

Washington died

in

1915 and the two

men never met.

For discussion of New Negro consciousnesses see, Alain Locke, "The
Lewis,

their

NAACP or more organizations that advocated radical

their energies primarily

artists

~

racial violence,

(ed.),

New Negro"

The Portable Harlem Renaissance Reader (New York: Penguin Books,

Lawrence Levine, "The Concept of the New Negro and the Realities
of Black Culture," in The Unpredictable Past: Explorations in American Cultural
History (New York: Oxford University Press, 1993); Knupfer, The Chicago Black
Renaissance and Women's Activism (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 2006);
1

994), pp. 46-5

1

.
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represented different areas of emphasis. Marcus Garvey was illustrative of an

individual

who drew

from both

liberally

tributaries.

Alain Locke, architect and ideologue of the Harlem Renaissance, identified

some of the

factors that contributed to the articulations of

became increasingly

that

twentieth century.

the

133

emergence of the

visible outside

become more of a myth than
reality that persisted

a

"The

inevitability as the,

artists,

norms who have

The

"Old Negro had long

He

of

wrote, "In the last decade something beyond

in the life

traditionally presided over the

of the American Negro and the

Negro problem have a changeling

Sociologist, the Philanthropist, the Race-leader are not

New Negro, but they are

Baldwin, Chicago's

distortion

scholars and representative citizens to provide

watch and guard of statistics has happened

in their laps.

argued that

throughout the nineteenth century and that was necessarily

a counter-narrative of black existence.

three

New Negro" (1925), He

man." The "Old Negro," he argued, was a

discounted by the efforts of black

the

of black communities during the early-

In his seminal essay,

New Negro was an

New Negro consciousness

at a loss to

New Negroes:

account for him."

134

Locke's

unaware of the

treatise

was

Modernity, the Great Migration, and Black Urban

Life.
133

Both Locke and Levine argued that the New Negro consciousness of the period was
not entirely "new" in that it had been present within black social and political thought
during the late-nineteenth century. Levine argued that the novelty, or "newness", was
largely a manifestation of the

growing awareness of these phenomena within the

broader, white American consciousness. Locke's argument tacitly acknowledges these

emphasizing the fresh perspective to cultural representation represented in
"New Negro." See Alain Locke, "The New
Negro" in Lewis, ed., The Portable Harlem Renaissance Reader, pp. 46-5 1 and Levine,
"The Concept of the New Negro and the Realities of Black Culture," in The
facts while

his

comparisons of the "Old" and the

Unpredictable Past: Explorations
134

in

American Cultural History.
(ed.), The Portable Harlem Renaissance

Alain Locke, "The New Negro" in Lewis,

Reader, pp. 46-47.
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.

primarily intended to support his argument for the general importance of art as a

of cultural exchange and specifically for the significance of black

artists

and

means

critics as

of that exchange. While his tone was moderate and his assertions modest,

arbiters

Locke's argument articulated the general desire of blacks Americans
control over their

To some
to black

people

own

lives

extent,

at

to exert greater

and the interpretation of their meaning.

Garvey

filled the

void Locke alluded to and directed his appeals

"something beyond the watch and guard of statistics." His appeal lay

primarily in his ability to speak equally to the combined ambitions and frustrations of

his followers.

Speaking

at his trial for

mail fraud before being deported from the

United States on June 15, 1923 he declared,

apology for being a Negro because
will

I

return to

my

God,

for

"I

am

a Negro.

my God created me

He knows just why He

to

I

make

be what

created

me

as

I

absolutely no

am, and as

He

did.

of the movement."

135

While, he

economic ventures and made

made

am

so

So,

gentlemen, you will understand that behind the whole business proposition

spirit

I

lies the

multiple attempts to organize co-operative

rhetorical gestures towards the political sovereignty

of

black people around the globe, yet none of his programs had a lasting impact upon the

political

and economic conditions facing of most of his constituents. His powerful and

enduring contribution was his articulation of black pride and dignity and his ability to
transmit a value system that powerfully contradicted popular notions of white

supremacy and black

inferiority.

135

Marcus Garvey,
Marcus Garvey, p.

"I
1

am Negro"

Commenting upon

in Blaisdell (ed.),

1

86

this,

Elma Lewis

Selected Writings

often said, "I

and Speeches of

bless the

While Garvey's own estimates

Garvey movement because I'm outspoken."

of his numbers of followers were likely exaggerated, the impact of his ideas both during
his lifetime

and

and diaspora.

after deserve greater attention in discussions

of black culture, identity

137

Most of those who were

initially attracted to

generation West Indian immigrants

who were

likely

Garvey's message were

drawn

to his ideas

first-

by a

combination of race pride and racial prejudice. The impact of racial discrimination

upon

the social

and economic opportunities available

to black

immigrants was clearly a

"push" factor that made the values of self-sufficiency, organization and
the

more

attractive.

At the same time, Garvey's message

some second-generation immigrants,

like

is

one

racial dignity all

that also

appealed to

Elma Lewis, who did not experience

the

same

degree of racial prejudice or the shock of adjustment to American racial relations as did
1

their parents.

TO

Due

to the efforts

Elma Lewis, interview by
November 1998.

of the

earlier generation,

many

second-generation

Dr. Lorraine Roses, transcript, in author's possession, 8

137

For discussions of Marcus Garvey and the UNIA see, Judith Stein, The World of
Marcus Garvey: Race and Class in Modern Society (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State
Press, 1991); Edmund D. Cronon, Black Moses: The Story of Marcus Garvey and the
Universal Negro Improvement Association (Madison: University of Wisconsin Press,
1969); Tony Martin, Race First: The Ideological and Organizational Struggle of
Marcus Garvey and The Universal Negro Improvement Association. Westport, CT:
Greenwood Press, 1976); Ula Taylor, The Veiled Garvey: The Life and Times ofAmy
Jacques Garvey (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2002). For primary
sources see, Robert A. Hill (ed.), The Marcus Garvey and Universal Negro
Improvement Association Papers, Vols. I-X (Berkeley: University of California Press).
138
While Elma Lewis and other second-generation West Indian immigrants experienced
their share of racial prejudice in Boston, many understood the struggles endured by the
generation that preceded them. Commenting on her father and his peers, Elma Lewis
said, "Now, those men were serious men. There was no frivolity in them. They couldn't
afford to be. Had they been, you would not know the names of their children because
the children, black children in America, particularly male,

87

who have

not had really

black immigrants were able to enjoy greater access to education and a
social mobility that brought

them

into greater contact with the broader white

community of Boston. Second-generation immigrants

moved more

modicum of

freely outside of the city's small,

like

Elma Lewis,

therefore,

West Indian community. The persistence

of discrimination and a strong sense of racial and ethnic identity each contributed to the
pervasive influence of Garvey's ideas in the Lewis household.

Community

Institutions

Prior to Garvey's arrival in the United States, Boston

close-knit

to a small,

West Indian community. Boston's community was smaller than

but founded a

their families

of these was

number of important community

earliest

institutions that aided

New York's,

immigrants and

and served a variety of sacred and secular functions. The most important

St.

Cyprian's Episcopal Church, which provided a place of worship, a

variety of social services and a tangible

The

was home

symbol of West Indian

identity in Boston.

members of St. Cyprian's Episcopal Church began meeting

they began to feel

unwelcome

in the city's

serious raising are soon demolished

standing up then you

know he

by

in

1910

140

after

Episcopalian churches. For more than a

society.

And

if you see

has had very serious raising."

any black man over 40

Elma Lewis, interview by

Robert Brown, transcript, Smithsonian Archives of American Art, 25 July 1997, p. 5.
One of the most significant and enduring contributions of Marcus Garvey, in the
United States and abroad, was his ability to directly address the psychological effects of

supremacy suffered by black people. While seemingly less
missive was as integral to the "development"
of Boston's black community as were education, jobs and political organization. The
need for the affirmation of a positive racial identity, whether via Garvey or otherwise,
was something that became central to Elma Lewis's work.
Violet Johnson claims that after its members acquired a permanent home in 1 924, the
church "...became the concentric point of West Indian socioreligious activities."
Johnson, The Other Black Bostonians: West Indians in Boston, 1900-1950 pp. 57.

the ideology of white

tangible and

more

difficult to assess, this

88

decade, they met

at

private residences and then shared space at a predominantly white

church before acquiring property of their own. According to Elma, Lewis,

founded as a protest church," a response

to the ritual

"It

was

fumigation of the premises the

white communicants seem to have undertaken after their black co-religionists were
finished worshipping.

opened

its

doors in

1

141

Situated strategically in the heart of Lower Roxbury,

924 and became an important

Boston's West Indian community.
the Twelfth Baptist Church,

part of the social

it

142

Like the

St.

site

of sacred and secular activity

Marks Congregational Church and

took on a number of functions and became an integral

and cultural fabric of Boston's black community.

regular services and

Sunday school,

it

assisted

new

In addition to

immigrants, aided individuals in

securing employment, arranged for job training of members and housed the
Guild, an organization of churchwomen.

institutions built

West
Inc.

India

in

143

Agnes

A number of secular community

upon the work of St. Cyprian's. The most notable of these were the

Aid Society (1915),

the Jamaica Associates (1934), the Barbados Union,

(1937) and the Montserratian Progressive League (1939).

1

44
It is

also important to

141

Elma Lewis, interview by Dr. Lorraine Roses, transcript, in author's possession, 8
November 1998. What is also notable is that St. Cyprian's constituted one of the
earliest and most tangible markers of a pan- West Indian identity. Also see, Johnson,
The Other Black Bostonians: West Indians in Boston, 1900-1950, pp. 56-59.
142
See, "Thaschus Caecilius Cyprianus" (c. 200-258), the "African Pope." The
Columbia Encyclopedia, 6 Ed. (New York: Columbia University Press, 2001 ).
143
Violet Johnson characterizes the Agnes Guild as "one of the most instrumental
bodies" in the church. "Its members volunteered to teach new immigrant women to sew,
read, and learn the art of housekeeping. The Agnes Guild seemed to have emphasized
.

skills

necessary for successful inroads into domestic employment

main occupational arena
West Indians in Boston,
144

for

...

at that

time the

Black women." Johnson, The Other Black Bostonians:

J 900-1 950,

57-58.

Violet Johnson notes significantly that the "secular organizations" within Boston's

West Indian community "can be grouped roughly

89

into three types: country/island

note that

many West

Indians were also active in predominantly African-American

sacred and secular institutions.

St.

145

Cyprian's was also significant in that

visible instances

institutions

it

was one of the

of the forging of a pan- West Indian identity

and organizations

that supported the social

West Indian subculture were organized around
were more narrowly defined by

in

Boston.

Some of the

and cultural networks within the

a pan- West Indian identity, while others

nationality, religious denomination, ideology or

variety of interests that brought individuals together.

The development of a

pan- West Indian identity therefore was significant on several levels.

West

and most

earliest

by a regional, or

Indians, the experience of being identified

any

distinctly

First, for

many

cultural, identity

was

new. This process was a direct product of the experience of the ex-patriot and entailed
sublimating the various cultural distinctions, rivalries and histories that

island nation distinct.

146

made each

Second, for most of Boston's West Indian immigrants the

experience of being considered as a cultural group augured the more all-encompassing
experience of being considered primarily as the

member of a

racial, or ethnic, group.

For many individuals, therefore, the process of developing a pan- West Indian identity

was

related to the larger process of developing a black

associations, pan- West Indian associations

Elma Lewis emphasized her

institutions

on her development

identity.

Third, the

and sports clubs." Johnson, The Other Black

Bostonians: West Indians in Boston, 1900-1950,
5

American

p. 59.

dual identity, noting the influence of African- American
in addition to St.

Cyprian's and stressed the synergy

between Boston's African- American and West Indian communities as she would do
throughout her professional life. Johnson, The Other Black Bostonians: West Indians
Boston, 1900-1950, pp. 56-59.
146
In short, the moniker "West Indian" and the social, cultural and political
commonalities it connoted was largely a creation constructed abroad in England, the
United States, Panama and elsewhere.

90

in

development of a pan- West Indian identity shaped not only the ways West Indians
interacted with each other, but also the

ways they were perceived

By World War

white and Black Bostonians.

I,

a

by both

as a group

growing number of Black Bostonians

understood from personal experience that the distinctions that separated were readily

subsumed by

their

common

racial identity in their interaction with the

community. As Elma Lewis once remarked, ""My black community

broader

is

a world

147

community."

The Boston chapter of the
Indian

community

whose

activities

after

UNIA became

World War

I.

By most

an important institution

accounts,

were focused primarily on education,

largely abstained

from electoral

politics.

The

UNIA

it

was

in the

West

a small organization

cultural activities

attracted a small

and which

segment of

Boston's West Indian population, which by 1920 constituted less than twenty percent of
the total black population, yet

community
local

life.

UNIA

some of its members were

influential in other areas

of

Victor Bynoe, a first-generation Barbadian immigrant, assessed the

chapter as follows:

The Garvey movement did not take part in politics. Individuals in the Garvey
movement might have, but the Garvey movement as a whole never subscribed or
attempted to get involved in politics. It was not a large group. They were strictly West
there
Indians and they were usually Barbadians and Jamaicans and a few others
.

group

were aloof

.

Garvey movement was concerned among the
the intellectuals did not get involved in the Garvey movement. They
because I think they were concerned about the political opposition to the

were no outstanding leaders
local

.

as far as the

. . .

.

.

.

Elma Lewis, interview by Larry Crow, video
Boston, MA., 10 April 2003, Roll 5.
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recording,

The History Makers,

Garvey movement was rampant ... so they didn't have strength to become a political
148
entity ... if they had a hundred people at a meeting, it was plenty.
These observations identify the local UNIA as an organization whose political
involvement was largely limited. His comments also allude to the presence of class
distinctions within Boston's

West Indian community

that

may have

further precluded

organized political action.

Boston's

UNIA

chapter

organization of the community.

electoral politics or the

that its

was an important,

As

indicated,

it

if

numerically small, factor in the

did not have

much impact upon

economic organization of the community, but

members intended

it

as such.

it

also not clear

The organization was primarily a vehicle

for first

and second-generation West Indian immigrants to organize around the issue of race and
to

demonstrate a collective understanding for the importance of this social marker in

their daily lives.

the black

she

was asked

later in life

about the organizing activities within

community during her youth, Elma Lewis responded, "we went

When you
simple.

When

say organizing,

I

think you're seeing a thing that

Very simple. Somebody looks

at

you and they

came

later

.

.

.

to meetings.

It's

say, 'you are black,

very, very

we

will not

allow you.' Then you don't organize. Organize what? They've killed you. That was a
different day.

what you

will.

The organization was among black people. You
They

[her parent's generation]

they educated their children and they hoped."

"Garveyism

1

48

*

Victor

in

get together and

worked hard, they saved
149

their

you do

money,

Violet Johnson concluded that,/

Boston was more rhetorical than practical

in its orientation

and

*

Bynoe quoted

in

Johnson, The Other Black Bostonians: West Indians in

Boston, 1900-1950, p. 88. She adds, "This assessment should, however, not detract

from the effectiveness of that organization
nationalism in those

who

participated in

its

in instilling pride

activities."

92

and a sense of Black

accomplishments."

150
It is

unclear whether Boston

UNI A members were

able to set up

businesses, or to organize themselves effectively for economic advancement, but

activity in these areas

about the Boston

would have been

UNIA was

organizations such as the

that

significant.

eschewed the

NAACP

in favor

UNIA

socialization

traditional interracialism

city.

most apparent
of local

Elma Lewis's membership

and the influence of Garveyism figured prominently

and shaped her subsequent

is

of an ideology of self-help that contrasted

with the liberal progressive traditions of the

Boston

Ultimately, what

attitudes

in the

in her early

toward community organization.

Family Life

Elma

Ina Lewis

was born on September

15, 1921 in

Clairmont and Edwardine (Jordan) Lewis. She was raised
at the

time was also

home

to a

number of Irish, Jewish and

childhood, the social and cultural

reflective

life

Roxbury, Massachusetts

in a diverse

Italian families.

of her community was

of the larger cosmopolitanism of the

151

city.

community

rich, diverse

and debating

addition,

many of the

societies, art clubs, theater

that

During her

and generally

Despite the lack of economic

opportunities available to them, black residents founded and maintained a

literary

to

groups prior to World

number of

War

I.

~

In

area churches regularly offered lectures, concerts, teas and other

149

Elma Lewis, Smithsonian Archives of American Art, 25 July 1997, p. 3.
\ Sheadds, 'Thts^ssessment should, however, not detract from the effectiveness of
that orgarrkation in

insfiHingjmde and a sense of Black nationalism

participated innVactivities." Ibid.
151

Elma Lewis, interview by
November 1998.

in those

who

T<^jt>1?

Dr. Lorraine Roses, transcript, in author's possession, 8

93

activities that reinforced the

entertainment.

bonds of community.

Sunday afternoons people returned

paid $1 for tea and concert."

their focus

upon

cultural

153

economic advancement were blocked

Elma Lewis's
responsibility that

in the

to the churches

These types of community

development

participation in electoral politics

She recalled, "There was no

at a

for

time

when

TV

and halls and you

activities

were

significant in

the avenues to social and

most Black Bostonians and meaningful

was not a

viable option.

parents reinforced the sense of community identity and individual

was

Her parents firmly believed

a central tenet of "uplift" ideology.

broader values of education and civic responsibility that characterized Victorian

notions of middle-class respectability and defined Bostonian ideals of civic

participation

and citizenship. She remembered, "There was a great emphasis

family on contribution.

back to our people.

and be important'.

example of my
I

ever met."

154

life.

in

We were encouraged to become educated and to give

My parents never said,

'Grow up and

get rich'. Always,

my

our

gifts

'Grow up

My mother cleaned houses and kept our house elegant, the greatest
And my

From an

father

was

in

every

way I can

early age, her parents raised her to

think of the smartest person

embrace both the

"universal" values of the city's Brahmin elite as well as those specific to black

"

Among these

the St.

organizations were the Boston Literary and Historical Society (1901),

Mark's Musical and Literary Union (1902) and were the Boston Negro Art Club

(1907).
153

She added, '"Little Farrakhan' played violin (and still does, there's a video of him
from two years ago playing Mendelssohn. He should have become a musician)." Elma
Lewis, interview by Dr. Lorraine Roses, transcript, in author's possession, 8 November
1998.
154

Elma Lewis quoted in "A Teacher's Mission: Elma Lewis" in Dick Russell, Black
Genius and the American Experience (New York: Carol & Graf Publishers, Inc., 1998),
182.

94

advancement. Both

of valued articulated a clear sense of civic responsibility that

sets

upheld the value of service to others and placed a premium of examples of personal

achievement that contributed to the

Elma Lewis's two,

common

good.

155

older half-brothers, George Lawrence and Darnley

Leon

Corbin, also modeled the valued of education, self-reliance and race pride for her.

Being the youngest, and the only

two

brothers.

girl,

she seems to have admired and looked up to her

Her brother Darnley, an accomplished

lived in the family

pianist/organist

home with Elma Lewis throughout

her

life

and music teacher,

and was a constant source

of support and inspiration. George, the older of the two Corbin brothers, died

young age (35) and

his

memory

in

"My brother,

a

a graduate of Harvard College

Chestnut Hill when no one thought of going out there. Black

doctors did not have hospital affiliations then. So he asked,

doctors here?' and

at

continued to be particularly inspiring for Elma Lewis

throughout her career. She remembered,

and an M.D., lived

156

was

told they didn't apply.

He

'Why

are there

no black

dared and was on the staff of seven

For discussion of the traditions of racial "uplift" and service within black

communities

Women
A

for

see, Farley,

Community

"Caring and Sharing Since World

Service -

War

I:

The League of
Umoja:

A Black Volunteer Organization in Boston,"

Scholarly Journal of Black Studies, Vol. 1, No. 2 (Summer, 1977): 1-12; Meier,
in America, 1880-1915: Racial Ideologies in the Age of Booker T.

Negro Thought

Washington; Gaines, Uplifting the Race: Black Leadership,
Twentieth Century; Shaw, What a

Politics,

Woman Ought to Be and to Do:

and Culture

in the

Black Professional

Women Workers
156

during the Jim Crow Era.
Edwardine Lewis had two sons, Darnley and George Corbin, from her

first

marriage

The family lived in Trinidad until Athalston's death from typhoid.
Elma Lewis, interview by Dr. Lorraine Roses, transcript, in author's possession, 8
November 1998. George, the oldest, graduated from Harvard College and was the first
black doctor to practice at Beth Israel Hospital and among the first to black doctors in
the city to obtain hospital affiliations elsewhere. Darnley was an accomplished pianist,
music teacher and a lifelong supporter of Lewis's work. Elma Lewis, interview by
to Athalston Corbin.

Robert Brown, transcript, Smithsonian Archives of American Art, 25 July 1997,

95

p. 7.

hospitals.

157

The manner of bold

approached

this situation,

be a family

trait.

in

own

daring by opened her

1950 with

which her older brother George

making an opportunity where none seemed

Inspired by her brother's example,

demonstrated her

(ELSFA)

self-assertion with

little

more than

to exist,

proved

to

Elma Lewis eventually

own Elma Lewis School of the

the support of her family

Fine Arts

and members of the

surrounding community. In acknowledgment of the collective support of her family,
she credited her mother for the

financial support

initial

and her brothers

The values of education,

suggestion to open the school, her father for early

for suggesting she

name

the school after herself.

self-sufficiency, race pride

and community advocated

a
by the Lewis family were reinforced by the Elma's membership

in the

Boston UNIA.

Both of her parents were followers of Marcus Garvey and active within the
before she was born.

159

Her parents ascribed

to

Garvey 's message of race

UNIA

pride, self-

sufficiency and collective organization and instilled these in their daughter.

instilled in her a

local

They

sense of individual and collective race pride preached that fostered an

affirmative self-awareness in her

aimed

at

debilitating effects of racial prejudice she

withstanding the pervasive and potentially

would

later encounter.

Commenting on her

upbringing, she said,

Elma Lewis, interview by Dr. Lorraine Roses, transcript, in author's possession, 8
November 1998.
58
Elma Lewis, interview by Larry Crow, video recording, The History Makers,
Boston, MA., 10 April 2003, Roll 1.
159
The entire family was active in the local UNIA chapter. Edwardine Lewis was a
member of the Black Cross Nurses and Elma Lewis was a member of the Girl Guides.
Elma Lewis, interview by Robert Brown, transcript, Smithsonian Archives of American
1

Art, 25 July 1997, p. 4.
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My earliest memory is three years old,
poem about
like

me.

I,

beginning.

the beauty of black

everything

And

people because

it
I

[sic].

I

standing on the stage reciting a

women.

I

played with dolls that looked

had a very strong

was not very possible

for

me

to

be denigrated by white

always had a strong sense of self, always.

my teaching and in my

from the

cultural identity

And have been
I

them that
same sense. That liberates. That does not want to do any damage to anybody
else but it strengthens one's self. I don't know, that seems to have been hard for
non-blacks to accept. I don't know why, because everybody wants that
for himself. Every man wants it.
encouraged

in

The young Elma Lewis

regularly attended

directing of people to give

UNIA

functions with her parents throughout

her childhood and these outings constituted some of her

first

experiences. She

continued to draw inspiration from the philosophies of Marcus Garvey into adulthood

and

to maintain

an affirmative sense of racial identity, maintaining,

blessing of my life."

"it's

been the

161

r
Elma Lewis

directly experienced the struggles undertaken

by her parent's

to

secure decent work, housing and access to quality education for their children. Both of

her parents were largely confined to low-paying, menial jobs and were never able to

attain the social

and economic mobility they sought. She remembered,

cleaned houses and kept our house elegant, the greatest example of my
father

was

in every

frustration caused

aspirations

was

way I can

think of the smartest person

by limited opportunities,

ever met."

1

mother

life.

And my

62
"

persistent job discrimination

The
and thwarted

particularly evident in the life of Clairmont Lewis, the family patriarch.

Elma Lewis, interview by Robert Brown,
American

I

"My

transcript,

Smithsonian Archives of

Art, 25 July 1997, p. 4.

161

Elma Lewis, interview by Dr. Lorraine Roses, transcript, in author's possession,
November 1998.
162 «^
T eac her's Mission: Elma Lewis" in Russell, Black Genius and the American
Experience

(New York:

Carol

& Graf Publishers, Inc.,
97

1998), p. 182.

8

.

Elma Lewis remembered her

father as an intelligent

man who

recited poetry, shared

with her his love of the theater and experienced great disappointment. "All West Indian

men

are difficult," she said, "but

frustrated

all

[my

father]

was

particularly difficult because he

and had no opportunity for expression."

his life he

was angry and

frustrated."

164

As

163

"He was

was

a building supervisor

she grew up, Lewis

.

.

was aware of the

lack of opportunities available to her father and to her mother, Edwardine (Jordan)

Lewis. She remembered, "They

made us know everything they were doing

against their natural inclinations

.

Elma Lewis understood
that she

made

.

.That

was

all that

was

available."

165

the extent of the sacrifices each of her parents

had greater educational and career opportunities than they

a lasting impression

upon her and helped

to

did.

for us,

As an
made

adult,

to ensure

This knowledge

shape her career choices.

Clairmont Lewis

Elma Lewis had an

especially close relationship with her father, Clairmont

Lewis, and he served as a major influence upon her personal and professional

two shared

a special

bond grounded

in their

their equally passionate dispositions.

mutual appreciation of the fine

arts

Clairmont Lewis was, "Always serious.

no frivolous conversation, no frivolous

activity.

He worked and

life.

and

He had

he studied and he

Elma Lewis, interview by Dr. Lorraine Roses, transcript, in author's possession,
November 1998.
164
Elma Lewis, interview by Larry Crow, video recording, The History Makers,
Boston, MA., 10 April 2003, Roll
165
Elma Lewis, interview by Larry Crow, video recording, The History Makers,
Boston, MA., 10 April 2003, Roll 1.
1
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The

8

read."

166

He was

a lover of poetry and regularly attended musical recitals and the

Elma Lewis

theater.

my

recalls,

father also

went every Sunday

to a concert

and a

lecture.

That was the

He enjoyed European classical music to the 1 1th
money spent going to Symphony Hall. He went to
hear singers and he went to hear the orchestra. He loved the orchestra until
he died. He loved it. He left all kinds of recorded music that he used to go to
way he

spent his free time.

power.

And he found

his

Boston Music and buy all the time to just listen to after he didn't go anymore.
And he went to he was a member of Ford Hall Forum until he died. He went
to hear somebody every Sunday night.
1

He

often took his daughter along with

importantly, he proved to be

him and

Elma Lewis's

cultivated her interest in the arts.

earliest

articulated an affirmative racial identity that

As

and most enduring role model. He

had a profound and

lasting impact

upon

his

daughter and provided her with the inspiration to pursue her interest in drama and
dance.

He

shared with her his two passions - the fine arts and race consciousness -and

augured the commencement of her lifelong personal and professional commitments.

The two maintained

a close relationship until his death in 1975.

Clairmont Richmond McDonald Lewis was born in Barbados in 1898, or 1899,

and immigrated
nineteen.

to the

The

United States from Christchurch in

colonial society he left behind

1

916

was ordered by

at the

age of

largely

impermeable

divisions of race, class and color that starkly delineated degrees of individual social

mobility. Barbados, like

166

many of the

British-controlled

Elma Lewis, interview by Robert Brown,

American

transcript,

West Indian

societies, suffered

Smithsonian Archives of

Art, 25 July 1997, p. 4.

167

Ibid.
168

Elma Lewis notes that she could not be certain of her father's exact date of birth.
Elma Lewis, interview by Larry Crow, video recording, The History Makers, Boston,

99

from a sluggish economy, antiquated forms of farming and industry and a

of

crisis

chronic underemployment. During the late nineteenth and early twentieth century the

volatility

of the world market for sugar, the expansion of the market for bananas,

various natural disasters and the scarcity of land, along with other factors, triggered

large-scale migrations to the United States

noted, the working poor in

many of the

and Great

169

Britain.

As Winston James has

older British colonies, particularly those least

prescient in adapting to changes in the sugar market such as Barbados, Jamaica and St.

Kitts,

were

hit the hardest

and constituted the

these citizens opted to go to

1904 and 1914 and

Like

home

as

Panama

largest

to participate in the building

to collect their share

170

Many of

of the canal between

of the "Panama money" that was to be had.

many young men and women of his

much

numbers of migrants.

generation, Clairmont Lewis likely

left

out of desperation and economic necessity as out of any sense of

While many of his generation found

restlessness or wanderlust.

profitable, if

temporary, work in Panama, or chose to immigrate to Great Britain, Lewis was

MA., 10

171

April 2003, Roll

1.

Also

see,

among

Johnson, The Other Black Bostonians: West

Indians in Boston, 1900-1950 (Bloomington: University of Indiana Press, 2006),

p. 30.

169

For general works on West Indian immigration see Pastor (ed.), Migration and
Development in the Caribbean: The Unexplored Connection; Omi and Winant, Racial
Formation in the United States: From the 1960s to the 1990s; Waters, Black Identities:
West Indian Immigrant Dreams and American Realities; Nancy Foner, (ed.), Islands in
the City: West Indian Migration to

New

York; Rogers, Afro-Caribbean Immigrants

and

of Incorporation: Ethnicity, Exception, Or Exit.
170
Winston James, Holding Aloft the Banner of Ethiopia: Caribbean Radicalism in
Early Twentieth-Century America (London: Verso, 1998), pp. 14-24.
171
James argues, "what is already clear, if seldom admitted, is that the results of the
exodus were mixed." He notes that while the acquisition of "Panama money" served
allay the economic hardships of some in the short term, the infusion of cash into the
local island economies drove up the price of land and, ultimately, exacerbated the
pressures on the working and rural poor. See, "Caribbean Migration: Scale,
the Politics

100

to

those

who

opted to try their chances along the eastern seaboard of the United States.

Winston James claims
than prior

that migrations to

Panama were contemporaneous

migrations to the United States.

to,

the migration

from the Caribbean

to the

Panama between 1904 and 1914;

sequential

wrong."

several

the

"

writes,

"Powered by the same

forces,

United States was simultaneous with the

migration to

is

He

with, rather

the

commonly

held view that

In relocating to the United States, Clairmont

waves of young men and women engaged

it

Lewis was one of
1

in "livelihood

TK

migration."

waves of southern migrants who they often intermingled with

was

in the

Like

urban centers of

the Northeast, they sought better wages, increased social mobility and the opportunity

to ensure a future for their progeny.

Clairmont Lewis arrived in Boston in 1916
entirely clear

why

at the

age of nineteen.

he chose the city as his destination, but

it

is

likely that

It is

not

he came to the

United States to seek out greater economic opportunity than was available to him
Barbados.

He may have had

friends, relatives or

in

an extended kinship network already

Determinants, and Destinations, 1880-1932" in James, Holding Aloft the Banner of
Ethiopia: Caribbean Radicalism in Early Twentieth-Century America, pp. 9-49.
17

James also notes that it is impossible to know how many of those who migrated to
the United States from the West Indies may have earned their passage in Panama, or
had it financed by someone who did. See James, Holding Aloft the Banner of Ethiopia:
Caribbean Radicalism in Early Twentieth-Century America, pp. 48-49.
Many of the West Indian immigrants who settled in Boston were also most likely
"step migrants" who ended up in Boston after spending time in New York, Connecticut,
Canada or elsewhere. It is therefore difficult to determine exactly how many West
Indian immigrants came to Boston before World War II and precisely where their
journey originated. Johnson, The Other Black Bostonians: West Indians in Boston,
1900-1950,

p. 20,

25-26.
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in

Boston.

174

According

because of its civic
institutions.

life

She wrote,

to

he

may have

also

".

.

its

educational and cultural climate." She adds, "During the

many of the young people of the

live in Britain before the 1940s.

select

few

actually

British Caribbean aspired to

had the opportunity

from Barbados."
but

was

Yankee

traditions,

New England was in fact the next best thing to England

potential of that city [Boston]
175

was

by

.

.

.

the social

go

and

West

many

The

definitely instrumental in luring Clairmont

Lewis availed himself of the

also confronted

to study

Therefore, from reports which filtered in to the

Indies about Boston's genteel character, conferred by long

concluded that

city

.many of the West Indian emigrants who expressly chose

Oxford or Cambridge, but only a

city,

been attracted to the

and the broader reputation of its cultural and educational

Boston were impelled by
early twentieth century

to Violet Johnson,

cultural

Lewis

cultural opportunities available in the

and economic

realities that

circumscribed

the aspirations of many of the city's black residents.

When

Clairmont Lewis arrived in Boston,

it

remained an important port

city.

While he possessed some degree of formal education and work experience, he was soon
discouraged by the lack ofjob opportunities available to him because of his color and
place of origin.

176

Elma Lewis

recalls,

Edwardine (Jordan) Lewis stayed with a cousin when she first arrived in Boston in
Elma Lewis, interview by Larry Crow, video recording, The History Makers,

1915.

Boston, MA., 10 April 2003, Roll
175

1.

Johnson, The Other Black Bos tomans: West Indians in Boston, 1900-1950, pp. 24-

25.
1

76

•

•

Clairmont Lewis and Mel King's father attended the same elementary school in

Barbados. Mel King, interview by author, audio recording, Boston, MA., 8 June 2007.

Elma Lewis

indicated that the

two men maintained a friendship

102

later in

Boston.

Elma

He went hoping
at a

in

at

a very smart

boy and he wanted

to

work

him
They thought, well, how ridiculous that he
him a job as a janitor. So he went then to work
the docks unloading sugar from the sugar boats as they came in. And he had
work six days a week, 1 0 hours a day, one weekend off in the summer
Boston, but they laughed

expected

to

He was

to get a job.

place like the place he'd worked in Barbados, and that would be S.S. Pierce

that.

without pay.

They could

at

.

.

.

offer

177

Clairmont Lewis quickly became embittered by the racial prejudice he encountered and

by the lack of economic opportunity available

He

to him.

later

went on

to

work

at

General Electric and experienced similar working conditions and poor pay. According
to

Elma Lewis,

it

was during

this

period in his

life that

he underwent a transformation

of his racial consciousness.

Edwardine (Jordan) Lewis

Edwardine (Jordan) Lewis arrived

in the

with her two sons, George and Darnley Corbin.
into

United States from Barbados

As

a

first

1915

young woman, she had entered

an arranged marriage with Athalston Corbin and lived

sons were born, until her

in

in Trinidad,

where both her

husband contracted typhoid and died four years

marriage. After her husband's death, Edwardine Lewis returned to

St.

into their

Lucy, Barbados

with her two children and lived with her family for a time. According to Elma Lewis,
her mother refused to consent to a second arranged marriage and instead requested that

her family finance her passage to the United States. Her father eventually agreed to pay
for her trip

and

to give her

money

to

begin a

new life. When

she arrived in Boston, she

Lewis, interview by Robert Brown, transcript, Smithsonian Archives of American Art,

25 July 1997,
177

S.S. Pierce

p. 4.

was

a "fine grocer."

Elma Lewis, interview by Robert Brown,

Smithsonian Archives of American Art, 25 July 1997,

103

p. 2.

transcript,

stayed with relatives and worked a succession of odd jobs.

1

78

She eventually met

Clairmont Lewis through mutual friends within Boston's small, West Indian community
and, in

Elma Lewis's words,

Edwardine Lewis,

•

"the rest

like her

is

•

1

history."

79

husband, worked

paying jobs throughout most of her

life.

at a

number of entry

level,

low-

For most of Elma Lewis's childhood, her

mother worked as a domestic, cleaning other people's homes so

that her daughter

might

take advantage of the educational, cultural and social opportunities available to her.

"She used

to say,"

you won't have

homemaker to
the older

remembered Elma, "'see these knees; I'm kneeling on them now so
1

80

to later'."

The

transition

from the

life

of a comfortable, middle-class

a working, immigrant mother must have been a particular challenge for

woman.

Historian Violet Johnson observed, "Almost overnight, she

[Edwardine] was transformed from a housewife with her

domestic servant."
pragmatist and a

181

own maid

As Edwardine Lewis's comments make

woman who

to a full-time

clear, she

was a

understood the significance of personal sacrifice. The

personal sacrifices she and her husband

made

to

advance the fortunes of their daughter
8*^

must have been

difficult

and inevitably caused a certain amount of bitterness.

1

~

Under

Edwardine (Jordan) Lewis stayed with a cousin, James Jordan, when she first arrived
in Boston in 1915. Elma Lewis, interview by Robert Brown, transcript, Smithsonian
Archives of American Art, 25 July 1997, p. 2.
179
Elma Lewis, interview by Dr. Lorraine Roses, transcript, in author's possession, 8
November 1998; Elma Lewis, interview by Larry Crow, video recording, The History
Makers, Boston, MA., 10 April 2003, Roll 1; Johnson, The Other Black Bostonians:
West Indians in Boston, 1 900-1 950, p. 50.
80
Elma Lewis, interview by Larry Crow, video recording, The History Makers,
•

1

*

Boston, MA., 10 April 2003, Roll
181
.

Elma Lewis, interview by
November 1998.
"

1.

Johnson, The Other Black Bostonians: West Indians

in

Boston, 1900-1950, p. 30.

Dr. Lorraine Roses, transcript, in author's possession, 8

104

such circumstances,

it

was not only understandable Edwardine and Clairmont Lewis

projected their hope and ambitions onto their daughter;

it

was

psychological necessity. The examples of personal sacrifice

Elma Lewis

contained valuable lessons for

that bolstered her

also likely a

made by her

own

reinforced her desire to secure a measure of self-sufficiency in her

Elma Lewis remembered her mother
emphasis upon formal education.

make

education and seemed to

as the parent

ambitions and

own

life.

placed the most

Her mother placed a high value upon

the direct connection

mobility. Speaking of her mother she remembered,

academically-oriented. She

who

parents

a formal

between education and upward

"My mother was very

was not an educated woman, but

that's

what was most

1

important to her."

and

interest in the

Whereas Clairmont Lewis encouraged
performing

pragmatism and structure
been attributable

Edwardine Lewis seems

in her daughter's upbringing.

to the different class positions

inhabited in Barbados, or they

personality and outlook.

racial uplift,

arts,

184

and believed

may have

to

have emphasized

These differences may have

Clairmont and Edwardine Lewis

simply been indicative of differences in

Her mother was

in the

his daughter's creativity

a dedicated race

woman,

a proponent of

importance of a formal education as a valuable tool for

individual and collective advancement. Ensuring that her daughter earned a formal

Elma Lewis quoted

in

Johnson, The Other Black Bostonians: West Indians in

Boston, 1900-1950,?. 20.
184

Elma Lewis noted, "My mother and father did not know each other in Barbados.
They were from a different class structure in Barbados and probably would not have
known each other if they had remained in Barbados. They're a product of American,
how shall I say, socialization." Elma Lewis, interview by Robert Brown, transcript,
Smithsonian Archives of American Art, 25 July 1997,

105

p. 1.

education and had the opportunity to pursue a career of her choice was likely more
important to the older

The

centrality

woman

way

these things were denied her.

of formal education to nineteenth and early twentieth century

notions of racial "uplift"

economic and

because of the

political

was rooted

in the belief that

it

aided in the collective social,

advancement of the "race" while improving the

life

prospects of

individual black people. Proponents of racial "uplift" understood that formal education

was

a powerful

knowledge and

means of socialization and allowed
skills,

its

possessors to not only acquire

but also to master the cultural vernacular through which to

express individual prowess. Those individual black people

education were then looked upon as "representative"

who

acquired a formal

men and women

capable of

demonstrating the latent potential of the race as a whole. This was not only a matter of
representation, but

it

was

•

also a fundamental necessity.

1

85

Formal education was such

an important aspect of "uplift" ideology because the acquisition of an education was
both a means of individual elevation, as well as a tool might support the gradual
revitalization of an entire race of people.

It is

within this context of racial "uplift"

ideology that Edwardine Lewis's emphasis upon her daughter's formal education must

be understood. That

is

she understood that a formal education would bestow her

daughter with tangible tools that would allow her greater social mobility. Combined
with the commitment to service and race pride garnered from Garvey, Elma Lewis

As W.E.B. Du Bois
essential, the task

noted, while the development an educated leadership class

of amassing a

could teach others was equally

critical

vital.

was

mass of educated black men and women who

See "Of Mr. Booker T. Washington and Others,"

Blight and Gooding- Williams (ed.), The Souls of Black Folk by W.E.B.
62-72.
in

106

Du Bois,

pp.

eventually hoped to use these tools to benefit the larger group of people to

belonged.

whom

she

186

Education

Elma Lewis began her formal education

in

1924 when she was enrolled

in the

"experimental, predominantly white" Ruggles Street Nursery School. At the time of

her evaluation in 1924, Boston's black community remained small.

only non-white students in the school, her race was a factor as
her formal schooling. During her

interviewed by a psychologist

first

who

year

at the

it

187

As one of the

would be throughout

school the 3-year-old, Lewis was

filed a report that illustrated this point.

As an

adult,

she gained access to the psychological evaluation that praised her as a gifted student

whose

members of her

As

development, "as measured by the IQ

intellectual

race, at a higher

peak

now than

it

she later observed, "They had already written

old,

and

I

wasn't even going to get a chance!"

will

me

1

off."

190
It is

187

in the

see,

is

usual with

"

"I

was 2

years,

1 1

1

88

months

unclear whether the

was made

empirical evidence gathered from her classmates, or if it

For further discussion

probably, as

be when she grows older."

psychologist's assessment of her intellect and potential

and Culture

is

in

was made

comparison with

in

accordance with

Gaines Uplifting the Race: Black Leadership,

Politics,

Twentieth Century.

In a separate interview she recalled,

"When I was

a child there

were only 20,000

blacks here, so there was not a black population so that I'd go to a black school."

Elma

Lewis, interview by Robert Brown, transcript, Smithsonian Archives of American Art,

25 July 1997.
188

Kahn, "The Lioness

in Winter,"

Boston Globe, September

12, 1996, p. El.

This

The Other Black Bostonians: West
Indians in Boston, 1900-1950 (Bloomington: University of Indiana Press, 2006), p. 68.
189
Sara Rimer, "An Arts Leader for Whom 'Anything is Possible'," The New York
incident

Times,

is

also recounted in Violet S. Johnson,

December

28, 1998, p.

A 16.
107

own

the evaluator's

the incident

was

general assessments of black aptitude and potential. Nevertheless,

likely not isolated.

More

than four decades

who

Boston Public School teacher Jonathan Kozol,

Roxbury neighborhood,

later,

taught in a school in Lewis's

detailed a series of similar incidents and published a forceful

indictment of the treatment of black students in local schools.

Despite the

Elma Lewis,

fatalistic

was

191

and unpromising evaluation of the potential of the young

neither she nor her parents entertained such

exact opposite

author and former

low expectations

for her.

The

the case. She attended predominantly white educational institutions

throughout her formative years and continued to have similar encounters with racial
prejudice.

She

recalled,

At a time when the Boston Public Schools were totally white and put down
most black children, in the worst horrible sense, nobody could tell me that
white was better. In fact when I went at 1 1 years old to Girls Latin School,
and I found out that white children thought they were better, I was amazed,
I never knew that. I had not suffered from the emotional abuse of Aryan
white supremacy,

were

better.

things."

I

wasn't allowed

And when found
I

out

to.
I

I

didn't even

know they

thought they

thought they were mixed up, "poor

192

After attending the Boston Latin Girls School, she went on to graduate from the

Roxbury Memorial High School

for Girls,

Emerson College and

later

Boston University

lvu

Kahn, "The Lioness in Winter," Boston Globe, September 12, 1996, p. El.
See Jonathan Kozol, Death at an Early Age: The Destruction of the Hearts and
Minds of Negro Children in the Boston Public Schools (Boston, Houghton Mifflin,
191

1967).

Elma Lewis, interview by Larry Crow, video
Boston, MA., 10 April 2003, Roll 1.
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recording,

The History Makers,

where she earned her Master's degree.

193

amongst her classmates through her time

She remained one of the few black students
at

Emerson College and Boston University.

While valued the importance of her formal education, her experiences

in the

predominantly white, educational institutions she attended contrasted noticeably with
her experiences within her community. Thus, early in her

between her experiences as a

racial

and ethnic minority

in the

world of her formal education and her identity as a black

a dichotomy developed

life

predominantly white

woman

of West Indian descent

home community.

within her

The

distinction

between the world of school, where she received her formal

education, and the broader world in which she lived, worked, socialized and received

her informal education, became increasingly evident throughout her formative years.
Reflecting upon this duality as an adult she remarked, "School

me,

I

want
but

got good grades

to

my

be taught,

I

...

what happened outside was what interested

wanted

life.

"I

to teach."

194

It is

went

to

a big item with

me

didn't

... I

She added, "There were teachers

parents had most profound influence over

the importance she placed

her

was not

I

admired,

my life." 195 Her comments

indicate

upon her parents and her community as strong influences

impossible to

know to what

in

degree her comments also reflected a

Boston University School of Education and then

I

studied and

I

did a year

there in education of the exceptional child, exceptional at both ends of the scale.

Exceptionally bright and exceptionally handicapped
stead."

Elma Lewis, interview by Robert Brown,

American

[sic].

And that

transcript,

stood

me

in

good

Smithsonian Archives of

Art, 25 July 1997.

194

Elma Lewis, interview by Larry Crow, video
Boston, MA., 10 April 2003, Roll 2.
195
Elma Lewis, interview by Larry Crow, video
Boston, MA., 10 April 2003, Roll 1.
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recording,

The History Makers,

recording.

The History Makers,

concealed pain

at the difficulties

she endured as a result of her racial and cultural

identity throughout her schooling.

In addition to her formal schooling,

extra-curricular activities

parents, she

also participated in a

number of

from a young age. At the age of five, encouraged by her

began taking piano lessons. At about the same time she began taking

elocution lessons with Bertha

local

Elma Lewis

Muzzy,

woman whom

a white

she initially met at the

Cooper Community Center. Muzzy was an important influence upon Lewis and

took a special interest in her that continued through the extent of her formal education.

Lewis remembered,

Emerson College. She lived in Spencer, Mass. And I, oh,
I just loved her. She was very dainty. When I knew her I thought, elderly
white woman. Perhaps she wasn't as elderly as I thought but you know how
children look at people. She had coiffed gray hair which was very stylish and
she had a slim, stylish body and wore beautiful clothes
she thought that I
had talent when I was a little girl and so she had me come to her apartment
and take private lessons for a dollar a lesson when I was little. And I was so
She had gone

to

.

short
to

I

couldn't reach up to press the elevator button, but

my parents because knew that
I

going. So
that

I

needed

Muzzy became
areas.

.

used to go earlier than
to

go up

if

told

I

my

in the elevator.

them

.

I

that they

lesson and wait for

never did

tell that

would stop me from
somebody to come

196

an important mentor to Lewis and her tutelage was significant in several

The older woman's

interest in

Lewis cut across boundaries of race and

class

provided the type of encouragement that seemed to be lacking in her school. They
studied elocution, public speaking and literary interpretation together and the

196

Elma Lewis, interview by Robert Brown,

American

transcript,

Art, 25 July 1997, p. 9.
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Smithsonian Archives of

and

instruction facilitated Lewis's ability to earn a substantial

sum of money

Muzzy was

influential in helping

also an

alumnus of Emerson College and was

to attend that institution later in life.

As

a

young

girl

1

and

to achieve a

—

^

98

Lewis put her

measure of self-sufficiency

I

have been earning
used to

my

age.

Lewis

use and by the age of eleven years old,

skills to

She remained proud of the

I

young

197

earned a living reading poetry and giving "platform readings"
cultural centers.

at a

at

fact that she

at local

was

churches and

able to support herself

such a young age. She remembered,

I was 1 1 years old.
When I was a little girl,
would read from the works of Tennyson, I

living since

read poetry on stages.

I

would read Shakespeare - I would read all of those people. And a section of
the program was always Langston Hughes, James Weldon Johnson, and the
Black authors - Paul Laurence Dunbar. On Sunday afternoon, I would go to
two churches. They would have what you call musical teas and concerts. And
they would pay me $ 1 5 apiece
they'd have a singer and a reader, or a pianist
and a singer or whatever
Now in the middle of the week, on Thursday, I
went to a church in the white community and made $20. I was making $50 a
week when my father was making $11."
.

.

.

.

.

.

Lewis worked throughout her childhood and was ultimately able
to put herself through college

and graduate school. Her pride

herself and developing her talents as a performer,

of the

197
198

toll

"A

later

her success must have taken upon her father.

Elma Lewis was
See

was

to save

enough money

in earning a living for

muted by her understanding

199

able to earn

Teacher's Mission: Elma Lewis" in Russell, Black Genius and the American

Experience,

p. 182.;

Elma Lewis, interview by Larry Crow, video
MA., 10 April 2003, Roll 1.

recording,

The

History Makers, Boston,
199

According

to

Elma Lewis, her

father,

served as "custodian." She said that

Clairmont Lewis, deposited her earnings and

when he

111

died, in 1975, she inherited $1,500 that

Around
began studying

the

same time

ballet at the

began working with Bertha Muzzy, Elma Lewis

that she

Doris Jones School of Dance in Roxbury. The two

gradually formed a relationship and Jones served as a mentor and role model to Lewis

until she

pupil.

200

moved

to

Washington, D.C.

Jones had ambitions to

in

make

1941 to open a school of dance with a former

a living as a professional dancer, but found her

path blocked by racial prejudice and discrimination. She had difficulty learning ballet

as a

young woman because none of the

studios she attempted to enroll in

her and she had to learn by surreptitiously observing classes that she

to.

would have

was refused

entry

After graduating high school, she opened her school of dance in 1933 in an attempt

to provide black students the access to ballet, tap

and

classical

dance that she was

denied.

Jones was an important influence in Lewis's

life

and most certainly influenced

her future career path. Like Bertha Muzzy, Jones took a serious interest in the young

Lewis and worked closely with

her, helping her to

providing a tangible example of women
the arts and culture. Jones also helped

to

work

who were

Lewis

develop particular
able to

make

skills as

well as

a living working with

to gain valuable experience, allowing her

as an instructor while in college and to experience firsthand the intricacies of

running a school. Lewis began to develop her interest in teaching under Jones while
continuing to cultivate her dream of making a living as a dancer. Her decision to open

she had earned as a young

woman. Elma Lewis, interview by Robert Brown,

transcript,

Smithsonian Archives of American Art, 25 July 1997, p. 8.
In 1941, Doris Jones partnered with Clair Haywood to open the Jones-Haywood

~

School of Dance. Jennifer Dunning, "Doris
School for Blacks,

Is

Dead," The

New

W.

Jones, 92, Ballet Dancer

York Times, 4

112

May

2006,

p.

L6.

Who Founded

1

her

own

school in 1950, modeled in large part upon Jones's, was both an effort to

the void left

by Jones's departure and an attempt

In 1939,

Bertha

first

Elma Lewis

Muzzy and

two years

enrolled at

combine her career

interests."

Emerson College with encouragement from

her family. She continued to teach at the Doris Jones School for her

Emerson and remained

at

^0

•

to

fill

attempted to integrate herself into the

active in the life of her

life

of the college, but had

community. She
little

She

success.

remembered,

was a

that

me

totally

entirely.

I

white environment, totally white.

can't say they

but they ignored

me

somebody chose

to

swore

at

me

or hit

me

completely for about a month.

speak to

me and then

And they just

ignored

or something of that type,

And then

after that

another couple of kids

... I

month

loved what

I loved it. The first couple of years I did X number of drama courses
and modern American
were drama from the beginning to Shakespeare
plays and modern British plays. And a phenomenal amount of literature did I
Emerson put on an incredible number of plays, and still does, with its
digest
students. But I was never included. I think in the whole four years that I was
there I got to be in one play. I was only cast once in Much Ado About Nothing
and then I was cast as a man ...

we

studied.

that

.

.

.

. . .

While she was excluded from the productions
encouragement during

this time.

Elma Lewis acknowledged

203

at

During her

her school, she received some

first

that Doris Jones's

year

move

to

at

Emerson she met Paul

Washington, D.C. played a

opening the Elma Lewis School of the Fine Arts (ELSFA) in
"There was a void there. Now, that was my School of Fine Arts. I

role in her ultimately

1950. She said,

decided to open a school." Elma Lewis, interview by Robert Brown, transcript,

Smithsonian Archives of American Art, 25 July 1997, p. 12.
Elma Lewis, interview by Robert Brown, transcript, Smithsonian Archives of

202

American Art, 25 July 1997, p. 10.
203
She adds, "Years later, 1968, when I had graduated, the president [of Emerson
College] called me and asked to come over and visit me. And he came over to

113

.

Robeson and convinced him
corner in

to "read his Othello against

downtown Boston. His

ability to find a

way

to

my Desdemona"
combine

consciousness into a viable career was something Lewis admired.

After graduating from Emerson College in 1943,

on a

his talent

street

and his race

204

Elma Lewis hoped

to pursue

her dream of performing professionally, but her parents convinced her otherwise. With

the

knowledge of the

might fare better

if

difficulties that

she pursued acting, rather than dance. "I thought

an actress," she remembered,

graduated

I

was going

was equally

to free

unrealistic.

"I

thought

What was

They played mammies or
I

I

was going

I

going to play

is

in

what you got

done

that."

Her

I

was going

to

New York.

But

"my

father

and encouraged

me

me

and mother really knew
to

that

New York? You don't hear of
And

then what did they do?

was not going

parents,

to

be suitable to

more cognizant

at the

that there wasn't that

go to graduate school and study something

much
else.

my

time of the

challenges she would face, convinced her to pursue an advanced degree instead.

recalled,

be

to

New York. As soon as I

then.

slaves or something. That

couldn't have

to

myself from these manacles and go

actors and actresses. One, one, one

temperament.

confronted Doris Jones, Lewis believed that she

As

out there for

she

me

My father

me if I would accept an honorary doctorate at the next
commencement. And at that time that's when I became sad. I wasn't sad at tears
welled up in my eyes and I said, 'an 18 year old girl needed kindness. A 47 year old
woman doesn't need honors, but I'll accept it because maybe it'll enhance my earning
visit

and

to ask

Elma Lewis, interview by Robert Brown, transcript, Smithsonian Archives of
American Art, 25 July 1997, p.
204
Elma Lewis declared, "He was probably, without knowing it, the original Garveyite.
His profound philosophy was 'we'll do it ourselves, for ourselves and don't tell me
how'! ... He was an unusual man ... He was a man among men, that's all." Elma
Lewis, interview by Larry Crow, video recording, The History Makers, Boston, MA.,
ability'."

1 1

10 April 2003, Roll

4.
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wanted

me

pharmacology

to study

...

He would

help

me open

everybody needs drugs black, white, pink and green. But
direction.

then

I

So the compromise was

studied and

I

went

I

to

I

a drugstore and

could not see myself in that

Boston University School of Education and

did a year there in education of the exceptional child."

decision to pursue her master's degree

helped direct her towards her

life's

was one

205

that she later lamented, but

it

Her
ultimately

work.

After earning her master's degree in the education of exceptional children,

Lewis worked as a speech therapist

in the

Boston Public Schools and several

health clinics. She also developed dance and

drama programs

for the Harriet

local

Tubman

House, the Robert Gould Shaw House, the Cambridge Community Center and the

League of Women

for

Community

Service. Shortly after graduating

University, she took a position as a "fine arts worker" at the Harriet

from Boston

Tubman House, one

of several settlement houses founded during the 1890s in the South End neighborhood
of Boston.

206

She established

arts

that served as the prototypes for the

school.

207

The

and provided

Harriet

The

structure

206

own

original settlement houses

and ethnically integrated neighborhood of

and philosophy of the settlement house did not

strictures that

were imposed upon

Elma Lewis, interview by Robert Brown,
Art, 25 July 1997, p.

transcript,

her.

She

suit

Lewis

said, "In the girls'

Smithsonian Archives of

1 1.

See "Collection Overview," United South End Settlements Records, 1892-2006 -

Ml 26, Northeastern
207

Tubman House

later offer at her

Tubman House was one of Boston's

and she chafed under the

American

girls at the Harriet

programs she would

direct services to the racially

the South End.

205

programs for

"A

University Special Collections.

Elma Lewis," Ruth Howe Personal
21 November 1968.
Boston, MA,

Fact Sheet on

possession,

115

Papers, photocopy, in author's

program

I

could have drama and dance and

program. But

home —
mother
your
got."

I'd

I

was always hemmed

other things.

It

by what they wanted me

was

to do.

a

whole

1

said, 'well,

why

By

don't

you open your own school?' And

then everybody will

the time

Her motivation

work

for

for herself

Lewis went on

opening her

and an

to

know your name.'

artist

own

institution that

That's the best advice

and her sense of duty

fulfill

own

ever

school.

own community. Following
in the

to serving the black

1

16

work

as a performing

community.

transcript,

Art, 25 July 1997, p. 12.

in the

hopes of developing a

her personal desire to

Elma Lewis, interview by Robert Brown,
American

I

it

school seems to have been rooted in a strong desire

opened her own school

would

'give

open her own school, she had gathered a variety

interest in serving her

footsteps of Doris Jones, she

community

would come

my brother said,

of experiences, none of which prepared her to administer and to run her

to

girls'

come home complaining, complaining, complaining, complaining and my

own name and
208

in

many

Smithsonian Archives of

CHAPTER 5
INSTITUTIONAL VISION: THE ELSFA, THE NCAAA AND THE

MNCAAA,

People are dignified by their

An

1950-1986

own

institution is the lengthened

institutions."

shadow of one man

.

.

.

and all
few

history resolves itself very easily into the biography of a
stout

and earnest

They needed

Elma Lewis was an
work contributed

to the

10

persons.""

a bridge, and

Elma provided

educator, cultural worker and institution-builder

ongoing process of black community empowerment

throughout the postwar period. She believed the

empowering

911

a bridge."

arts

individuals, reinforcing cultural identity

work focused broadly upon

the education

were effective tools

whose
in

Boston

in

and building community. Her

and development of individuals and the

z
harnessing of the

human

resources of Boston's black community. Opining on her

legacy one observer remarked, "Elma was an

artist

whose medium was people. She

could squeeze insight and creativity from a turnip. She was a monumental influence on

art

education not only for the thousands of African- American students

through her programs, but also for the wider

209

Joel Dreyfuss,

"Elma Lewis:

A

community

in

Boston and the nation

at

Study in Dignity, Courage," The Washington Post,

September 10, 1975, p. Bl.
210
Ralph Waldo Emerson, "Self-Reliance"

Row,

arts

who came

in

Emerson

1951), p.44.

117

's

Essays, 2

nd

ed.

(NY: Harper

&

large."

212

Lewis embarked on her

act professionally

her

life to

life's

work when her own ambitions

to

dance and to

were thwarted by a lack of opportunities. She subsequently dedicated

building cultural institutions that created opportunities for others and

supported the aspirations of generations of Black Bostonians.

medium was

was encapsulated

people," her artistry

As someone "whose
She had

in her institutional vision.

the ability to inspire people and the vision to build institutions that afforded the
•

•

opportunities to translate inspiration into

213

empowerment."

Her commitment

to

institution-building reflected an awareness of the issues of institutional access,

patronage and representation that had been brought to the fore during the Harlem

Renaissance and anticipated

many of the

issues revisited decades later

by

artists

and

ideologues of the Black Arts Movement.

Elma Lewis began working with young people

in

Roxbury

in the late- 1930s

while she was a college student and continued to do so into the mid-1990s. She

first

Doris Jones School of Dance

served as an assistant instructor under her mentor

at the

and began

development of her pedagogy as an

to link her talents as a performer to the

211

Dr. Joseph Warren quoted in Jon Marcus, "At 75, Activist Reflects on Life's Work
Promoting Black Culture," Sentinel, 20 August 1997, p. A 16.
212
Jacqueline Liebergott quoted in "Elma Lewis '43, Pioneering Force in Boston's Arts
and Cultural Community, Dies," Expression: The Magazine for Alumni and Friends of
Emerson College, Winter 2004, p. 4.
213
"

"empowerment" broadly

development of individual
capacity, the fostering of race pride and the strengthening of communal bonds through
collective endeavor. Lewis's work proceeded from her Garveyism and her belief in the
I

use the term

to refer to the

necessity of cultivating individual and collective race pride as a prerequisite for black

endeavor. She believed this to be a pragmatic, rather than a symbolic, undertaking that
proactively engaged the potentially debilitating social and psychological effects of

upon black people and black communities. Longtime resident and
community activist Mel King discusses the effects of "negative self-image" and

racial prejudice

118

educator. She believed that training in the arts instilled dedication and discipline that

prepared students for

work place and
teacher

was

"to

life's

challenges and translated into success in the school, the

in interpersonal relationships.

make

people."

Elma Lewis believed
arts as a

means of fostering

As

she succinctly stated, her mission as a

214

that black people

needed a "cultural base" and used the

racial pride, individual potential

aspirations of Black Bostonians.

215

During a career

that

and the collective

spanned

six decades, her

contributions as cultural worker, educator and institution-builder were integral to the

elaboration and articulation of black identity, black

in

Boston. During the 1940s and 1950s,

community and black consciousness

when Boston's black community was

beleaguered by a lack of numbers and strident political opposition, Lewis's efforts
contributed to the fostering of group consciousness and the solidification of cultural

networks that laid the foundation for subsequent organizing efforts that took shape with
the growth and organization of Boston's black

Commenting upon

community

the process during the mid-1970s,

that things take a lot longer than

I

originally thought.

after

Lewis

They

World War

reflected, "I

216
II.

have learned

are not hopeless, but they

"psychological control" upon Boston's black community. King, Chain of Change:
Struggles for Black
214

Community Development,

Joseph P. Kahn and Edgar

J.

Driscoll

Jr.,

pp. xviii-xxv.

"Arts Leader

Champion of Black

Elma Lewis Dead

at 82,

Long

Culture," Boston Globe, January 2, 2004, p. Al.
nd
Diana Korzenik, "A Blend of Marcus Garvey and the 92 Street Y: An Interview
with Elma Lewis," Art Education, Vol. 35, No. 2, p. 26.
216
James Smethurst writes, "Elma Lewis's early commitment to institution building
within the black community provided a model for similar efforts elsewhere as well as a
link between earlier moments of black cultural and political activity stretching back to
the Garvey movement in the early twentieth century." James Smethurst, The Black Arts
Movement: Literary Nationalism in the 1960s and 1970s (Chapel Hill: University of
North Carolina Press, 2005), p. 157.
a

215

119

8

are a lot slower.
217

I

have learned

to

be satisfied to see a tree put

The work of Lewis and

lifetime."

others of her generation

pre- and postwar activism in Boston's black

was

•

institutional vision

2

down

in

my

essential in linking

community and ensured

black community development was sustained across generations.

Elma Lewis's

roots

its

that the project

of

1

developed within the context of the limited

career opportunities and endemic racial discrimination that circumscribed the social

mobility of Black Bostonians throughout her lifetime. Her

work was an

response to

Following the publication of the Moynihan Report (1965),

interpretation

became

this

the dominant form of analyses of inner city black communities

The model

across the nation.

implicit

identified the erstwhile moral, cultural

and

social

dysfunction of black communities as the source of myriad social problems and a

determining factor in the subsequent emergence of the "urban crisis" that beset

American

cities.

The model was rooted

to the antebellum period but

in ideologies

was given sharper focus

of black pathology that date back
as

waves of migrants swelled the

ranks of black communities during and following World

War

II.

In Boston, the discourse of cultural deficiency, or deprivation, dominated

analyses of the black

1

\

7

community

after

1950 and was integral

to debates surrounding

King, Chain of Change: Struggles for Black Community Development, p. 276.
In 1 996, more than 600 people attended a weekend-long public commemoration of

Elma Lewis's
public

life at

life

and legacy

that

marked her withdrawal from

active involvement in

the age of 75. Participants celebrated Lewis's longevity and addressed the

recurring themes of continuity and generational succession.

One

participant

characterized the proceedings as, "a celebration of the continuation of the

arts, its past,

present, its future." Kay Bourne, "At 75, Elma Lewis Sees Next Generation Taking
up Reins," Bay State Banner, September 26, 1996, p. 12.
its
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urban renewal and the struggle for educational equality.

commenting on

the actions of black

women

219

Jeanne Theoharis,

in the struggle for

educational equality

during the 1950s and 1960s explained, "These mothers acted decisively and

self-

consciously, understanding that part of the social change they desired required

overturning prevalent images about black families themselves."
concentration upon education, the arts and culture

combat the underlying racialized
approached

this challenge

fictions that

was

Lewis's

similarly rooted in a desire to

impeded black empowerment, but

from a different perspective. Her work was focused within

Boston's black community and provided opportunities to black residents largely
unavailable elsewhere. Her

work offered

deficit thesis that increasingly

and "second ghettoization"
preliminary efforts

219

at

a tangible counter-narrative to the cultural

pervaded public debates

in the 1950s.""

black community

The

after the onset

institutions she

empowerment

in

of urban renewal

founded contributed to

Boston prior

to the large-scale

Jeanne Theoharis argues that in "the Cradle of Liberty" the cultural deficit thesis

many of the decisions made by the Boston School
She argues that the model, as with the usage of the term
"racial imbalance," was emblematic of the thinly veiled and endemic racism prevalent
in Boston and other Northern communities. Discussions of cultural deprivation, or
cultural deficiency, were adopted by members of the mainstream media, government
officials and scholarly observers. These interpretations of black culture predated the
publication of the Moynihan Report and had their roots in social scientific formulations
of "cultures of poverty" and/or "ghetto behaviors." Theoharis, "They Told Us Our
Kids Were Stupid': Ruth Batson and the Educational Movement in Boston," in
Theoharis and Woodard, eds., Groundwork: Local Black Freedom Movements in
served as ideological justification for

Committee and

local officials.

America, pp. 1 8-26.
220

Ibid, p. 30.

221

For analysis of the "culture of poverty" thesis and racialized, gendered and classbased debates regarding the black urban poor see, see Rhonda Williams, The Politics of
Public Housing: Black Women 's Struggles Against Urban Inequality (New York:

Oxford University Press, 2004). For analyses of urban renewal and the rise of "second
ghettoes," also see Sugrue, The Origins of Urban Crisis: Race and Inequality in
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organization and mobilization of residents during the struggle for educational equality

in the

1960s and 1970s.

222

Elma Lewis believed
essential precondition of

economic and

an affirmative racial and cultural identity as an

community building and of subsequent

political organization.

external forces

felt

in fostering

efforts

happened from outside

outcome of our existence would be

forces."

"

at

Discussing the relationship between internal and

upon the project of black community development she

better about ourselves the

aimed

asserted, "if we

better,

no matter what

These sentiments were reinforced by her lived

experiences. She witnessed the demoralizing effects that enduring discrimination

wrought upon her parents and the equally strong sense of identity and personal dignity
they maintained and passed on to their daughter. For her parents, and

generation, race pride

was

many of their

a defining aspect of identity as well as a cultural

bond

that

linked together personal and collective achievements. In lieu of viable forms of

Postwar Detroit and Hirsch, Making the Second Ghetto: Race and Housing

in

Chicago,

1940-1960.

"
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1

*•

Lewis's early emphasis upon black empowerment, rather than organized agitation

for social justice,

was

attributable to her socialization, ideological orientation, her

and her own experiences with racism. Her experiences in the predominantly
white educational institutions she attended and in the settlement houses she worked in
made her wary of interracial coalitions and solidified her commitment to institution

training

building by the time she opened the School

(ELSFA)

in 1950. Likewise, during the

1950s and 1960s the Boston School Committee and elected officials routinely denied

making constructive dialogue and social change
upon black empowerment represented a
constructive response to local conditions. Her linkage of cultural empowerment to
community development foreshadowed similar efforts taken up by community members
during the 960s and 970s. See King, Chain of Change: Struggles for Black
Community Development, pp. xv-xxix, 280-283.
223
Jon Marcus, "At 75, Activist Reflects on Life's Work Promoting Black Culture,"
Sentinel, 20 August 1997, p. A 16.

that racial discrimination existed, thus
difficult.

In this respect, Lewis's focus

1

1
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political organization, race pride often

transcended ethnic, ideological and class

distinctions within Boston's small black

community, and offered a basis

and collective action. Whether working

at

for individual

low-paying jobs to ensure a brighter future

for one's children or organizing to address the unequal allotment

of resources black

schoolchildren received, race pride was an essential component of the ties that bound

Black Bostonians

to

each other throughout the twentieth century.

Elma Lewis's personal and

professional philosophies were shaped by the strong

sense of identity modeled by her parents and the collective sense of purpose instilled in

her by her family's participation in the United Negro Improvement Association

(UNIA). According

to her, she

was

raised with a "serious black consciousness" that

informed her personal development and her career path.""

She often stated

fundamental purpose of her work was "to develop good human beings,

who

can hold their heads up high and be proud of being black."""

was primarily focused upon
indirectly

the education

that the

human

Initially,

beings

her

work

and development of black youth and was

concerned with engaging the structural inequalities that limited the access of

black residents to jobs, services and political participation.
institutional vision continued to evolve

By the

late-

1960s, her

from a focus upon individual students to a

broader vision of collective black community development. This evolution was a result

of institutional growth, the availability of resources and a greater emphasis upon the
cultural

dimensions of black consciousness. Ultimately, the importance of Lewis's

Elma Lewis." Notable Black American Women, Book
Reproduced

in

Biography Resource Center (Farmington

2006). http://galenet.galegroup.com/servlet/BioRC.
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3 (Gale

Hills,

Group, 2002).

ML: Thomson

Gale,

work and

the institutions she founded

the

is in

•

established for subsequent organizing efforts.

Elma Lewis
arts

identified herself as,

were an effective pedagogical

tool

"groundwork" and foundation they

226

above

all else,

an educator. She believed the

and a means of encouraging individual

development, fostering community empowerment and articulating a sense of racial
pride and dignity to the broader populace. She

"arts"

and "culture"

that

was

integral to the

made

a clear distinction between the

development of her

institutional vision

shaped her career trajectory. For her, the former was a means of expressing the
vehicle through which cultural identity

art,"

she said. Art

is

the

was reinforced and

means of expressing

point, she asserted, "it's not the arts that are

arts are telling

you. The arts are

something of beauty. The
virtues.

The

arts

arts

how man

it,

Elaborating upon this

It is

speaks about his

a

the culture.

life.

The

It is

arts are

what the

not

have to teach you magnanimity and many other things,

teach the virtues.

correct the culture, preserve

concern.

latter,

articulated. "Culture is not

the culture.""

my

and

And the

discuss

it,

arts

explain the culture so that you can

think on

it.

It's

what

tells

you who man

is

and

The importance of the community-building aspects of Lewis's project cannot be
The significance of Lewis's work is evident in personal testimonies,
published and unpublished interviews and the numerous awards bestowed upon her that
speak to the importance of her work to the cultural and psychological empowerment of
overstated.

Boston's black community. This qualitative evidence

is hard to quantify and has not
most conventional narratives of
postwar Black Boston. For a discussion of the "groundwork" performed by local
activists that facilitated subsequent coordination of black freedom movements, see
Theoharis and Woodard, eds., "Introduction" in Groundwork: Local Black Freedom
Movements in America, pp. 1-16.
Elma Lewis, interview by Larry Crow, video recording, The History Makers,
Boston, MA., 10 April 2003, Roll 1. Also see Diana Korzenik, "A Blend of Marcus
nd
Garvey and the 92 Street Y: An Interview with Elma Lewis," Art Education, Vol. 35,
No. 2, pp. 24-26.

made

its

way

into the historical literature, or into
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where

been and where

he's

he's apt to go. That's

what the

arts

do

for

you.""

While

she believed the arts offered engagement with a particular culture, she did not subscribe

to notions

of racial

art in a

narrow sense. She believed

that the cultural perspective

of

the artist(s) informed the context for artistic expression. In this respect, diverse groups

of people might find meaning
through

its

it

different

meaning

presentation, interpretation and use.

Elma Lewis's
arts as

in a particular art form, yet give

institutional vision

means of encouraging

was defined by her

the individual

belief in education and the

and collective empowerment of Boston's

black residents. The centrality of education was instilled in her by her parents and was

an essential component of the ideology of uplift in which she was socialized. Notions
of cultural

uplift

were

integral to

Boston Brahmin, "black Yankee" and West Indian

notions of middle-class respectability,

Her appreciation

socialization.

from her

father,

who

all

of which formed a part of her early

for the transformative potential

of the

arts

stemmed

introduced her to the theater, music and literature and encouraged

her training in dance throughout her childhood.

Her

institutional vision

was equally

rooted in the strong sense of identity reinforced by her family and the community bonds
she forged early in

life in

Roxbury. She sought

to define Boston's black

a distinct cultural entity, rather than a dysfunctional "ghetto."

community

Whereas de

segregation in employment, housing and education defined Boston's black

as a political

and geographical

networks and
efforts

228

institutions.

of community

entity,

Lewis's work sought to define

its

facto

community

cultural

Her approach supported and complimented the organizing

activists

and

institutions

focused directly upon political and

Elma Lewis, Smithsonian Archives of American
125

as

Art, 25 July 1997, p. 19.

economic empowerment. Ultimately, her project of institution building was a

part of

broader community building efforts that enabled the coordination of the local freedom

movement during

the 1950s and 1960s.

Lewis was a bridge

whose

activist

early efforts contributed to the development

of social and cultural networks that facilitated the postwar organizing and activism

amongst Boston's black

She was active

residents.

more than half a century and

in

as an educator, cultural

Boston's black community for

worker and community

activist

helped foster the emergent sense of black community that facilitated calls for

community

control, black

power and

cultural pride during the later period.

Lewis was

an institution-builder whose principal contribution was the founding and development

of cultural institutions that helped bridge significant
distinctions within Boston's black

that fostered social

institutions

spatial

period.

as

it

and

cultural

and generational

community. She founded a school, a national

museum, each of which provided forums

organization and a

These

social, ideological

for dialogue

networks amongst local residents,

and the networks

that

artists

arts

and exchange
and

activists.

developed around them helped to shape the

and ideological contours of Boston's black community throughout the postwar

The reconfigured sense of community

was

ideal that

also an exigency facilitated

evolved after World

War

II

by

that

developed was an act of affirmation,

residential segregation.

The black community

diverged from earlier ideals in

its size,

concentration and emphasis upon collective, rather than individual, uplift.
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The

collective emphasis of this reconfigured sense of black

the

development and importance of cultural

community was

illustrated

by

229

institutions.

Institution Building

Elma Lewis's outstanding and
community development

in

lasting contribution to the project

Boston was her lifelong commitment

She began working with young people
and during by the

late-

in

to institution building.

Boston's black community during the 1930s

1960s realized her dream of integrating instruction, professional

performance and the celebration of black

commitment even

of black

art,

culture

after illness forced her to retire

oversight of the institutions she established."

and

identity.

from public

life

Lewis served as a

She maintained

this

and from the daily
crucial link

successive generations of Boston's black residents and helping to preserve

its

between
cultural

history for subsequent generations of Bostonians through the institutions she founded

and the people

who used them. Over the

encompassed the various

articulations of identity

Boston's black community after World

Due

in large part to the dislocation

in 1950,

Roxbury became

War II.

and community

In light of the

that

evolved within

endemic racism, lack of

caused by the commencement of urban renewal

the focal point of the process of self-definition that found

further expression in calls for
political representation.

course of her career, her institutional vision

community

control, educational equality

and meaningful

A lifelong resident of Roxbury, the evolution of Lewis's

movement from more individualistic notions of uplift,
men and woman, towards a more purposefully
collective vision of community uplift, or community development.
230
Elma Lewis was diagnosed with diabetes during the mid-1990s. By 1998, she had
been declared legally blind and was undergoing dialysis as a result of kidney failure.
institutional vision illustrated a

rooted in the efforts of representative

She died on January 1, 2004, at age eighty-two, from complications stemming from
diabetes. "Elma Lewis." Notable Black American Women, Book 3 (Gale Group, 2002).
Reproduced in Biography Resource Center (Farmington Hills, ML: Thomson Gale,
2006). http://galenet.galegroup.com/servlet/BioRC.
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meaningful
that

political participation

and severely circumscribed economic opportunities

Black Bostonians experienced throughout the interwar years, Lewis's perseverance,

influence on individuals, the broader

institutional vision during the

community and her

ability to

maintain her

1940s and 1950s were accomplishments in and of

themselves.

Elma Lewis was motivated by
institutions.""

her belief that "People are dignified by their

She founded the Elma Lewis School

1950, the National Center of Afro- American Artists

Center of Afro-American Artists

community

(MNCAAA) in

institution that survived entirely

for the Fine Arts

(NCAAA)

1969.

in

(ELSFA)

own

in

1968 and the National

The ELSFA began

as a small,

on the patronage of black residents for

nearly two decades and served as the foundation for the subsequent development of

Lewis's institutional vision. Each institution was founded as a means of constructively

engaging the lack of opportunities and
In 1969, the

institutional access afforded

Elma Lewis School (ELSFA)

Black Bostonians.

enrolled 250 students and reached an annual

enrollment of more than 400 students during the mid- 1 970s. During this period, the

Center

(NCAAA) housed professional

theater,

enjoyed the participation of world-renowned
performed.

231

" "

artists

"Elma Lewis:

A

Study in Dignity, Courage," The Washington Post,

10, 1975, p. Bl.

"National Center of Afro- American Artists,"

14/37, File 14. Also see

Dies,"

Bay

and musicians who taught as well as

232

Joel Dreyfuss,

September

dance and musical companies and

Edmund Barry

State Banner, 8 January 2008, p.

Reflects on Life's

(n.d.),

Elma Lewis

Work Promoting Black

1

M42, Box
Elma Lewis

Papers,

Gaither, "Matron of the Arts

and Jon Marcus, "At 75, Activist

Culture," Sentinel, 20 August 1997, p.
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A 16.

.

The

three institutions constituted the realization of Lewis's desire to create a

comprehensive cultural

institution for the presentation, appreciation

and preservation of

"^33

black culture."

The

respective foci of each institution represented different aspects of

her evolving institutional vision.

By

the early

970s, the three institutions were

(NCAAA)

integrated under the umbrella of the Center

facility.

1

The Elma Lewis School (ELSFA) was

and housed together

in the

same

the centerpiece and directly served the

surrounding community by providing instruction in dance, elocution and black history
to

young people and

black community.

artists to

adults.

Its

present their

The Center (NCAAA) sought

to serve a broader, national

primary function was to provide an institutional forum for black

work and

to dialogue with audiences

and with each

Elaborating upon her institutional mission, Lewis remarked,

all

of the

art disciplines,

professionals. But

which the

if

most importantly,

is

deal with the world."

234

and to preserve the work of black

The Museum

artists

become

a process during

most marvelous of human beings, not only learns

how to

the students to

they want to specialize they can do this and

like to think that the Center,

child, that

but learns too,

to present

I

and

"We expose

other.

cultural pride,

(MNCAAA) was

founded

from throughout the African

She ultimately sought to develop an integrated institution that was "...a combination
nd
of New York's Lincoln Center and the 92 Street YMCA performing arts programs
bringing together in one complex the best in teaching and professional performance and
... a populist commitment to making diverse arts accessible to all." Edmund Gaither,
"Matron of the Arts Elma Lewis Dies," Bay State Banner, January 8, 2004, p. 1 The
ELSFA was founded as a community institution and by 1970 was ultimately housed,
along with the MNCAAA, under the more ambitious umbrella organization of the
NCAAA. Edmund B. Gaither, interview by Julieanna Richardson, video recording,
Boston, MA., The History Makers, 12 February 2001, Roll 5.
234
Elma Lewis." Notable Black American Women, Book 3 (Gale Group, 2002).
Reproduced in Biography Resource Center (Farmington Hills, ML: Thomson Gale,
.

.

2006). http://galenet.galegroup.com/servlet/BioRC.
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.

diaspora.

It

was

the last of the three institutions established and

remains operational.

the only one that

235

Elma Lewis founded

the

Elma Lewis School (ELSFA)

her attention to education and cultural

building.

is

Her focus may be

empowerment

as a

means of community

interpreted in contrasting ways.

concentration upon education and cultural

1950 and dedicated

in

empowerment and

On

the one hand, her

the inward,

community

focus of the institutions she founded was consistent with the ideology of racial uplift

articulated

by black

other hand, she

elites

was not

a

during the late-nineteenth and twentieth centuries.

member of the

local black elite

and her

institutional vision

was characterized by

a populist sensibility that strengthened over time."

racial uplift ideology

have argued

community

institutions

agitation or substantive

that the focus

by race men and

women

engagement with

upon the

On the

Critics

of

development of black

internal

often served as a substitute for political

structural inequalities.

Such

activities often

granted black elites a degree of power and prestige within black communities they were

many

denied by the larger society. Moreover,

argue that proponents of racial uplift and

race pride were ultimately driven by a desire to achieve integration and to secure greater

"

In the fall of

1

(MNCAAA). He

969,

Edmund Barry

Gaither was

named

continues to serve in this capacity today.

begin collecting works of art to the desire to "construct a

"When you
Edmund B.

director of the

hold work

it

represents your

commitment

He

Museum

attributed his decision to

critical voice."

to longevity

He

added,

and continuity."

Gaither, interview by Julieanna Richardson, video recording, Boston, MA.,
The History Makers, 12 February 2001, Roll 5.
James Smethurst writes, "While many parents who sent their children to the school
subscribed to middle-class notions of art as a social grace, Lewis saw the program as a
-) -y

/-

way of promoting

black character and building self-respect." Smethurst, The Black Arts

Movement: Literary Nationalism

in the

1960s and 1970s, pp. 155.
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•

access to integrated institutions.

initially

played a role

were never limited
educated black

in

237

While elements of these arguments may have

Lewis's motivation, her personal and professional interactions

to a particular racial, ideological or geographic sphere. Like

men and women of her

experiences as a student

at the

generation, Lewis

was

many

by her

frustrated

predominantly white institutions and by the lack of

rewarding career opportunities available to her. She was equally frustrated by her
inability to

seem
to

to

pursue a professional acting, or dancing career.

have had the temperament

to

work under

open her own school was motivated by these

the direction of others.

Her decision

frustrations, her training as well as

an

238

•

•

Moreover, she did not

opportunity and desire to serve her community."

The

institutions

and public forums
period.

Lewis founded provided the physical spaces,

that facilitated articulations

Her commitment

to education

of black identity throughout the postwar

and cultural development represented an

approach to black empowerment shaped in part by
resistance to black

to the late- 1960s.

the

racial attitudes in a city

advancement precluded substantive challenges

The uprising of black

Grove Hall section of Roxbury

programs

cultural

where

to the status

residents in Watts in 1965 and,

more

quo prior

locally, in

power dynamics and

in 1967, created a shift in

For an elaboration of these arguments, see Gaines, Uplifting the Race: Black
Leadership, Politics, and Culture in the Twentieth Century and Wilson Moses,
Classical Black Nationalism:

From

the

American Revolution

to

Marcus Garvey (New

New York University Press, 1996).
James Smethurst observes, "... the politics of the school (ELSFA) and

York:
238

Elma Lewis,

are hard to sort out

not always reconcilable goals as

.

.

it

.

From
served

the beginning, the
its

American community and negotiated with a
political structure." Smethurst,

its

founder,

ELSFA pursued mixed and

various constituencies in the African
paternalistic

and often extremely

racist

The Black Arts Movement: Literary Nationalism

1960s and 1970s, pp. 154-155.
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in the

produced new sources of funding aimed

at quelling

urban unrest. Previously

underfunded, or overlooked, projects like Lewis's were beneficiaries of the increased
attention given to

community programs during

the

"War on

Poverty."
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Boston's

black residents became more organized and many, drawing upon the lessons of other

communities, advocated for greater community control of the educational, political and

economic

institutions that served Boston's black

community. During

this period,

Lewis's institutional vision evolved to encompass the relationships between cultural

development,
position as a

directly

politics,

power broker who supported

engaged

representation.

intersected

advocacy and community control and she further

in

By

more

campaigns

work of individuals and organizations

the

for jobs, housing

and meaningful

political

the late- 1960s, the institutions and programs she developed

visibly

and purposefully with other facets of the project of black

community development

in Boston.

Between 1965 and 1975, Elma Lewis was
aimed

at the revitalization

directly involved in several projects

of Boston's black community. During

defined the relationship of the

Elma Lewis School (ELSFA)

black community development more broadly.

240

In 1966, the

programs

that served the broader

initiated a clean

its

ongoing project of

Elma Lewis School

incorporated as a non-profit organization and expanded

community beyond

this period, she

to the

(ELSFA)

Lewis

solidified her

its

mission to develop

students. In the

same

year,

up of blighted Franklin Park, the "crowning jewel" of the

Smethurst, The Black Arts Movement: Literary Nationalism in the 1960s

and 1970s,

pp. 154-157.
240

"Thg Ei ma Lewis School of the Fine Arts, Inc.," U.S. Department of the Treasury
78, Ruth Howe Personal Papers, in author's possession, 27 December 1966.

Form L-

1
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Emerald Necklace, a network of public parks created by Frederick Law Olmsted during
the late-nineteenth century.

The

park, located at

what was by the mid-1960s the heart

of Boston's black community, was once a bucolic open space, but had become a
breeding ground for crime, vice and vermin in area largely neglected by the

city.

After

organizing the clean up of the park with the help of volunteers, including neighborhood

youths and residents, Lewis

Lewis

set out to

make use of the neglected

initiated adult education

community advocacy

initiatives.

campaign of Melvin King

space.
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programs, a prison outreach project and various

She served as Chairman of fund-raising on the

for School

Committee

in 1963;

Consultant to the Boston

School Committee's Office of Program Development in 1966 and founded the Franklin

Park Coalition

in 1971.

She also served on the board of directors of the Urban League

of Greater Boston, the Roxbury Multi-Service Center, the Metropolitan Council for
Educational Opportunity and the Advisory Council of the Massachusetts State

Department of Education. Scholars have often undervalued the importance of cultural

Larry Blumsack,

who

School (ELSFA) during

served as the Public Relations Director for the

this period,

Elma Lewis

noted her ability to organize an impromptu crew of

young men as illustrative of her facility with grassroots organizing. Larry Blumsack,
interview by author, audio recording, Boston, MA., 2 June 2007. The point is that the
primary focus of her work was upon community building through education and
cultural empowerment. She engaged the social, political and economic realities facing
Black Bostonians throughout the postwar period from this vantage point. Some
examples of her community involvement include the clean up of Franklin Park (1966),
the development of training programs in Norfolk State Prison (1967), the use of the

(NCAAA)

and parents during so-called "busing"
crisis of the mid-1970s and her involvement in local and national politics. In addition
to her active involvement in local politics, she hosted events for a number of national
and international political personalities during the 1970s and 1980s including Senator
Center

as a meeting place for students

Edward Brooke, President Jimmy Carter and delegations from Senegal, China and
Haiti. See "A Teacher's Mission: Elma Lewis" in Russell, Black Genius and the
American Experience, pp. 188-198.
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institutions to the social

local

and the national

and

political organization

2 2

Elma Lewis's approach

to black

and collective development. The

and

identity, organization

commitment
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Byron Rushing

it

all

said,

spoke to the changes

in the

of Boston's black community over the course of her

to institution building articulated a tangible, long-term

"Elma represents the kind of leadership

was

significance

in the black

community

as concerned for the treatment of African- Americans

and voter

example, as she was with the music and dance she was teaching. She

as one."
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As Rushing's comments

for education, politics

242

institutions she created

individual

Reflecting upon her legacy, Massachusetts State Representative

we're losing. She

registration, for

community empowerment linked

community development and demonstrated Lewis's

to black

to this project.

saw

politics

Her commitment

lifetime.

both the

Boston throughout the postwar period must be considered

in

within this broader context.

at

Lewis's contributions to the ongoing project of black

level.

community development

of black communities

Mel King engaged

and the

arts in service

suggest, her incorporation of a concern

of the development and organization of

issues of cultural identity in his discussion of his childhood in the

South End and in struggles for housing, educational equality and political representation

The issue of cultural identity and cultural networks
was also broached in by fellow community activists he interviewed between 1974 and
1975. Chuck Turner commented, ". .we don't have to sacrifice a part of ourselves in
order to survive materially.
the renunciation of our identity - is not a price that we are
during the

1

960s,

1

970s and

1

980s.

.

.

willing to pay."

.

From "Epilogue:

Interviews with Black

Community

Activists" in

King, Chain of Change: Struggles for Black Community Development, p. 282. Three
decades later, Mel King reiterated the importance of cultural identity and cultural

networks to the ongoing project of community development
author.
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Mel King, interview by

Edmund

author, Boston,

MA.,

in conversation

with the

8 June 2007.

B. Gaither, interview by Julieanna Richardson, video recording, Boston,

MA., The History Makers,

12 February 2001, Roll
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5.

Boston's black community was appreciated by many. Ultimately, her body of work
challenges the conventional compartmentalization of politics, economics and culture
into separate areas

of analysis that inhibit thorough and nuanced analyses of black

communities, their organization and their development.
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Black Community Development

In his

book Chain of Change: Struggles for Black Community Development

longtime Boston resident, community activist and politician Mel King outlined a theory

of black community development that he used as the analytical framework for his
examination of the power dynamics that shaped the social, political and economic

development of Boston's black community

after

World War

II.

King argues

that the

development of Boston's black community during the postwar period was an
evolutionary process that consisted of three stages

—

"the service stage," "the

organizing stage" and "the institution building stage."

The theory

is built

He

writes,

around a chronological framework, although

important to realize that the stages of development did not occur
exactly the

same time

be described

No

.

.

.

in the different areas

it

is

at

of development which will

education, housing, politics and economic development.

evolutionary process

community appear

to

is

completely smooth;

at

times events in the

double back on themselves, overlap or reiterate

one another. But the theory provides an outline for what appears to me
to be the major direction and types of change for our community over
the past several decades

.

.

.

Chronologically, the stages have roughly

corresponded to the decades of the

fifties, sixties,

and seventies with

Megan Tench, "A Lioness of Boston is Saluted," Boston Globe, January 9, 2004.
Mel King emphasized the importance of "culture" in black community organizing in
our interview, reinforcing the point he made in Chain of Change: Struggles for Black
Community Development. Mel King, interview by author, audio recording, Boston,
MA., 8 June 2007.
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some

significant overlap."

King's theory and periodization suggests that each stage represented the
progression of the community from a state of dependence towards a state of increased

psychological and material independence. His acknowledgement that there have been

moments of "overlap"

significant

instructive.

was never

in the

development of Boston's black community

is

His comments indicate that the process of black community development

a strictly linear progression, but that at certain historical

ideological and organizational approaches

mutually exclusive.

moments

different

became ascendant without ever being
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King's theory of black community development provides a useful framework for

broad examination of Boston's black community after 1950.
of Boston's black community during
protest

and organization

most of the

literature

that

of dialogue,

evolved throughout the postwar period. Until recently,

on Boston's black community during the twentieth century has

struggle for educational equality.

is

interprets the activities

this period as rooted in a process

focused upon events that occurred during the

struggle

He

The

late

1960s and 1970s

literature that

in relation to the

does cover the decades prior to

this

primarily concerned with tracing the development of the black community's
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Mel King, Chain of Change: Struggles for Black Community Development, pp. xxv.
Jeanne Theoharis has also emphasized the dynamism of the ongoing black freedom

movement

in

Boston. Drawing upon the idea of the "long

civil rights

movement," she

has also argued that black activists and residents in Boston began organizing well
before the court-ordered desegregation of the public schools in 1972, employed both

and "separatist" ideologies and utilized both advocacy and "direct
action" tactics. Theoharis, "They Told Us Our Kids Were Stupid': Ruth Batson and
the Educational Movement in Boston," in Theoharis and Woodard, eds., Groundwork:
Local Black Freedom Movements in America, pp. 17-44.
"integrationist"
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organized assault upon educational inequalities in the public school system.

Chain of Change: Struggles for Black Community Development

King was one of the few who attempted

community during

the

1

960s and

1

( 1

98 1

to situate the mobilization

)

When

was published,

of Boston's black

970s into a broader socio-historical perspective that

captured Boston's diverse and multi-faceted "long" black freedom

movement and

its

lengthy "organizing tradition." Nonetheless, scholars, including King, have largely

ignored the social, political, economic and cultural organization of Black Boston during
the postwar years that led

up

to this period.

examined the period have almost uniformly
institutions in their analyses.

Other than King, the few

who have

failed to include discussions

of cultural

248

For King, black community development was a process of discovery and
evolution.

By emphasizing

identifies the

importance of collective experience amassed through

finds value in both triumphs

"

the fluidity of the "evolutionary process," his theory

and

failures.

trial

and error and

These experiences were particularly useful

in

have taken these points into consideration and utilized King's chronology of the
period as a point of reference, rather than a definitive periodization.
I

There

is

an extensive

literature in

urban history that examines the impact of

migration and racism upon the formation of racially defined "ghettoes"
twentieth century.

A related body of work examines the

at the turn

of the

emergence of "second

World War I and World War II. See Gilbert Osofsky,
Harlem, the Making of a Ghetto: Negro New York, 1890-1930; Allan Spear, Black
Chicago: The Making of a Negro Ghetto, 1890-1920; Joe W. Trotter, Jr., Black
Milwaukee: The Making of an Industrial Proletariat, 1915-45; Richard W. Thomas,
Life for Us Is What We Make It: Building Black Community in Detroit, 1915-1945;
Peter Gottlieb, Making Their Own Way: Southern Blacks Migration to Pittsburgh,
1916-30; Kimberly L. Phillips, African-American Migrants, Community, and WorkingClass Activism in Cleveland, 1915-45. There are few published works that engage the
development of Boston's black community during the 1930s, 1940s and 1950s. For
works that do engage this period see Ballou, "'Even in Freedom's Birthplace'!: The
Development of Boston's Black Ghetto, 1900-1940"; Lance Carden, ed., Witness: An
ghettoes" in the period between

'
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linking the activities of one generation to the next."

describes

ongoing

was not

efforts.

Thus the work of community
facilitated the

community during

throughout the postwar period

and mobilization of Boston's black

the late- 1960s and 1970s.

that accrued throughout the

to constitute a critical

activists

development of individuals, networks and

institutions that supported the organization

grew

argues that the process he

linear or symmetrical, but that continuities can be identified amidst

was cumulative and

momentum

He

He

notes that there

was

a sense of

postwar period as Boston's black community

mass of residents and became ensconced

in the abutting

neighborhoods of Roxbury, North Dorchester and Mattapan. The process of

community formation and
that resulted

from the

the subsequent development of racially segregated "ghettoes"

initial

waves of the Great Migrations throughout

the first part of

the twentieth century in other northern cities did not take place in Boston until after

World War
atypical,

250
II.

Because the process of black community formation

in

Boston was

comparisons to other northern urban centers must be made with caution. As

King suggests, the increased coordination, raised expectations and

relative gains

made

Oral History of Black Politics in Boston, 1920-1960; James Jennings and Mel King
eds.. From Access to Power: Black Politics in Boston.
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He writes, "...one of the most important products of this change process has been
the skills which people have acquired
Struggle has proven to be one of the most
.

.

.

means of education
Mel King, Chain of Change: Struggles for Black
Community Development, pp. xxv-xxvi.
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See Joe Trotter, Black Milwaukee: The Making of an Industrial Proletariat, 1915-45
(Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1984); Kimberly Phillips, Alabama North:
African-American Migrants, Community, and Working-Class activism in Cleveland,
effective

1915-1945 (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 2001); Gilbert Osofsky, Harlem; the

Making of a Ghetto: Negro New York, 1890-1930 (New York: Harper & Row, 1966);
Richard Thomas, Life for Us is What We Make it: Building Black Community in
Detroit,

1915-1945 (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1993); Kenneth Kusmer,

A

Ghetto Takes Shape: Black Cleveland, 1870-1930 (Urbana: University of Illinois Press,
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by Boston's black residents throughout the postwar period should be weighed
relation to the struggles

waged by

residents during the interwar years.

in
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King's theory attempts to address the relationship between the psychological

and material facets of black community development;

or, the relationship

between

"psychological control" and "physical control." His discussion of the problem of "self-

image," or the phenomena of "psychological control,"

Boston's black community

in

is

not fully developed, but suggests a line of inquiry for further analysis. "As the

community has moved toward
increased and

demand

it

a

more

positive self-image,"

has gained control over more of its

own

King claims,

power

His of the development of Boston's black community after World

institutions

and

Elma Lewis, King

played

in

identifies the role that cultural

community organizing,

collective action

to

relationships."

War

refutes the "culture of poverty" discourse that stressed pervaded local

analyses. Like

power has

and has begun

affairs

accountability in terms of both political and economic

"its

II
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pointedly

and national

networks and cultural

and identity and

political

cultural mobilization."

1978); James Grossman,

Land of Hope: Chicago, Black Southerners, and the Great

Migration ("Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1989).
"

Elma Lewis

often reiterated this point herself.

Elma Lewis, interview by Robert

Smithsonian Archives of American Art, 25 July 1997, pp. 1-3. Also
see Jennings and King (eds.), From Access to Power: Black Politics in Boston; Carden

Brown,

transcript,

An Oral History of Black Politics in Boston, 1920-1960 (Boston: Boston
1989); Bailey, (ed.), Lower Roxbury: A Community of Treasures in the City of

(ed.), Witness:

College,

Boston.
252

Mel King, Chain of Change:

Struggles for Black

Community Development,

pp. xx-

xxi, xxv.
253

See Office of Policy Planning and Research, The Negro Family: The Case For

National Action, Washington, D.C.: United States Department of Labor, 1965.
http://www.dol.gov/oasani/programs/liistor\'/webid-meynihan.htm (accessed July 9,
2008). Also see, Oscar Lewis,

La

Vida:

A Puerto Rican Family

in the

Culture of

Poverty— San Juan and New York (New York: Random House, 1966). For scholars who
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Mel King
political

size

identified the

problem of "self-image" as a

direct

outgrowth of the

and economic dependency of Boston's black community dictated by

and defensive posture throughout the

first

its

small

half of the twentieth century.

Discussions of this issue became more prevalent during the 1960s and 1970s in the
specific context

of prejudice within the public school system.

have examined the

efforts

Few

scholars, however,

of Boston's black community members to combat the issue of

negative "self-image" within broader historical context.

Elma Lewis's work

directly

addressed the need for an affirmative individual and collective "self-image" and in

doing so helped to foster the cultural context

in

development described by King evolved. The
foster a collective consciousness

to support the project

which the stages of black community

institutions she

and to maintain an

founded also helped

institutional

memory

to

that continues

of black community development in Boston.

Generational "Bridge"

Elma Lewis's commitment

to teaching

and

to institution building illustrated her

seminal importance as an emissary and caretaker of black culture. During the 1920s, the

architects

and ideologues of the Harlem Renaissance attempted

momentum of individual
periodicals, exhibitions

that

black

artists into a

and attempting

emerged, and that notable younger

to galvanize the

cohesive cultural movement, launching

to establish a critical tradition.

artists like

A major obstacle

Langston Hughes highlighted, was

have challenged the "culture of poverty" thesis, albeit in different ways, see, Ulf
Hannerz, Soulside: Inquiries Into Ghetto Culture and Community (New York:

Columbia University

Press, 1969);

Rhonda Williams, The
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Politics

of Public Housing;

the dependence of black artists

upon white patronage, white audiences and white

Lewis's agenda of institution building sought to address
contribution, therefore,

The important,

if

As
articulated

politics

it

as an aesthete, or critic, but as an institution builder.

an element of African- American cultural history that has been

is
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Elma Lewis's

evolved,

by

artists,

ideologues and

of cultural representation,

relationships

Her primary

this challenge.

undervalued, role of cultural caretakers and the cultural institutions in

which they worked
underexplored.

was not

critics.

institutional vision directly

critics

engaged concerns

of the Harlem Renaissance

critical interpretations

-

including the

of black culture and the

between expressions of individual and collective

racial identity.

Alain

Locke, the most visible ideologue and promoter of the Harlem Renaissance, argued that
with so

many avenues

closed to black Americans, the arts and letters afforded an

opportunity for black agency and expression.

offered a

He

believed that cultural expression

means of presenting black people outside of the

distorting

and

stultifying

Sugrue, Origins of Urban Crisis; Michael Katz, The Undeserving Poor: From the
to the War on Welfare (New York: Knopf Publishing Group, 1990).

War

on Poverty
254

A cultural caretaker is an individual who supports the artistic

directs their efforts
cultural expression
sacrifice their

own

output of others and

towards sustaining forums, structures and spaces that encourage the

and production of a
artistic

collective.

ambitions to do

so.

Most

often, these individuals

My understanding of this concept draws

from Melba Boyd's, Wrestling With the Muse: Dudley Randall and the Broadside
Press. Her portrait of Randall presents a nuanced interpretation of an artist who
sublimated his own artistic achievement to the broader goal of developing a forum for
black artists to present their work and dialogue with others. Elma Lewis, seven years
Randall's junior, had a similar orientation. Both individuals went on to develop
institutions that fostered dialogue, autonomy, "art for the people" and personal and
professional networks amongst that linked black artists and
generational, ideological and aesthetic divides.
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community members across

.

"shadow" of the so-called "negro problem."

final

measure of the greatness of all peoples

standard of the literature and

people

is

art

inferior.""

literature

and

art

is

the

amount and

they have produced. The world does not

great until that people produces great literature and

produced great

this

Book of American Negro Poetry (1922) when

position earlier in the preface to his edited

he asserted, "The

James Weldon Johnson articulated

know that

a

No people that has

art.

has ever been looked upon by the world as distinctly

Both Locke and Johnson optimistically maintained

that if black

Americans could produce a distinguished body of art, something they were both
confident of, critics and skeptics would be bound to recognize their fundamental

humanity and, ultimately,
particularly salient with

their social

many of the

and

This reasoning was

racial equality.

artists, intellectuals

and

critics generally associated

with the Harlem Renaissance.

At the height of the Harlem Renaissance W.E.B.
concerning the potential for

and

artistic

expressed caution

achievement to solve America's pernicious

His "Criteria of Negro Art" (1926) succinctly articulated his

race problem."

•

art

Du Bois

Alain Locke, "The

New Negro" in David Levering Lewis,

ed.,

The Portable Harlem

Renaissance Reader, pp. 46-5 1
'
James Weldon Johnson, ed., The Book ofAmerican Negro Poetry, Rev. Ed. (Fort
Washington, PA: Harvest Books, 1969), p. 9.
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This position was generally representative of what

New Negro."

In contrast to the "political

may be

New Negro," the

articulated assertions of black identity through the arts

engagement. The

latter

referred to as the "cultural

former group primarily

and various forms of cultural
in organizing political and

group was more directly involved

economic organization, usually around race. The categories were not mutually
exclusive, but rather discernible areas of emphasis.
Lewis was clearly influenced by the figures and issues surrounding the Harlem
Renaissance during her youth. Her father regularly took her to musical performances,
dramatic readings and to the theater as a young girl. In 1924, at age three, she
memorized and performed a poem published in The Crisis, an important medium for the
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suspicions that the cultural expressions and artistic achievements of individual black

Americans were being used

to avoid, rather than to confront, the racial inequalities that

continued to characterize the existence of the group as a whole.

His essay asserted that

the increased social acceptance of individual black artists and their

works of art

unintentionally offered progressive, well-intentioned blacks and whites "a

a

means of sidestepping

the social, political and

Du Bois wrote, "With the

growing recognition of Negro

handicaps, one comforting thing

whispering, 'Here

is

a

economic

way

out.

is

realities

of race

artists, in spite

way
in

Keep

quiet!

occurring to both black and white. They are

Here

is

is

no

real

Don't complain! Work! All will be well'." While clearly

Du

cultural endeavor. Rather,

he argued that

political

The

the real solution of the color problem.

articulating his suspicions,

be

America.

of the severe

recognition afforded Cullen, Hughes, Fauset, White and others shows there

color line.

out," or

Bois did not entirely discount the importance of art and
art

produced by black

and serve a social function. He proclaimed,

artists

"all art is

must of necessity

propaganda and ever

must be, despite the wailing of purists." Anticipating the movement of many black
artists

towards a more socially conscious aesthetic, he argued that black

artists

must

counteract the "propaganda" that defamed black people and black culture and must

and criticism of the Harlem Renaissance and of the period. The
approximately two hundred and fifteen miles apart
and maintained regular cultural interactions. There is little doubt that she and others of
her generation were influenced by developments in Harlem. It is unclear whether she
dissemination of the
cities

of Boston and

art

New York are

at this point in her life, but she made regular trips there later. Asked
move of Boston born writer Dorothy West to Harlem in 1926, Lewis
responded, "Many of us didn't have the opportunity to be mobile." Elma Lewis,
interview by Dr. Lorraine Roses, transcript, in author's possession, 8 November 1998.

visited

Harlem

about the
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respond

in

kind with "positive propaganda" that would assert the essential humanity

and beauty of black

Elma Lewis

Du Bois,

Like

life.

firmly believed in the latent transformative potential of the

she also believed that cultural expression must be accompanied by

attention to the material conditions in

which

specific in her prescriptions, she shared

function of art and

"Our

artists.

takes place. While not as explicit or

it

Du Bois's

Speaking about her

concerns regarding the social

institutional

role is to support anything positive in black life

touches

it.

arts.

You have no

other reason for being.

She demonstrated an awareness of the

politics

I

mission in 1977 she said,

and destroy anything negative

that

don't understand art for art's sake."
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of culture and cultural representation

throughout her career in the organization and programming of the institutions she
founded. Her awareness of the social function of art, and
tangibly in her broad

commitment

artists,

illustrated

more

to institution building, rather than in steadfastness to

any particular ideology. While she articulated support for "black
late

was

art"

throughout the

1960s and 1970s, she refused to limit herself to a narrow definition rooted in

specific aesthetic, ideological or racial terms.

mission of the Center

(NCAAA)

in

Speaking

of Black Art,

that's fine. If

of the

1968 during the height of the Black Power and

Black Arts Movement, she remarked, "There are people
style

to this in the context

someone wants

who have developed their own

to follow the

European

traditions, if he

W.E.B. Du Bois, "Criteria of Negro Art" in David Levering Lewis, ed., The Portable
Harlem Renaissance Reader, pp. 102-105.
"
Quoted in The Columbia World of Quotations (New York: Columbia University
Press, 1996).

GaleNet Biography Resource Center (accessed October

144

1

1,

2005).

want
is

to sing arias, that's fine too."
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On

a separate occasion, she added,

not an expression of the reawakening of Black

Lewis was,
in artistic

Du

Bois, ultimately concerned with

art

never went to sleep."

how power relationships

262

operated

and cultural production. She directed her attention primarily towards the

ways black
particular

like

Black

art.

"The Center

culture and black artists

were presented and interpreted rather than

form or content under consideration.

Elma Lewis was influenced by

to the

263

the social upheaval of the Depression era and the

attendant rise in interest in the socially conscious and politically engaged uses of art and

culture during the 1930s and 1940s.
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During the mid- 1930s, she was able

to support

herself by giving dramatic readings at various churches and local venues, earning

substantially

more than her

father did while languishing in series of menial jobs.

She

New York Times,
"How can any one

Caryl Rivers, "Black America's Barnum, Hurok and Guthrie," The
17

November 1968, p. Dl
was no art among
1

say there

.

Later in the same article she declared,

us

[i.e.

blacks]?

The only

true art in

America has come from

us."
262

""National Center of Afro- American Artists,"

(n.d.),

Elma Lewis

14/37, File 14. Also in 1968, she asserted, "Black people in

Papers,

America have

M42, Box

certain

unique characteristics and experiences that express them as a culture, just as

it

would be

one ethnic group to set itself up as an authority for the other, it is equally
immoral and usurping at this time in history for white Americans to be setting standards
of black art for black people." Sheryl Fitzgerald, "Whites Can't Interpret Our Art:
alien for

Black Group," Chicago Defender (Daily Edition), 14 May 1968, p. 2.
While her approach differed, her orientation was similar to many of the proponents
of "black art" that emerged during the 1 960s in that she viewed art as a tool, rather than
an end, in the education and empowerment of people, especially young people.
264

Du Bois,

"Criteria of Negro Art" in

David Levering Lewis, ed., The
Portable Harlem Renaissance Reader, pp. 100-105; T. Thompson, "Paul Robeson
Speaks about Art and the Negro," in Philip S. Foner, ed., Paul Robeson Speaks:
Writings, Speeches, Interviews, 1918-1974, pp. 79-81; Paul Robeson, "I Want Negro
Culture," in Philip S. Foner, ed., Paul Robeson Speaks: Writings, Speeches, Interviews,
1918-1974, pp. 96-98; Langston Hughes, "My Adventures as a Social Poet" Phylon,
Vol. 8, No. 3. (1947), pp. 205-212; James E. Smethurst, The New Red Negro: The
Literary Left and African American Poetry, 1930-1946 (New York: Oxford University
See W.E.B.

Press, 1999).
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began supporting herself through these performances

made

1932 and estimated that she

in

nearly five times what her father earned in a week."

recalled, "the people in the

Black community supported

me

Elaborating upon this she

beautifully."

These

experiences undoubtedly encouraged her desire to earn a living as a professional

performer and made a strong impression upon her in terms of the sense of injustice

meted out towards her

father as well as the

community's hunger

for art."

She also

took pride in the fact that she was able to earn a living by working for and within the
black community in which was raised.

"A Teacher's Mission"—

While she began her career as a performer, Elma Lewis was, above
teacher.

The fundamental

objective of the totality of her

of people to recognize their latent potential, to develop
realize fully the extent of their

human

268

possibilities."

it

work was

all else,

a

to build the capacity

through hard work and to

She was an ambitious,

Lewis remembered, "I would be the dramatic reader at two churches [on Sundays]
in mid-week at a white church in the suburbs." She began this work in 1932, as an
eleven year old, and continued through her late teenage years. Elma Lewis, interview
by Dr. Lorraine Roses, transcript, in author's possession, 8 November 1998. Also see
nd
Diana Korzenik, "A Blend of Marcus Garvey and the 92 Street Y: An Interview with
Elma Lewis," Art Education, Vol. 35, No. 2, pp. 24-26.
and

In response to a question about the extent of the influence of the

within Boston's black community during this period she responded,
those were brutal years.

Would you

Communist Party
"From 1920-1960,

turn your back [on the offer to be brothers and have

Elma Lewis, interview by Dr. Lorraine Roses, transcript, in author's
November 1998.
See "A Teacher's Mission: Elma Lewis" in Russell, Black Genius and the American

a job]?"

possession, 8

Experience.

These were undoubtedly the objectives of many teachers of Lewis's generation and
were also found in the work of various black clubwomen. See Elisabeth Lasch-Quinn,
Black Neighbors: Race and the Limits of Reform in the American Settlement House
Movement, 1890-1945 (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1993);
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demanding and

woman who worked

times severe

at

tirelessly to cultivate the ability

of

black people, particularly young people, to survive and to thrive in a hostile society.

Her educational philosophy was
upon the

part inspiration, part

larger project of developing individuals

collective responsibility

beings,

human beings who can hold

in the process

we

who would

and make constructive and

Speaking about her educational mission she

develop good

their

said,

pragmatism and always focused
in turn

maintain a sense of

lasting contributions to society.

"Our goal

is

to

develop good human

heads up high and be proud of being black;

artists, that's all right too."
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Lewis studied drama,

dance and elocution as a young woman, supporting herself as a performing
throughout her childhood and adolescence, and ultimately applied her
others.

She came

Her use of the

to see the arts as an effective tool, rather than as an

arts

if

artist

in the service

end

of

in themselves.

diverged from the nineteenth century usage of artistic mastery as a

means of demonstrating black

cultural parity. Instead, she

instilling discipline, race pride

and self-mastery. In these respects, and

fundamental rejection of an "art for

art's

used the

arts as a

in

means of

her

sake" aesthetic, her work anticipated

the stated goals and objectives of the Black Arts

Movement.

many of

270

J. Shaw, What a Woman Ought to Be and to Do: Black Professional Women
Workers during the Jim Crow Era; Jo Ann Robinson and Gertrude S. Williams,
Education As My Agenda: Gertrude Williams, Race, and the Baltimore Public Schools
(New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2005). For a useful discussion of the concept of
capacity building in individuals see, Barbara Ransby, Ella Baker and the Black

Stephanie

Freedom Movement: A Radical Democratic

Vision (Chapel Hill: University of North

Carolina Press, 2003).
269

Quoted from The Columbia World of Quotations (New York: Columbia University
Press, 1996). GaleNet Biography Resource Center (accessed October 1 1, 2005).
270
James Smethurst identifies Elma Lewis and the School (ELSFA) as central to the
development of the Black Arts movement in Boston and examines the ways her
community work linked earlier ideals to the articulations of black identity that emerged
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Elma Lewis's

institutional vision

was rooted

in artistic instruction

and

racial

psychology, each in the service of black empowerment. She drew liberally from the
ideas of Booker T.

Washington and W.E.B.

Du

Bois and the two contrasting

educational philosophies they respectively espoused.

work and

incorporated the belief that hard

equipped black students with tangible
achievement.

a

From Du

means of acquiring

From Washington,

she

specialized training built character and

skills that

increased their opportunities for

Bois, she incorporated the belief that a classical education

cultural capital,

empowering individuals and a

was

prerequisite for the

business of collective advancement and service. Lewis's approach to education

between Washington and

reflected the influences tensions

Du

philosophies. Washington's program of vocational training

Bois's educational

was

at

odds with

Du Bois's

support of liberal arts education and the differences between the two leaders polarized a

large

segment of the black American populace during the

late nineteenth

and early

twentieth centuries. Whereas Washington's program ostensibly promoted individual

advancement,

in line

Du Bois's program

with the industrial, capitalist ethic,

promoted group advancement and encouraged each individual
or responsibility, to the "race."

during the 1960s and 1970s.

Lewis

He

tried to reconcile the

writes,

"The medium

in

to

two

ostensibly

acknowledge a duty,

ideals.

which the Boston Black Arts

movement would grow was a mixture of older nationalism (principally Garveysim),
what was left of the late nineteenth and early twentieth-century settlement house
movement, remnants of the Popular Front, New Deal liberalism, and the emerging civil
rights movement. ." He also points to her participation in the conference of African
American artists that took place in 1968 in Chicago, where Lewis interacted with
younger artists affiliated with the Organization of Black American Culture (OBAC), as
a tangible example of her role as a "bridge" activist. Smethurst, The Black Arts
Movement: Literary Nationalism in the 1960s and 1970s, pp. 154-156.
.

.
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By emphasizing

art

and culture as means of empowering black communities

rather than as a demonstration of cultural parity and,

Elma Lewis pursued
workers

by extension, black humanity,

a decidedly different goal than that articulated by

in the generation that

preceded hers. As a

result, she

made

many

cultural

the fine arts

accessible to non-elite Black Bostonians and used training in the fine arts as a

means of

developing a cultural and institutional base for collective organization and community

development

efforts throughout the

postwar period. She embraced the cultural

orientation of the "talented tenth" while adjusting elite, nineteenth century notions of

racial uplift to local conditions

She trained students

and

in the fine arts

to the

needs of black residents in postwar Boston.

and encouraged cultural development as a means of

personal development and collective empowerment, rather than celebrating technical
proficiency, or artistic expression, as ends in themselves. While her life's

unapologetically focused upon black people and black culture, her vision

means narrow or

was by no

parochial; rather, she insisted that black people have equal access to

the best of the broader, universal culture while articulating, in

particular beauty

and relevance of black culture

Building a

word and deed,

Community

by the convergence of several

factors.

the mentoring she received from Doris Jones,

the

younger

moved

to

woman her initial

Washington, D.C.

Institution

First,

who

149

in

1950 was

Elma Lewis was influenced by

trained

teaching experiences.

in 1941, she left a

the

for all people.

The founding of the Elma Lewis School of the Fine Arts (ELSFA)
facilitated

work was

Lewis

When

in ballet

and offered

Jones closed her school and

void that Lewis eventually

filled.

Second, by the time she completed her graduate work

Lewis faced the same

many
to

at

had decades

frustrations as Jones

Boston University

earlier

in

944,

1

and was unable

to find

opportunities to support herself through dancing or acting. Finally, the decision

open her own school was a pragmatic attempt

performing

arts

combine her passion

to

for the

with her training as an educator. Between 1944 and 1950, Lewis

maintained her desire to pursue a career as a performing

artist,

but gradually

became

discouraged by the lack of opportunities available to her. With opportunities in the

Boston Public Schools limited, she worked with several established community
institutions,

where she "could do more things," developing dance and drama programs.

However, she often found her vision

at

odds with administrators and found herself

chafing under the direction of others. She responded by establishing her

own

with the support of her family and members of the community of Roxbury.

Established in the winter of 1950 in the

Waumbeck

first

floor apartment of a

271

two family

Roxbury, the Elma Lewis School (ELSFA) was

house located

at 7

located in the

same neighborhood where Elma Lewis was

Street in

school

raised.

On

opening day, the

school enrolled twenty-five students, primarily children, and began offering instruction

971

(ELSFA) is not readily
The bulk of the available records in the ELSFA Papers are dated between
1968 and 1986. The earliest records are correspondence that commenced in 1964 and
Information regarding the earlier years of the School

available.

pertain to the proposed development of the Center

1954-1992

-

M43, Northeastern University

(NCAAA). See

the

ELSFA

Papers,

Special Collections. Lewis's personal

papers contain some early correspondence some of which pertain to the founding of the

School (ELSFA). See "Personal Correspondence,"

EL

Papers, 1917-1998

- M38,

Northeastern University Special Collections. Lewis's interviews also provide
information about the history of the School

(ELSFA)

before 1968. See

little

Elma Lewis,

interview by Robert Brown, transcript, Smithsonian Archives of American Art, 25 July
1997, pp. 12-16;

Elma Lewis, interview by

Dr. Lorraine Roses, transcript, in author's
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in

dance, piano and elocution.

Many

through her work as an instructor

within Boston's black

at the

community knew Lewis

Jones School and through her performances

during her college years and this familiarity drew students to the school. Lewis sought

to

fill

the void left

by the relocation of the Jones School and modeled her programs

along similar lines with a primary emphasis upon dance instruction. Like her role

model, Doris Jones, Lewis mentored her students and used

means of instilling

discipline

and building character

in

artistic instruction as a

young people. Lewis's

pedagogy, however, was informed by her desire to foster an affirmative
in

racial identity

her students, an approach that distinguished her from her predecessor."

The

initial

support for the

Elma Lewis School (ELSFA) came from Elma

Lewis's immediate family. Her father, Clairmont Lewis, contributed the funds to rent
the apartment that

decorate. She

quarters.

She

housed the school and her mother, Edwardine Lewis, helped her

made do with

the

modest space and creatively

utilized the residential

recalled:

My father bought a second-hand piano, twelve second hand chairs and two
second-hand folding tables - and
ballet

of the

was off and running! I put the piano in the
studio, which was the living room and dining room opened together. One
bedrooms served as an art studio and the kitchen was the dressing room.

The doors opened on

I

a Sunday, January 30, 1950.

teachers, twenty-five students,

I

started with four part-time

273

and me."

Elma Lewis, interview by Larry Crow, video
MA.,
10 April 2003.
The History Makers, Boston,

possession, 8
272

November

Anonymous

letter

1998;

by former student, Ruth

Howe

recording,

Personal Papers, in author's

possession, 13 July 1966.
273

T eac h er

Experience,

'

s

Mission:

Elma Lewis"

in Russell,

p. 182.
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Black Genius and the American

With limited funds and

a lot of hard work,

small enterprise into a viable, self-sustaining

Lewis gradually transformed her

community

The Elma Lewis

institution.

School (ELFSA) helped to provide access to training and opportunities largely
unavailable to

members of the black community

after the closing

of the Doris Jones

School of Dance. Between 1950 and 1968, the Elma Lewis School (ELFSA) relied

upon the support of her family, the modest

entirely

students

who

tuition fees collected

274

could afford them and various community fundraising

Students attended the

Those who could afford

Elma Lewis School (ELSFA)

to paid fifteen dollars a

School (ELSFA) offered classes

in art,

as well as evening classes for adults.

month

from those

initiatives.

five or six

in tuition fees.

days a week.

The Elma Lewis

dance, drama and music to school-aged children

Throughout

its first

eighteen years, the dance

program served as the foundation of the curriculum and included instruction
in classic ballet, tap, jazz,

the only full-time

classes herself.

work

flamenco and modern dance. At the outset, Elma Lewis was

employee of the Elma Lewis School (ELSFA) and taught many of the

She

stated,

attracts people,

you

"We

you know

there and planning time.

other artists and

in students

No,

it

started with a core of teachers that

... I

don't think

evolves.

say, "here is

It

I

spent a

evolves

...

lot

I

had here and then

of time actually

In the art world

what I'm doing, do you want

to

sitting

you keep meeting

be a part of it?"'

274

Elma Lewis, interview by Robert Brown, transcript, Smithsonian Archives of
American Art, 25 July 1997, pp. 12-16.
"
Here Lewis was speaking broadly about the evolution of the School (ELSFA) from
the small, community institution during the early- 1950s to the much larger institution
that

took shape after 1968.

Some of those who

later taught at the

school during the late-

1960s and early- 1970s included Talley Beatty, Billy Wilson, Michael Olatunje and
others.

Elma Lewis, interview by Robert Brown,

American

Art, 25 July 1997, p. 13.
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transcript,

Smithsonian Archives of

She had particular success with the dance program and by the mid-1950s began

grooming several of her students
also

added classes

Lewis took regular

in African

trips to

auditions and to introduce

New York

dance because

New York
them

Ross, the Director of Music
dancers, but the world

for professional careers.

was not

them

to

Broadway was not

careers with the Talley Beatty

among

others.

By
on

"She made

hiring."

By

built

the late- 1960s,

upon

the

work of

A number of Lewis's students benefited

others."

from the increased opportunities available and

recalled,

They would go off to

really ready for black dancers.

Dunham and

276

network and make connections. John

emerged as a younger generation of black dancers

Doris Jones, Katherine

Lewis

stated, "a pan-African."

Elma Lewis School (ELSFA),

for ballet theater school, but

opportunities

this period,

City with her students to attend performances,

to help

at the

am," as she

"I

During

later

Dance Company and

went on

to successful professional

the Alvin Ailey

Dance Troupe,

278

the late- 1950s, the

Waumbeck

Street.

The

Elma Lewis School (ELSFA) had outgrown

initial

success of the

the apartment

Elma Lewis School (ELSFA) drew

increasing numbers of new students and necessitated a move. Lewis continued to

work

This is what was
She added, "Well, maybe it's the era from which I come
derivatives
were
available to me ... African dance and its
added by 1952 or '53 because
I am, as I told you, brought up to be a pan-African." Elma Lewis, interview by Robert
Brown, transcript, Smithsonian Archives of American Art, 25 July 1997, p. 13.
977
"A Teacher's Mission: Elma Lewis" in Russell, Black Genius and the American

"

.

.

.

Experience, pp. 1 84- 187.
278
Some of her most successful students included Kenneth Scott,

who performed with
the Talley Beatty Dance Company and in the The Wiz\ Consuelo Houston, who
performed with the Alvin Ailey Dance Jjroupe anc became a faculty member at the
Institute for Contemporary Dance; and, Renee Rose, who performed with the Donald
McKayle Dance Company and the Fred Benjamin Dance Company. "A Fact Sheet on
Elma Lewis," Ruth Howe Personal Papers, in author's possession (n.d.)
[
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intensely with her

accommodate
the

most promising students while pursuing

the school's expansion. She purchased a former ballet shop and relocated

Elma Lewis School (ELSFA)

to a building in the adjacent

Roxbury. The additional space and superior
larger classes

better facilities to

and helped

facilities

to increase revenues.

Grove Hall section of

allowed for more intense training,

The ongoing

financial struggles that

were a constant concern were mediated by robust community involvement. Parents
organized

raffles,

dinners and performances to help to raise

money

to support the

growth and ongoing work of the School (ELSFA). Despite the community support,
financial

woes and

undercapitalization remained a constant source of concern. Lewis

also regularly called

to

upon

make costumes and

many

years,

we had

friends, family

to contribute to the

and community members

upkeep of the

facilities:

to

She declared, "For

survived on the resources of black people. Don't

you our people won't support each

other.""

move equipment,

let

anyone

tell

While community support helped

maintain daily operations, the absence of independent financing and an endowment

hindered Lewis's ability to establish a permanent

home

During the

for the school.

1950s and early- 1960s, the Elma Lewis School (ELSFA) was forced to

move

late-

several

times as a result. While Lewis and her students searched for a permanent home, she
held classes in a former

In 1966, the

organization.

VFW hall, a church and a junior high school.

Elma Lewis School (ELSFA) incorporated

The decision

to

as a non-profit

do so was both pragmatic and programmatic. With the

growth of the school and the development of her advanced students

970
"

"A

in

mind, Elma

Teacher's Mission: Elma Lewis" in Dick Russell, Black Genius and the

American Experience,

p. 188.
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Lewis understood the necessity of securing a permanent home

Elma Lewis

for the

School (ELSFA). After a decade and a half of reliance upon the support of Boston's
black community, she

As

knew

that she

she stated, "I finally realized that

endowment and

other funds. That's

would have

to attempt to raise funds elsewhere.

we would need
when

I

a larger,

permanent home, an

decided to branch out."

280

Her decision

to

"branch out" was also programmatic and demonstrated the development of her
institutional vision.

Arts, Inc.

The

on October

6,

articles

1966

of organization

state its

filed for

Elma Lewis School of Fine

proposed purposes as follows, "To provide

instruction in all of the fine arts including but not limited to dance, music, drama, arts

and

To promote programs of cultural enrichment

crafts.

for the benefit of deprived

children including appreciation of the fine arts, dance, music, drama,

arts

and

crafts,

•

•

tours, training

this

document

and

in connection therewith to raise funds, organize field trips, study

11

programs, employ teachers,
indicates,

developed beyond

home economics,

its

^81

tutors, instructors,

group workers.""

by 1966 the function of the Elma Lewis School (ELSFA) had

original purpose. Lewis's institutional mission

envision a more comprehensive community institution that

moved

the development of individuals to a broader vision of community

In 1966, the

As

had evolved

frorri

a focus

to

upon

empowerment.

Elma Lewis School (ELSFA) began sponsoring

the "Playhouse in

the Park," a series of free, nightly theatrical and musical performances that attracted

audiences from across the city to Roxbury's blighted Franklin Park. "Playhouse in the

281

"Articles of Organization,

1966,

The Elma Lewis School of the Fine

Arts, Inc.," 6 October

The Commonwealth of Massachusetts, Ruth Howe Personal Papers,

possession.

155

in author's

Park" proved to be one of the most successful programs Lewis initiated and she was
able to secure the services of Duke Ellington, Michael Babatunde Olatunji, the Boston

Symphony Orchestra and

the other national attractions to perform.

once bucolic central landmark designed by Frederick

282

Franklin Park, a

Law Olmstead, up

until this point

had been almost entirely neglected by the public works department and was considered

by many an extremely dangerous place
participated in the clean

Lewis organized, publicized and

to venture.

up of this park, eventually coercing the

city into action.

283

In

1971, Lewis went on to establish the all-volunteer Franklin Park Coalition, which raised

money

for the park's upkeep, attended to

its

maintenance and acted as general stewards

of this historic cultural landmark. The subsequent

efforts

to proclaim, "It is almost impossible to overstate the

group."

284

These

efforts

arts to

development and community revitalization

official

impact of this citizens' advocacy

were emblematic of the breadth of Lewis's

mission and her belief in the relevance of the
cultural

of this group led one

ongoing
efforts.

institutional

efforts to

encourage

Lewis also got involved

in

other areas of community development, including the establishment of an inmate

"

Dick Russell estimated a cumulative attendance of around 700,000 between 1966
and 1975. See "A Teacher's Mission: Elma Lewis" in Russell, Black Genius and the
American Experience, p. 188.
"
She claimed on several occasions that the city had "abandoned" Franklin Park.
Joseph Longmeyer, "Peace Prevails," Chicago Defender (Daily Edition), 8 October
1973, p. 3. Between May and July of 1966, the Bay State Banner published a number
of articles, editorials and letters to the editor addressing the state of Franklin Park.
Cynthia Zaitzevsky, "Franklin Park Historic Landscape Report, 1992," quoted in
Ashley G. Lanfer, "The Heart of the City" (working paper, Rappaport Institute for
Greater Boston, John F. Kennedy School, Harvard University, Cambridge, MA, 2003),
p. 23.
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vocational arts training program that sought to aid the transition of inmates back into

the

community.

285

During the early 1970s, Elma Lewis was
influence; the

same time

that the mobilization

at the

height of her local and national

of Boston's black community was

peak and a national dialogue regarding the issues of community control and
determination was ongoing amongst black

During
art,

this period, the

Elma Lewis School (ELSFA)

self-

and community members.

offered courses in music, drama,

dance, costume design, technical theatre and an offsite program of "rehabilitative

training for jobs in theatre crafts"

at

artists, activists

at its

Norfolk.-

80

The broad

housed

at the

Massachusetts Correctional Institution

array of programs offered

was

facilitated

by the allotment of

grants from the Rockefeller Foundation and the Ford Foundation in 1969.

relied almost entirely

on modest student fees and community support since the 1950s

Lewis used the grant monies

EL

to

expand the programs

at the

established the Massachusetts Correctional Institute

Theatre program in 1970 under the auspices of the

inmates in

all

Having

Elma Lewis School

(MCI) Norfolk Prison

ELSFA. The program

trained

aspects of theater production including stage direction, stage design,

ELSFA

M43. Northeastern
University Special Collections. She also offered the Elma Lewis School (ELSFA) as
pick up and drop off location for students participating in the Operation Exodus
program, a voluntary community funded initiative headed by Ms. Ellen Jackson that
sound, lighting, music, and acting.

Papers, 1954-1992

-

a

transported black students to public schools outside of their neighborhood by utilizing
the city's open enrollment policy.
286

The Technical Theatre Training Program was intended to train inmates for careers as
soundmen and electricians. While the program only lasted a little more
than a year, one of the outcomes of the program was the publication of Norfolk Prison
Brothers and the Elma Lewis School of the Fine Arts, Inc., Who Took the Weight?
Black Voices from Norfolk Prison (Boston: Little, Brown and Co., 1972), a book of
poetry, short stories, essays and plays written by present and former inmates. Larry
Blumsack, interview by author, audio recording, Boston, MA., 2 June 2007.
stage managers,
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(ELSFA) and was
1970s.

able to secure additional local and national funding during the early

287

During the summer of 1968, the Elma Lewis School (ELSFA) had acquired the
former Temple Mishkan Tefila and
the edge of the park that

its

school and relocated to 122

Lewis and her students had helped

Elm

Hill

Avenue, on

to reclaim. Shortly after his

appointment as the president of Eastern Gas and his relocation to Boston, Mr. Eli
Goldston, a Midwestern native, and Lewis developed a working relationship that helped
her to realize her institutional vision. Whether based on mutual respect or simple

pragmatism, the two traversed the treacherous divide that had arisen between the Jewish

and black communities largely because of the coerced ethnic-succession patterns

that

unfolded in Roxbury, Dorchester, Mattapan and elsewhere. After two years of
negotiations, Goldston eventually brokered the deal under

businesspersons donated $25,000 each to the

which ten

Combined Jewish

local

Philanthropies of

Greater Boston, allowing for the relocation of the Temple Mishkan community to

suburban Brookline and the donation of its property to the Elma Lewis School

(ELFSA). The property, valued
state

at

an estimated $1.4 million, was by

all

accounts in a

of disrepair. Nonetheless, the acquisition of the property provided the Elma Lewis

School (ELSFA) with a spacious physical structure

in the heart

287
"

of Roxbury and the

After receiving the initial Rockefeller Foundation and the Ford Foundation grants,
Lewis secured grant monies from local organizations such as The Boston Globe,
Eastern Gas and Fuel, New England Telephone and the Permanent Charities of Boston,
and other local agencies. She also secured additional funding from the Rockefeller
Foundation, the Kresge Foundation, the National Endowment for the Arts, and the Ford
Foundation. "Elma Lewis." Notable Black American Women, Book 3 (Gale Group,
2002). Reproduced in Biography Resource Center (Farmington Hills, ML: Thomson
Gale, 2006). http://galenet.galegroup.com/servlet/BioRC.
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opportunity to further the development of Lewis's institutional vision and objectives.

In

October of 1968 the formation of the National Center

month

later,

The

the

Elma Lewis School (ELFSA) began

story of the

illustrates the nature

(NCAAA) was

acquisition of

of the structural changes taking place

in

A

new home.

classes in their

Elma Lewis School's (ELSFA)

announced.

Roxbury

its

home

at the

time and

provides a preliminary means of examining the formulation of Lewis's institutional
mission.

A

significant feature of her upbringing

Jewish community of Roxbury

dwindled as

its

that

to

daily contact with the thriving

by her association with Mr. Goldston, had

more upwardly mobile members opted

institutions to surrounding

seems

that,

was her

to relocate

suburban neighborhoods."

themselves and their

Lewis's institutional vision

have been influenced by her observations of the tangible sense of community

developed around Jewish institutions and

interests.

The

ability

of these physical

and psychological spaces to generate a palpable sense of identity and enrichment for
their constituents

(NCAAA)

seems

to

have been as important

to her vision for the National

as the development of black cultural institutions across the nation.

Moreover, her alliances with Jewish leaders were also

politically expedient in a city

Larry Blumsack, interview by author, Boston, MA., 2 June 2007;
Gaither,

Center

interview by author, Boston,

MA.,

1 1

Edmund

B.

June 2007. For accounts of the events

and personalities involved in the acquisition of the property at 122 Elm Hill Avenue see
Hillel Levine and Lawrence Harmon, The Death of an American Jewish Community: A
Tragedy of Good Intentions and Gerald Gamm, Urban Exodus: Why the Jews Left
Boston and the Catholics Stayed. Also see the series of editorials in the Bay State

May and August 1968.
For discussion of "ethnic succession" patterns and the role developers and financiers
played in contributing to Jewish flight see Levine and Harmon, The Death of an
American Jewish Community: A Tragedy of Good Intentions.
Banner
289
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1

operated around patronage and characterized by a history of power struggles between
ethnically polarized white ethnic groups.

The founding and organization of the National Center (NCAAA) was

also

undoubtedly influenced by the ideological and aesthetic concerns of the Black Arts

movement, the establishment of the Black Arts Repertory Theater and School (BARTS)
in

1965 and by the formation of similar institutions

(NCAAA), however,
philosophy.

Its

in its

wake. The National Center

did not espouse a consistent or comprehensive cultural nationalist

organizational philosophy, like that of its founder,

was more

clearly

influenced by a form of classic, or bourgeois, nationalism that stressed race pride and

civic-minded forms of racial service. This ideology was characterized by a focus upon
education, cultural uplift and a collective racial identity rooted in a sense of community

that

was

often rooted in pragmatism, rather than dogma.

290

This ideology historically

held more currency within the social and political environs of New England

traditionally

dominated by the leadership of its "black Brahmins." Lewis's work was

informed ideologically by the stolidly middle class tradition of racial

modeled

in part

Association

upon the work of institutions

(YMCA), Freedom House and

like the

the United South

Likewise, the cultural activity surrounding Harlem's

Karamu House presented
justified

290

its

Young Men's
End

uplift

Christian

Settlement Houses.

YMCA and Cleveland, Ohio's

organizational models for the National Center

focus upon the

and was

(NCAAA)

and

arts.

See Moses, Classical Black Nationalism: From the American Revolution

to

Marcus

Garvey.
29

and 1970s
Arna Bontemps and

Smethurst, The Black Arts Movement: Literary Nationalism in the 1960s

pp. 154-157. For a discussion of

Karamu House

160

see

"Karamu"

in

The completion of the Wall of Respect

in

Chicago

event that stimulated national discussions amongst black

and provided the immediate context
Center

(NCAAA)

Rickson
facet

in

which the

took place. The event also inspired

to inaugurate Boston's

in

Roxbury."

"

With

this said,

intergenerational differences separated

it is

its

the fine arts

worked

movement, her

to preclude her

a nominally

activists

planning for the National

artists

Dana Chandler and Gary

community

to

autonomous black

Movement

locally

and nationally.

of "black art" and aspects of the

training

commitment

and long-standing emphasis upon

some of the more
The

populist and

fact is that the National

institution,

art

and black

artists

Center

founded with significant help

from both the Combined Jewish Philanthropies of Greater Boston and the
Fine Arts, which advocated for black

and

Lewis and many of her constituents from the

brazenly propagandistic aspects of the movement.

(NCAAA) was

historic

clear that both class orientation

a belief in the ennobling qualities

self-affirming rhetoric of the

967 was a

and community

role in black

core ideologues and artists involved in the Black Arts

While she shared

artists

1

mural movement, another important but understudied

of the cultural organization of Roxbury and

development

initial

in late

Museum

of

without articulating an overtly

separatist agenda.

Jack Conroy, Anyplace But Here (Columbia: University of Missouri Press, 1966),
pp.278-287.
292

While the mural movement was by definition not institutionally based, it did connect
artists, aspiring artists, residents and community organizations and proceeded from the
belief in functional and communal art that characterized the Black Arts Movement.
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Conclusion

The

significance of Lewis's

work was,

traditional organizations that focused

upon

at times, less

tangible than that of

struggles for adequate housing, jobs,

education and political representation. Her work was defined by a focus upon
individual and collective

empowerment through

the strong sense of black identity that fostered

residents. Lewis's project

Gaither noted, "Her

work leaves

behind her. Our work
vision, her will

found

is

The

As

of her efforts were

fruits

in the sense

community she helped

residents throughout the postwar period.

is

results.

and cumulative and were most apparent

affirmative racial identity and

legacy

community amongst Boston's black

of institution building was an ongoing process that did not

always yield immediate or easily quantified
qualitative

education, cultural development and

to foster

of personal dignity,

amongst Boston's black

her longtime collaborator

Edmund Barry

a real challenge to those of us a generation or

to figure out

and her ingenuity.""

how to

harness the space she has opened with her

As someone whose "medium was

in the several generations

two

people", her

of Black Bostonians she inspired and the

thousands of people she influenced through the cultural and educational programs of the
institutions she

founded and developed.

work was tangibly linked in theory and practice to the overall project of
black community development.
Joseph Kahn, "The Lioness in Winter," Boston Globe, September 12, 1996, p. El
Likewise,

its

'JQ'l
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